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Abstract

fflHIS dissertation describes the development of excitonic optical non-linearities

I [1] in CdTe lCdZnTe multiple quantum wells (MQWs) for electro-optic

modulators based on the quantum confined Stark effect [2]. Using strain

symmetrization techniques [3] and empirically determined critical layer thicknesses, a

range of CdZnTe/CdTe quantum wells were grown and characterized. The effect of

misfrt dislocations in these strained layer superlattices has been investigated using

high resolution x-ray diffraction, photoluminescence and photoreflectivity. The effect

of well coupling as a function of barrier thickness agreed qualitatively with

theoretical predictions.

Device architectures for monolithic microwave integrated circuit compatible

modulators using n-type dopants only was realized. The pelpendicular electric field

is generated in two fundamentally different ways.

Firstly, a lorv period multiple quantum well sandwiched between n-type layers

forming a n-i(MQW)-n structure is discussed. The MQW exhibits a mixed

type-I-type-Il valence band and the effect of strain and valence band offset is

calculated using Ë.p-th"o.y [a]. The distortion of the in-plane valence band effective

masses and the effect on the heavy- and light-hole energy ordering due to these

parameters are shown. The transmission modulator is characterized and compared to

conventional p-i(MQW)-n devices.

Secondly, the growth and electro-optic characterization of a modulation doped

single quantum well device is described. Control of the electron concentration in the
well layer is used to modify the optical absorption properties.

Electron tunneling in a modulation doped device is used to demonstrate a Stark
effect transistor. The tunneling current through the complex potential was calculated

using an approximation with a series of ideal square barriers. The transfer matrix
method developed here showed excellent qualitative agreement wiih the experiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

fflHIS thesis explores theoretically and experimentally the band gap engineering

I of a highly strained material system. The strained-layer epitaxial crystal

growth of quantum structures is revolutionalizing both the high speed electronics [5],

[6] and semiconductor laser industries [7], [8].

Pseudomorphic growth of strained-layer superlattices (SLSs) such as

CdTelCdZnTe have unique advantages over lattice matched structures [9]. The

flexibility to choose alternate lattice mismatched semiconductors, using the strain to

tune the electronic and optical properties of SLSs, has expanded the design space

avaiiable to band gap engineers.

The technologicaily relevant III-V, II-VI and IV-ry semiconductor compounds

currently being used are plotted in figure 1.1. Strained layers allow both horizontal

and vertical combinations on this map, with the system studied here having a large

lattice mismatch of -6.I% between CdTe and ZnTe.

In this study, the strength of excitonic optical non-linearities has been investigated

in highly strained coupled CdTelCdZnTe multiple quantum wel1s (or superlattices)

for application to self-electrooptic-effect devices (SEEDs) [2].

Particular attention to the minimization of misfit dislocations was made. Material

quality was assessed using high resolution x-ray diffraction and low temperature

photoluminescence [10]. The effect of well coupling and barrier height on the lowest

energy exciton was made by growing a well calibrated series of quantum 'ponds',

quantum wells and quantum 'canyons' (the nomenclature reflects the barrier height).

This study was conducted for two reasons. Firstly, it has been shown that low

barrier width is advantageous in high speed GaAlAs/GaAs SEEDs [11]. Similarly,

the minimum barrier width for the present material system while still maintaining a

1
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Figure 1.1: Minimum energy gap versus unstrained lattice constant of popular II-VI,
III-V and IV-IV binaries used in ternary combinations.

strong exciton feature has been determined. The added benefit of low barrier width

is a reduction in average strain for the SLSs, and thus the misfit dislocation density.

Secondly, it has been shown in GaAlAs/GaAs MQWs [12] that the effect of

barrier height on the behaviour of carrier localization and excitonic nonlinearities can

be used to determine the transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional

character. That is, how shallow can a MQW be made while still maintaining

two-dimensional character. In GaAs/AlGaAs it has been shown that even extremely

shallow quantum wells [13] can exhibit two-dimensional optical properties and

three-dimensional carrier transport character. The present study also provides

evidence to support this behaviour, although the room temperature behaviour is

masked by a large exciton-phonon coupling.

These concepts are at the heart of developing an ultrafast StrED, and form the

basis for selecting the active MQW region of a novel SEED device discussed here.

Optical digital and analog signal processing based on devices which can perform

the functions of optical switching, modulation and subtraction may be solutions to

the interconnection bottleneck emerging in VLSI electronics. Optical computing

architectures based on SEtrD technology have been demonstrated [1a] -[16]. By

constructing two-dimensional arrays of these devices and using free-space optical
interconnects [17], one can take advantage of the massive parallelism available for
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CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION

information processing. Unfortunately, energy requirements of light propagation

through successive layers of the StrED switching fabric limits the ultimate speed of

this particular architecture [15]. As a result hybrid FtrT-SEED technology, designed

to decrease the operating energy, was developed to combat this problem [1S]' [19].

An excellent discussion relating the switching energy issues to optical computing can

be found in reference [20]. The unique optical analog subtraction function available

with the basic SEED technology stems from the negative differential resistance

characteristic. By using two SEEDs in a differential confi.guration, the difference

function of the po\4/er between two optical beams can be performed with a dynamic

range of over four orders of magnitude [21]. This analog feature, coupled with the

modulation and photodetection capabilities of the SEED, are of particular interest

1221,,231,124).

The above SEEDs have been mainly restricted to the III-V material system. This

is partly due to diffi.culties associated in II-VI device fabrication which is still in its

infancy. Also, the basic SEED is that of a MQW sandwiched between p- and n-type

layers to form a diode. A major difficulty in II-VI is achieving electronic grade

p-type dopants. In this study, a single dopant (n-type) species is used in two

different SEED architectures to try circumventing this apparent shortcoming. An

ultrafast electrooptic device technology requires integration into monolithic

microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) technology. MMIC technology seldom uses

p-type dopants due to poor microwave device performance. Therefore, by using

n-type doping only, a MMIC compatible StrtrD technology can also be realized. The

two types of SEEDs developed here work on fundamentally different operating

principles. The n-i(MQ\ry)-".device discussed in chapter 4 is a'normally on'

transmission modulator. A contrast ratio of 12dB for the device was demonstrated

and is, to my knowledge, the first such device in CdZnTe. The second device,

described in chapter 5, operates in two different modes. The structure is essentially

that of a modulation doped two-dimensional electron gas heterostructure. By

controlling the electron concentration in the single quantum well (SQW), the first

quantized conduction energy level in the well can be depleted or populated with
electrons. When depleted, the SQW can absorb photons due to the available states

and application of an appropriate voltage can modify the built-in electrostatic field

at the rnodulation doped SQW interface. In this mode, the device uses the reverse

QCStr to modulate exciton absorption. Conversely, by populating the SQW with a
finite electron concentration the optical absorption is inhibited due to the decreased

3
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number of available states. Phase space absorption quenching mechanism has also

been demostrated in a III-V field-effect quantum well structure [25]. The simplicity

of the structure makes it an ideal candidate for optical integration to conventional

MODFET technology.

The parameters available in designing an ideal quantum well are discussed in

chapter 2. This includes a description outlining the importance of underlying cubic

crystal symmetry of individual quantum well layers when describing the electronic

band structure due to quantization along the growth axis.

The envelope function effective-mass approximation is justifed and due to the

effective mass discontinuity at the heterointerface, proper treatment of the boundary

conditions ane required. This method is then used to construct a set of coupled

wavefunctions for the case of coupled MQWs. Recognizing the periodicity of the

MQWs, the Bloch theorem is used to derive the energy band structure using the

superlattice dispersion relation. The wave-particle duality of the electron is exploited

by using a transmission matrix method to calculate the quantized energy levels of

the coupled system. The effect of well coupling is clearly iilustrated. Using a finite

element method (FEM) the effect of perpendicular electric fields on coupled quantum

wells is investigated. The extent of wavefunction penetration in the barrier material

is particularly stressed and clearly shown. FtrM was also used to calculate the

in-plane valence band dispersions of mixed type-I-type-II quantum wells. The effect

of strain and valence band offset on the heavy- and light-hole mixing is demonstrated

and compared with experimental data. Apart from the optical properties of SQWs,

the investigation also included pure electron tunneling effects in a modulation doped

structure. Electron tunneling calculations through an arbitrary potential are

described and compared to the measured behaviour. Good qualitative agreement is

found and a Stark effect transistor is demonstrated.

Investigation into the CdZnTe system has shown interesting underlying physics in

the growth, theoretical behaviour and experimental realization of several novel

devices. Apart from being a novel material study some real conclusions can be drawn.

The large amount of strain that has been coherently accomodated in the structures

discussed here shows promise for other material systems such as GaAs/InAs and

SiGe/Ge. The strained SiGe/Si system has -4% lattice mismatch [26] and is making

important contributions to opto-electronics 1271. Criticisms that Si and Ge are both

indirect semiconductors and unsuitable for optoelectronics are being answered by the
interesting technique of zone-folding [28]. Zone-folding allows SiGe/Si SLSs to

4
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exhibit direct band gap behaviour and therefore opens up speciaiized opto-electronic

applications that can directly access the enormous VLSI fabrication and integration

capability of silicon-based electronics. Also, by being able to deposit multi-layer

lattice mismatched materials, a hybrid technology which integrates optimized devices

of different and otherwise incompatible materials is becoming possible.

,)



Chapter 2

Snperlattice Band Structure

fflHIS chapter begins with some background of bulk CdZnTe properties followed

I by a brief description of how the symmetry properties of this direct band gap

semiconductor are used to describe its band structure. Next the quantum wave

mechanical description of isolated and coupled quantum wells are theoretically

described using superlattice dispersion relations and finite element analysis.

Epitaxial growth of ultrathin heterolayers less than the mean free path of an

electron forces a quantum mechanical description of the nanostructure. Modulation

of the band gap of these ultrathin iayers with near perfect interfaces, forms a

superlattice potential in the conduction and valence band. As the superlattice period

can be made longer than the lattice constant of each constituent host layer, a classic

one-dimensionai Kronig-Penny [29] structure is formed. The Brillioun zone is divided

into minizones similar to that of the bulk with allowed and forbidden energy regions.

In this thesis, the control of both the superlattice structure and the tetragonal

distortion of the host layer lattice constants are used to band-gap engineer the

electronic and optical properties.

z.O.L Bulk Band Structure

il-VI semiconductors form crystals with species of group two cations and group six

anions. The cations have two valence electrons outside filled inner shells and the

anions have six such valence electrons. The valence electrons are shared between

adjacent anions and cations and form tetrahedrally directed covalent bonds. In
addition the different nuclear charge of the anions and cations contributes a partial
ionic component to the bonding. The compound studied here is Cfi-,Zn,Te with
Cd and Zn cations and Te anions. Two interpenetrating cation and anion

6



CHAPTER 2. SUPERLATTICE BAND STRUCTURE

face-centerecl cubic sublattices form a zinc blende lattice. As indicated in Fig.2.1a,

the anion sublattice is displaced by d : ao(x) +A + z)14 along the cubic body

diagonal of the cation sublattice. The unstrained bulk lattice constant aoi as a

ll

4
I

k
z

t0101

k
v

z

ao o Cd,Zn rl Te tllu

Figure 2.1: (a) Spatial configuration of CdZnTe zinc blende lattice. (b) First Brillioun
zone of a face-centered cubic lattice.

function of composition r in Cdt-,Zn,Te, is linearly interpolated from the binary

lattice constants [30] such that ø,(z) :6.481 -0.3773r. This relationship can be

used to calibrate epitaxial layer growth using x-ray diffraction peaks (see chapter 3).

The Cd-Te near neighbour distance is -1.2Å greater than the Zn-Te near neighbour

distance for all r. Cation-anion bond lengths vary linearly from 2.8Å for CdTe to

2.64Ã. for ZnTe [30].

The zinc blende lattice structure has point space group symmetry Tj ot F43m.

There are no glide planes or screw axes so the group of any wavevector has only

simple operations such as the face-centered cubic translation group and the

tetrahedral point group 7¿. The first Brillioun zone is a truncated octahedron as

shown in Fig.2.lb. When spin is included, the group of the wavevectot Ë ir Dt at

points of symmetry f, X, L, A and Â. The energy bands of interest here lie at the f
point 1ã:O¡, where the valence and conduction band extrema and minima lie

simultaneously.

The valence electrons forming the covalent bonds of the zinc blende structure

occupy a quasi continuum of energy levels. Each unit cell of the lattice contains one

cation and one anion and therefore there are eight valence electrons per unit cell. The
orbitals of every Cadmium (or Zinc) atom of the lattice and four nearest neighbour

x
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Tellurium atoms hybridize to form tetrahedral bonds. These four tetrahedral orbitals

form a basis for a reducible representation of the I point group. The irreducible

double group f6 lies at the bottom of the conduction band and carries S-orbital

character. This group is two-fold degenerate and contains two valence electrons per

unit cell with total angular momentum J : l12. The three P,, Po and P,-orbitals

containing the remaining six valence eiectrons occupy a four fold degenerate manifold

at, zone center consisting of two doubly degenerate J :312 and .I :I12 states of lg

symmetry and a further two-fold degenerate J : l12level separated in energy at

zone center with f7 slmmetry. The two irreducible representations of fs symmetry

represent the "I :312 heavy-hole band and the "I : Il2light-hole band. The

remaining 17 J :1/2 doublet is due to the spin-orbit interaction and is assigned to

the split-off valence band. The remaining electrons of each atom residing in deep

closed shell confi,gurations are tightly bound and essentialiy non-interacting.
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Figure 2.2: I point group symmetry assignments to the electron, heavy- and light-hole
bands.

2.o.2 The ã.¿ Vtoa.t

In a bulk crystal, neglecting relativistic corrections, the one-dimensional Schrödinger

equation is given by,

kz

.-...----,-----
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11"v(í):lL +v(ù +:,-,(d xvv).f I *rn : E,a(í), (2.r)
l2*" ' ' \''l ' 4Tn2c2 \- t'r I '

where mois the free electron mass, a is the Pauli spin matrix vector and V(fl is the

crystal potential. Spin-orbit coupling is included via the cross product. The crystal

potential is periodic under translation of a Bravais lattice vector d such that

V(f + d) : V(i) and therefore we expect the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian to be

eigenfunctions itrr(fl of the translation operator T" such that T"{t(fl : ""p(it.ã)Ü(fl.
This allows us to write the eigenfunctions as

v,¿(Ð : u,É(ù eiÉ'i Q.2)

where the u,¿(fl are Bloch functions labelled with the periodicity of the la,ttice. The

Bloch states unË arelabelled with band index n and Ë is restricted to the first

Brillouin zone of. the reciprocal lattice. All the electronic transport and optical

properties discussed in this thesis require a knowledge of the band structure only in

the immediate vicinity of the f (¿ : 0) point. A local description of the band

structure can readily be made by firstly applying equation 2.I to the periodic parts

of the Bloch functions resulting in,

I

{*+v(Ð.#(dxvv) F** þ.#dxvv) .H\
:Eru¡(í\n.K nK\ /

u ,(í\nK\ /

.(2.3)

For small excursions of Ë about the band extrema, the last three terms in equation

2.3 carr be treated as a perturbation and thus the effective Hamiltonian becomes,

I UfÉ: o) t 11'(ü f u,r: EnËunÉ Q.4)

where Tt(Ë:0)r'o : Enouno are solutions at the band edges ã:0.
To a first approximation, the lu, fr and f7 subbands are well separated from other

remote bands. Therefore the d:0 basis can be built from a frnite set of band edges.

The eight band edge Bloch functions l^9 1I>, lX 11>, ly fJ>, lZ 1I>,(where ff
indicates the possible spin states), in table 2.1 have tetrahedral symmetry analagous

to the atomic ^9 and P,, Po atd P" functions [31]. The presence of spin-orbit

coupling can be simplified through diagonalizingT('(i) by taking suitable linear

combinations of the band edge Bloch functions. The total angular momentum and

the projection onto the z-axis form a new basis with the correct symmetry and are
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Table 2.1: Bloch functions of the 16 conduction band edge, fs heavy- and light-hole
edge and the fz split-off band edge.

Un.l. li,*¡ > ú.i,^, Symmetry E(Ë : o)

u-to

uzo

ueo

u+o

uso

uøo

uzo

t/ao

't I
o: I o
11
1't -13 ,3
2t | 2q_t
2) 2

3 ,1
2¡t2

1,-z
1 ,1
2¡t2
I _12) 2

)

)

)

)

)

ils 1)
ils J)

f
I
f
f
I
f
I
f

6

f)

8

8

8

I

7

Es
Es
0

0

0

0

-A"o
-A"o

denoted as l"I, Mt ) states in table 2.1. Each edge is twice degenerate corresponding

to the two opposite eigenvalues of J". The zinc blende structure lacks inversion

symmetry for the point groups. Krammers theorem states that without inversion

symmetry EnÉ: En -Ë but the Bloch functions no longer satisfy "*-i(í): u,Ë(-Ò.
The diagonalized Hamiltonian is useful in calculating the conduction, light-hole

and split-off diserpersion relations but fails to accurately describe the heavy-hole.

The heavy-hole effective mass does not originate from the Ë.p- coupling between the

finite set of band edges but indirectiy from the second-order Ë.f couplings between

the {f6, f., ft} bands and virtual transitions to remote bands of the crystal [32].

Cardona [33] has shown that the inclusion of É.f interactions with higher lying

conduction bands lead to warping of the valence band constant energy surfaces. Up

to second order in k and neglecting inversion asymmetry splitting the bulk

Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian can be written as an 8x8 matrix [3a], [32],

Tt,,,-ln"nif,tB + D
h,k.

rno
< jlp"lj' > (2.5)

da,l3

where l< j,j'(8 and {o,þ} € {*,U,2}.

p..p _ h' r r ,- ñt 5- < ilp.l, >< rlpBj' >lii, : 
2*"[i¡¡'6,u * *Z 

\; ---E ] _8, Q.6)

where < ildi' ) is the interband matrix elements P of the velocity operator between

the band edge Bloch functions of the jth and j/th edge. < E > is the average energy

of the fo, fa and f7 edges and the summation over u in equation 2.6 is over the
remote band edges not including 16, fs or fz. The Löwdin perturbation method [35]
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is used to include the 46 zone center remote states. Also,

-;P : -' < slp,lx >: -x < sþrlY >: -' < slp"lz >:9 x r}-8ev.cm (2.7)
ffio ffio ffio

and all other elements vanish due to symmetry. Equation 2.5 is used extensively in

chapter X to calculate the dispersion relations of strained CdTelCdZnTe MQWs. Ali

the microscopic information about the rapidly varying Bloch functions has been

removed and appears only as energy separations between the finite set of band edges

and the momentum matrix elements.

For simplicity, if the remote bands are neglected, the following approximate

EA(Ê) relationships for the conduction, Iight-hole and split-off bands are,

Elc _ h2 k2 , En - lET + @k2 P2 l3)]t/2Eiu: z*_- 2 ri.Jr

E* :tY * Es +lE? + (8k2P'z 13)lL/2 
e.s)"L\- 2mo, 2

Eii:-a". -H-#it. (2 10)

The effectivemasses are given Ly *i:h2(d,2Eldk')-t and clearlythey are non

parabolic in k. The heavy-hole mass is dispersionless in the above approximation

though when remote bands are considered the effective mass is of the form,

1 _ 1 , 2 \- l<*,+*lp"lu,>l'__r__: ) # t.2.11.¡T-r¿hh ffio ' *'o ,+r*ttrr,r, E, * Es

This concludes the discussion of n,¡(Ê) dispersion for the banðl edges. The

conduction band is non-parabolic and the energy dependence of the effective mass

used in envelope function formalism needs to be taken into account. As will be

shown in chapter 4, these non-parabolicities in the valence band lead to van Hove

singularities in the valence band density of states in strained layer superlattices.
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2.L Idealized Quantum \Mells and Superlattices

The magnitude of the direct band gap (defined as the lu - fa transition at Ë:0) of

CdZnTe as afunction of theZn, concentration at 300K and 12K are shown infigure

2.3 (taken from [30]). A cd1_,zn,Tef cd1-oznoTe (, * y) heterojunction produces a

discontinuity in the band edges across the heterointerface. Consider the case of an

2.4
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Figure 2.3: Unstrained direct band gap of bulk Cd1-,Zn,Te as a functionZnTo. Upper
curves are at 300K and iower curve is at 12K.

ideal single quantum well (SQW) formed by a double heterojunction consisting of

wide band gap (WBG) CdZnTe barriers cladding a narrow band gap (NBG) CdTe

well layer, as depicted in figure 2.4. At the interface the Te atoms have half their

bonds with the CdZnTe layer and half with the CdTe layer. Therefore a perfect

heterointerface extends over half a monolayer either side of the plane of Te atoms at

the transition region. The growth direction and consequently the quantization axis

lies along the z-axis. At each heterojunction the conduction band discontinuity is

defined asV_ LE"-¡caz"r"(Ë - 0) - lgdr"(É - 0) : I{LEs,where
LEs - (l{az"r" -l18az"r"¡ - (rgar" - l$ar", and 1.04 < I{ < 1.12 for cdTef znTe

superlattices depending on the number of monolayers in each layer [36], [37].

Similarly the valence band manifold offset is defined as,

V: LE, - l{dz"r.(ã: O) - f|;ar"çË - 0) : (K - I)LE' and split off discontinuity

V"o: LE"o - lldz"r"(Ë: o) -rfar"(É: 0). The strain contributions to these

offsets are discussed in the next chapter and must be taken into account.
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Figure 2.4: Depiction of an ideal single quantum well conduction band. The atomic
composition of each host layer and definition of an ideal interface are shown.

2.L.L Heterostructure Envelope Function Model

Each layer comprising the SQW in figure 2.4 is characterized by its own lattice

constant a'o, energy dispersion relations Eî(Ëù and Bloch functions Ü;,Ë (Ð'

The heterostructure wavefunction can be built up from the complete set of

orthonormal bulk eigenstates at a particuiar energy E by,

iú(/) : lo(, -0) - o(z -,)l l(d9(Ê")u'"^,t"Ø + óP(Ê")vl,¿"(Ò)
nrl,E

+fo(z - a) - @(, - b)l D (óP (ÉY)v[¡*(i) + ó? (Éhv[-¡*(Ò)
",ÉY

+[o(z - ó) - @(" - ¿)] D (df)(ãf )v"^¡,(,') + óf)(Éi)vl,_i"(Ò) , (2.r2)

",ËF

where the summation is over all bands of the host layers and O(z - i) is the unit step

function. For this energy -E the wavevectors are solutions of EY (ÊY ) : E and

Ei GÐ: ,8. For energies less than the barrier height in the well the wavevector Ëfl
is real, (restricted to the first Brilliuon zone of the well material), corresponding to a

propagating state. In the forbidden region of the barrier layer the wavefunction is

evanescent withil imaginary. The coefficients óP(Ëî) are found by imposing

boundary conditions and continuity which are will discuss later. The Bloch functions

-_t

-7
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used in equation 2.12 arc not known for all the bands in the crystal thereby rendering

the complete solution impractical. Truncation of the summation to a tractable form

can be made by recognizing that both well and barrier layers are zincblende with

similar band structures and that electronic states and band offsets of the

heterostructure are close to the fo, la and fz band extrema. Also, an allowed energy

level in the conduction band of the quantum well can be built from a propagating f6

state of the well layer and an evanescent fa state of the barrier material. This

reinforces the notion that the heterostructure state wili be described in terms of the

Ë.p- 
"*pu.rrion 

about the f point. The above points justify making the ansatz that

the periodic Bloch functions are the same in the well and barrier [3S]. That is,

"ioØ) = ub*o@). (2.13)

This condition is not actually necessary but it simplifies the caiculation considerably

A formalism developed by Mailhiot [39] without using this assumption results in

small correction in the energies.

Further, for unidirectional modulation in composition in the z-axis and assuming

flat band conditions (which is is not the case for modulation doping as discussed in

chapter Y) we can expand each of the \tiË,(Ò into a sum of products of rapidly

varying band edge periodic Bloch functions u"o(i) and slowly varying envelope

functions, X"(Ò, on the scale of the host unit cells. Writing the ¡"(fl as a

superposition of forward and counter propagting plane waves, the wavefunction in

the well layer becomes,

8

vt(Ð: t ldj"(ã,, ,kY)u*,o(Ò."(iÉ¡'í+ik{a ¡ 6\a)çÊ,,kY)u,o(fl.e-(;Êtr'o'+ory'4)
j=r

,, (2.r4)

where a separation of the three dimensional vectors into a component along the

growth axis and a two-dimensional component lying in-plane has been made. That

is, Ëi : (Ëll,k,), í: (p,z). The bi-dimensional vectors p-:(x,y) and d¡¡:(k,,,kr) arc
the in-plane position and wave vectors. The in-plane wavectot ã¡¡ ir real and has

translational invariance of the hosts.

The eight envelope wavefunctions in the well and barrier layers corresponding to

their respective host band edges take the form,

xY Q, z) : g-tlz 
"tËtt'iç[ 

(z)

xl,Ø, z) : g-t¡z 
"oËyirþI7),,

(2.15)

(2.16)
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where f) is the sample area.

The effective Hamiltonian acting on these heterostructure envelope functions will

therefore be an 8x8 matrix describing eight coupled differential equations between

the eight envelope functions corresponding to the host band edges. The

heterostructure potential shifts V("),,V"(z) andV""(r) for the fo, fa and 17 band

edges, respectively, in going from the barrier material to the well material can be

added to the diagonal of the Hamiltonian because of the ansatz in equation 2.I3.

This results in,

Ëll) + V(z)r" t V,(z)r, * V,"(z)r," ,íQ): n úQ), Q.L7)11(to(r)
.a

' oart

where ^l;Q) ate the layer dependent constants l40l,L andI"o are the 2x2 identity

matrices acting on the f6 and f7 edges, andlu is the 4x4 identitymatrix acting on

the fs edge. The potential shifts V(r), V"(z) and V,"(r) are zero in the well material.

For a SQW with inversion asymmetry each band edge is doubly degenerate and thus

equation 2.17 reduces to a 4x4 matrix. A necessary but not sufficient boundary

condition is the continuity of ,/- thronghout the SQW, particularly at the interfaces.

This ensures that equation 2.14 is a proper quantum mechanical wave function.

By integrating equatiot 2.I7 across an interface with barrier material to the left

and well material to the right (each layer characterized by having different effective

masses and non degenerate parabolic bands), it can be shown [38] that conservation

of the probabiiity current across the interface occurs only when the following product

is continuous:

,ú*i'e;): tüt"i"e!) (2.1s)

where lüt i" the 8x8 matrix resulting from the integration and of the form

li: (LlÐ ð102,, (where y'is the effectivemass tensor and the interface

immediatelyto the left (right) is at positiorr z: r;Ql)).This property is inherent

to calculations in the next section and the more generalized method presented in

chapter 6 used in calculating the transmission probability through an arbitrary

potential configuration. Note that in figure 2.4 the energy versus in-plane momentum

is shown in the well layer. This is a result of the reduction in symmetry from 3D to

2D due to the quantum well potential.
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2.2 Coupled MQ'Ws and Minibands

The familiar problem of the motion of an electron in a periodic atomic potential can

be easily solved using the Kronig-Penny model to solve for the band structure in

solids. The subband structure of a periodic rectangular potential well can be

similarly treated by making use of the translational symmetry properties inherent to

the problem in the envelope function model described in the previous section.

2.2.t Superlattice Dispersion Relation

Consider the subset of a periodic structure of N wells and N+1 barriers as depicted

in figure 2.5.

O¿ î-2 0n-1 O( Tn+1 0n+lnn

V
þn-z 9n-t 0tt ôn+1 Þn+t

c

z

b a
^

Figure 2.5: Conduction band at É:0 for coupled multiple quantum wells

Assuming the I/ wells are identical abrupt square potentials with constant barrier

thickness and using the effective mass approximation one can define the reflection

and transmission coefficients ai) Pi,, ?¿ and ó¿ for each layer to describe the

propagating and evanescent plane waves of the electron wavefunction tþ.(z),

1.exp(-qz) + ó, exp(qz)

ol exp(-ik z) t /texp(ikz)
yexp(-qz) + 6r exp(qz)

a2 exp(-ikz) + 0z exp(ik(z - 
^))

,z 10
,o<z<a
,a 1z .--1\

,l\1t<A+a

lNexp(-q(, - (N - 1)^) { ó¡¡exp(q(, - (N - 1)^)

,(¡/ - 1)^ <, < (N - 1).4.+ ø

a¡¡exp(-ik(, - (¡f - 1)^ - ø) + B¡¡exp(ik(, - (N - 1)Â - a)

,(¡ú-1)z\< z<(N -1)A+o

,þ"(") :
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Here k : (2miÐ)lh and q - (zm[(V" - E)lf, are the wavevectors of the electron

in the well and barrier along the z-axis. The well and barrier widths are ø and ó

respectively with Â:a*b equal to the period. The envelope wavefunction is

piecewise continuous with matching conditions at each interface given by equation

2.18 such that,

1

C : eiko
male TkutQ

-r-
Tnute ' *ul,

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

,þQ)1": ,þQ)ln

1 arþQ)a,þQ)
mi 0z L n'Ù ,R 0z

R,

where rn), i:w,b, are the electron effective masses in the weil and barrier layers

A

C

Qn-L

0n-t :)(;)

sinh(

where

A: eiko
mak TnuQ

cosh sinh

sinh

))

))

))

ì
I

(qb

(qb

qb

(qu)

rnuQ

mølc
+

malc

TntuÇ

fnutQ fmb k

D : ¿-ika

fi-

nhS1cosh(qb)+;W-ffi)
For a periodic structure such as a multiple quantum well with repeating unit cell

consisting of one barrier/well pair, the electronic potential has translational

invariance,

V(z) : V(z + 1t') (2'23)

and therefore the electron wavefunction is expected to have solutions of the form

,þ(r): "-iK"rþ(r): 
g(z -f lr) (2.24)

to reflect this symmetry.

The Bloch waves of the periodic medium of Bloch wavevector 1l allows us to write

(;) (2.25)

which also satisfies the eigenvalue equations

-ó -iKL Qn-l

þn-t

(:; X i):,'"^( î.), (2.26)
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where the phase factor e-iKL is the eigenvalue of the translation matrix (equation

2.26). Taking the trace of the translation matrix allows trs to solve for the phase

factor. That is,

-iK (2.27)

From the real part one can find solutions to the band structure by the dispersion

relation,

P(E): cos(11^) : cosh(qb)cos(kø) - r(+ - ä)sinh(qó)sin(kø)' 
(2.2s)

where ( : m[(E)l*L@).In presence of strain, the energy dependent effective

masses in each layer are given by equations in chapter 3.

Solutions where -1 < cos(KÂ,) < +1 represent bound states of the quantum well

and solutions lcos(I(^)l > 1 represent forbiden energies. The transfer matrix of

equation 2.21 rcIates the plane wave coeffi.cients for each unit cell comprising of one

barrier/well pair. If this unit cell is repeated N times to construct a multiple

quantum well, by virtue of the matrix nature of the problem we obtain the

expresslon,

N

e
n :îØ+ r) + 

i(;,^ * 
r))' - '] 

t

(;)

A further simplification of equation 2.29 can be made by recognizing [41] that

^¡

13o

B
D):(å

Q.ç¡
(2.2e)

(2.30)

(2.31)

AB :(
DC

AUN-v - UN-z BUN-v

CUN-v DUN-v - Uw-z

where (Jx : sin[(,nú +1)KL]lsin[KA] is the Chebyshev identity [42].

It is now possible to calculate energy levels in a coupled multiple quantum well (or

superlattice) using the transmission matrix developed so far. The transmission

coefficient can be found from [43],

2

?¡¿+r : lot*t l' :
| ûe lgr+r-o lcl'+ t;;ffiÐ

where lCl' : (sinh(qó)[k lq + qlk))'. Expanding sin(¡/KÂ) (see appendix of this

chapter) and using equation 2.28, the energy dependence of the transmission

coefficient can easily be caiculated. The results of such calculations will now be

discussed with particular emphasis on the consequences of assuming interaction

between potential wells.

¡r+1 K
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2.2.2 Single Quantum Well

The simplest case of a single quantum weil using equation 2.31 for the cases varying

barrier thickness and conduction band discontinuity are shown below. Considering a

plane wave of unity amplitude impinging on a barrier at z:0 and being finally

transmitted through the adjacent barrier at z:L.In figure 2.6 the dispersion relation

equation 2.28 is plotted for a double barrier of height %:100meV and weil width of

150,{ and four different barrier widths (aiz: I0,40, 80 and 100Å)' The energy range

is from the bottom of the well to the top of the barrier and therefore a search for

quantized energy level in this energy range can be conducted. As mentioned above,

the region bounded by lf (ø)l ( 1 are allowed energies, of width A-6 in the quantum

well. As the barrier width decreases the energy bandwidth A-6, also decreases

exponentially.

By looking at the resonant transmission spectrum using equation 2.31 as in frgure

2.7, the quantized energy levels appear as resonant peaks, with maximum of 1.0

appearing at energy given by P(E):4.

The width of the allowed energy band increases with decreasing barrier thickness

(A[6 actually depends on exp(-2q(8")Lb) 144]), owing to the fact that the quantized

wavefunction has not decayed to zero inside the barrier layer. For infinitely thick

barriers, the resonance peak would become single valued corresponding to an isolated

thick barrier SQW and vice versa. In figure 2.8 the well depth has been increased to

500meV. Two quantized energy levels appear with the peak ground state energy

resonance for 10Ä. barrier case being shifted -30meV lower in energy compared to

the 100,Ä. barrier case. This is not a generai rule for all subbands as the second

quantized resonance increases its energy position toward the top of the well for

thinner barriers. Lastiy, the case of a deep potential weli with %:1.0eV,
characterized by CdTelZnTe quantum wells, is presented in figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.6: Dispersion for CdZnTelCdTelCdZnTe, I/":lQ0meV, constant well width

-L,.,-150,Ä, and different barrier thicknesses tr6:lQ, 40, 80 and 100 ,4'.
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Figure 2.8: ZnTef CdTefZnTe, %:500meY, L.-l$OÂ and Lt:70,40, 80 and 100 .4..
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Figure 2.9: ZtTef CdTefZnTe, %:500meY, L--I50Å and Lt:I},,40, 80 and 100 Å.
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Figure 2.10: CdTe f ZnTe, A":1,0eV, tr-:150,{ and tr6:l0, 40, 80 and 100 ,{
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Figure 2.11: CdTe f ZnTe, A":1.OeV, tr-:150Å and tr6:1¡, 40, 80 and 100 Å

The connection between superlattice eigenstates and bound states of an isolated

well are explored further in the next section.
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2.2.3 Miniband Splitting

Using coupled mode theory [45], [41] applied to N identical coupled quantum wells,

the nth superlattice mode can be written as,

¡r
'ú:ol: t "1")$;ç"¡

(2.32)
j=l

(2.34)

Assuming that there is only nearest neighbour coupling between we11s (tight binding

approximation), the generalized coupled mode equation has the form [41],

(J - I x Q"\!r+(I( - E)c\") +Q - I x E)c\lr:0, (2.33)

where the integrals are defined as,

t : l* ,þ.(r)rþ.(, -f lr)d,2,

23

(2.35)

(2.36)

l"o
J:V ,þ.(t)rþ"(, -l 4r)dz,

l,o
K:V ,þ"(, -r ÐrþiQ -t {r)dz.

Choosing the boundary conditiott 
"f;) 

: 
"|}1, 

: 0 the solution to equation 2.33 is

simply "5"):sinljtrl(N * 1)] wherel:1,...,¡y'. The splittingof the isolated

quantum well energy level -81 into N nondegenerate eigenstates are given by,

Ef" : u, _ t< + z! coll.tr l(I + t)l 
es7)I + 2I cos[/n/(.nú + 1)]

In figure 2.12 the effective well coupling is illustrated for N:1, 2 and 3 quantum wells

separated by constant well/barrier thickness and %:100meV. The splitting of the

isolated quantum well eigenstate into a set of N non degenerate eigenstates is clearly

seen in figure 2.12. As the number of interacting wells increases, the sharpness of the

resonances decreases and the lowest eigenstate energy drops toward the bottom of

the well, in accordance with equation 2.37. The case of a triple barrier with fixed

barrier height (%:500meV) and varying barrier widths (10, 40 and 100Å) are shown

in figure 2.13. As the barrier width decreases the resonances of each doublet broaden

and the energy splitting between doublets of each miniband widens.
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2.2.4 Superlattice Density of States

Up until this point the in-plane motion of the superlattice has been neglected.

Ignoring asymmetry splitting, the conduction band remains doubly degenerate and

therefore the superlattice eigenenergy is defined as,

25

(2.38)

(2.3e)

(2.40)

(2.4r)

El"(kt,kll) : h'klt

2^it
En

For the case of weak coupling the overlap integral in equation2.34 (1 ( 1), the

(kr)+

superlattice eigenenergies for the ground state become,

E',J=r(r) - Ey - K - 2J.". (#h)
Therefore, the allowed energy of the superlattice is over LhTt : I{ t2J. The

superlattice density of states p"(E) for the conduction band is deflned by [38],

p"(E) : D ulu - ,- -#'] - 
c¿¡*¡n-iî - /* o(E - E,)dkL

,,rÍrr" l" 
DrL z*îl) n2h'2 ?

qtt p"(E)
n

Using equation 2.38 the classic step like behaviour of an isolated quantum well is

modified to,

p"(E) : cos-1 (W)
E < 8".+ K -2J
lE-8"+I{l<2J
ElEn+K-2J{ï

Depending upon whether the superlattice is a type-I configuration ( electron and

heavy-hole both confined in NBG layer) or type -II conflguration (electron conflned

in NBG layer and light-hole confined in WBG layer), the lineshapes for emission and

absorption associated with interband transitions have been shown [46] to be different.

The energy splitting of a coupled quantum well system has been observed

experimentally [a7] by comparing the absorption spectrum of an isolated quantum

well to that of a set of coupled MQWs. Resonant tunneling in superlattice structures

such as those discussed above has been the subject of major theoretical research [48],

[49], [50], [51], [52] in tunneling mechanisms, and practical high speed device

technology [53].
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2.2.5 Quasi-Bound States

It is interesting to now consider the case for propagating states in both the WBG

and NBG layers. This corresponds to electron energies above the barriers and

therefore equation 2.28 is modified by making the substitution q - iq'. Figure 2.14

shows P(E) as as function of energy below and above the barrier height, the

parameters being %:100mev, 150Å wel and 80Ä. barrier. The marker at 100meV

locates the top of the barrier, and the propagating states corresponding to

lP(E)l ( 1 are shown for energies ten times above the barrier potential. Figures 2.15

and 2.16 show the transmission probability for a single barrier, double barrier and

triple barrier (parameters used are I/":1¡¡meV, 150Å wells and 80,& barriers). The

dashed curve in figure 2.15 corresponds to a singie barrier and shows small

oscillations above the barrier. The single and triple quantum wells show na row

resonances of the confined quantized energy leveis and well defined osciilations above

the barrier. The well defined above barrier oscillations (solid curves) correspond to

miniband states and propagate in both well and barrier heterolayers. Later, in

chapter 6 there is a brief discussion regarding how these oscillations can, for example,

enhance carrier confinement in semiconductor lasers.

2

-2
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Electron fnergy t (ev)

Figure 2.1a: P(E) versus E, CdZnTe f ZnTe, A":100meV, L--150Å and tr¡:80Å

These above barrier states have been observed experimentally in GaAs-AlGaAs

MQWs using resonant raman scattering [54] and excitation photoluminesence

spectroscopy [55]. The virtually bound excitons, unlike bound excitons confined in
the weli, are delocalized and extend throughout the multilayer structure. Scattering

0LI
o_
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Figure 2.15: T(E) vs E, CdZnTefZnTe, A":100meV, L--I50Ä. and tr¿:80,{ for a

single barrier (dashed curve) and single quantum well (solid curve).
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of bound excitons into the lowest energy virtual state through exciton-phonon

coupling can also populate higher virtual states. The possibility of injecting carriers

into these virtual states may be of use in hot carrier ballisiic transport devices.

Propagating \/aves in both NBG and WBG layers is analogous to optical Bragg

reflectors where one forms a periodic refractive index multilayer structure' The light

propagating within the transparent regions of each host layer has wavevectors

¡: (un¡)lc and q: (unn)lc where n¿ and nr àre the high and low refractive indices

of each layer and ø is the angular frequency of the light. In the next chapter, use is

made of this transparency condition in the design of an optically inactive buffer layer

for several highly strained binary cdTelzrfie multiple quantum wells.

2.3 Effect of Perpendicular Electric Field

The previous sections have involved calculations of quantum wells under fla,t band

conditions. An important mode of operation for multiple quantum well structures

occurs when an electric field is applied parallel to the growth axis, that is, an applied

perpendicular electric fi.eid tr. In quantum wells ta leads to a lowering of the

quantized energy states or a redshift [56]. Conversely, in highly coupled superlattices,

t1 leads to a blueshift or a raising of the energy eigensates of the superlattice [57].

The oppposite directions in the energy shift for isolated quantum wells and coupled

quantum wells originates from different physical processes. For isolated quantum

wells, a field-induced polarization in the bound states occurs. In superlattices an

inhibition of resonant tunneling between consecutive wells by destroying the energy

alignment reduces the coupling.

To model a linearly increasing t1 across an isolated SQW (ie: t¡ parallel to the

growth direction), shown in figure 2.26 (see appendix of this chapter), a finite

element method has been used to solve a one-dimensional Schrodinger equation for

the conduction band edge,

hry +v"(r) rþ"(r) * e tt zrþ"(r) - E'^rþ"(r), (2.42)

where

I o a1z1a*bV(r): I ^, ^,;^-^:,^^ (2.43)
\ aE" otherwise

Variational [58] and exact Airy function [59] approaches to the solution of equation

2.42 are commonly used. In these methods trial wave functions must be selected,
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with the disadvantage that higher order wavefunctions become increasing difficult to

select and material dependent parameters can not be introduced. That is, effective

mass is homogeneous throughout the structure. Using finite element methods

(FEMs), (as discussed here) and transfer matrix methods [60] (see chapter 6), only

the correct long distance behaviour of the wavefunction boundary conditions is

required and material dependent parameters are intrinsic to the calculation. By

discretizing the potential well into N space cells, an approximate expression for the

second derivative can be made,

A'rþ"1 ,þ* - zrþ*-t I tþn-zffil*,=ff' (2'44)

with the boundary conditions rþ(z:O):Q ar'd tþ(z:L):0. For N space cells equation

2.42becornes an NxN matrix acting on the vector ú: þþt,rþr,.'.,lþn-z,rþ,-)
which can be solved for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Scanning the eigenvalues

in the energy range of interest selects automatically the eigenfunctions for those

subbands. The added feature of simultaneously solving for quasi bound states of a

SQW is discussed later. In figure 2.17, three separate SQW energy versus position

configurations used in the following calculations are shown. For all cases the author

has used a 100,Â, CdTe well, bounded by 100Å CdZnTe barriers with %:500meV. As

t1 increases, the tilt across the SQW begins to form a triangular potential near the

bottom of the well. The spatial dependence of the ground state wavefunction for
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Figure 2.17: Potential profile of SQW with tr:O, 0.5 and I.0, L--I00,,Â., trr:1ggfl
and AE":500meV.
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three tr fields ( in units o12mL2 f ft' ) ur" plotted in fi,gure 2.18. The groundstate

wavefunctions ltl"1(z)12 are normalized to the peak probability at the center of the

well for the zero field case.
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Figure 2.18: Finite element calculation of the ground state electron probability (ltill'?)
in a SQW as a function of position perpendicular to the layers, (z). SQW configuration
is tl-Q, 1.0 and 2.0, L*:100Å, tro:100Å and AE":5gg-"y.

The symmetric electron probability densitV lrþ!(t)12 for the unbiased SQW

becomes deformed for increasing t1 and builds up toward the barrier of the lower

energy interface. The wavefunctions have been normalized to the peak of the

unbiased case, and therefore the vertical axis in figure 2.18 is arbitrary. Later in

chapter 4, the actual situation for the CdTelCdZnTe valence band is a mixed

type-I-type-Il configuration. For the type-I SQW, the valence band will have

heavy-hole wavefunctions piling up toward the opposite interface to that of the

electron. On the other hand, for the light-hole confined in a type-Il quantum well,

the wavefunction actually piles up toward the same interface to that of the electron.

This results in the overlap integral between the electron and light-hole will increase

with electric field.

The dashed lines in figure 2.17 show the energy states, with subband index

n : I,2, . . .,, increasing from the bottom of the well. In figures 2.I9 - 2.21 is plotted

þþ!12 for each of the electric field configurations depicted in figure 2.17 (tr:0,0.5 and

1.0). These curves are plotted on a log scale to give the reader an appreciation for
the extent of wavefunction penetration into the barrier layers. As the subband index
increases the number of nodes in the well increases. The asymmetry in the

1:0

2.0

0/
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wavefunctions and build up toward the left hand interface is evident. For tl:1.[
(figure 2.2L) it can be seen that the subbands n:3 and 4 are in fact quasi bound

states. Subband n:3 is localized strongly in the well with signifi.cant pentration

outside, whereas subband n:4 is weakly localized in the well and has a high

probability of being outside the well.
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Figure 2.19: Finite element calculation of the electron probability (lrþQ)12) in a SQW
as a function of position perpendicular to the layers, (z). SQW configuration is t1-0,
tr-:100Å, tra:100,{ and AE":500meV.

Figures 2.22 throttgh to 2.24 show the ground state and excited wavefunctions for

the case of two coupled quantum weils with zero and large eiectric fi,eld (tl:1.0).
The structure consists of two 100.Ä, wells ( 100 < z 1200 ar'd 220 < z < 320 )

separated by a thin 20Å barrier (200 < z < 220 ) and the total structure is clad

between 100Å barriers (0 1z 1100 and 320 < z 1420 ). Figure 2.22 shows the

breaking of the degenerate ground state wavefunctions into a symmetric and

antisymmetric state due to the interaction between wells. The symmetric and

antisymmetric states have different eigenenergies ( aiz: EÍ:38.3meV and ET:+t.t
meV ), with equal probability of being in the left or right well. The symmetric state

has a non zero probability of being in the central barrier whereas the antisymmetric

state goes to zero in the centrai barrier.

The FEM method also provides the higher excited states as shown in figure 2.23.

All excited state wavefunctions ?Þ"(z),, n:2,3,4 and 5, have their energy

degeneracies split. The energy splittings between the symmetric and antisymmetric
states increases with the subband index n (cf: Ei:l1l.}rneV and Eå:16B.TmeV)
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wavefunctions t/1(z)",o in a double QW as a function of position perpendicular to
the layers. The electric field was tr-0 across two identical wells of width tr-:100Å
separated by a thin barrier of width Lt:20Å,. The structure was sandwiched between

thick 100Å barriers and AE":5gg-"y.

which is consistent with the increase in 4fr6.

Calcuiations with even a small asymmetry in well size of -2Ä. show that this

picture of ideal coupling displayed in the curves above is destroyed. This is

demonstrated in figure 2.25 where the well size of the right hand side well is reduced

bV 2 Å. The eigenenergies of the two states are 38.9 and 42.0 meV, which are only a

fraction of an meV different to the identical well case.

Another way of reducing the coupling is to apply a perpendicular electric fi.eld

such that the resonant energy condition between the wells is reduced. When the

electricfield is increased (tr:1.0) to the point where coupling is practically

destroyed, as in figure2.24, the energy levels are no longer split. The wavefunctions

display a high degree of asymmetry and a finite probability of occupying the

respective adjacent weli. The first three energy levels of the structure correspond to

(see insert of flgure 2.24) Ihe groundstate wavefunction in the left well E! (dashed

curve) followed by the first excited state of the left weli Er¿ (double hump curve)

followed by the groundstate of the right hand side well Ef .
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2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter the envelope function formalism has been used to calculate the effect

of well coupling on the quantized energy eigenstates. Using the analog of the

Kronig-Penny model applied to superlattices, with the correct matching conditions

at the interfaces, an effective mass approximation has been used to investigate ideal

isolated and coupled quantum welis. The FEM method was used to investigate the

effect of perpendicular electric fields on the eigenenergies and wavefunctions across

isolated and coupled quantum wells. FEM is a powerful method for the calculation

of eigenenergies and eigenfunctions and highly appropriate for the calculation of

overlap integrals between the conduction and valence bands which can be used to

calculate absorption spectra.

The FEM method is used in chapter 4 to solve for the in-plane dispersion in the

valence band which is complicated by band mixing effects. It is important to note

that the idealness of well coupling is critically dependent on even small perturbations

in either inter-well/ inter-barrier sizes or electric field. Small well width fluctuations

are therefore enough to reduce the coupling efficiency between adjacent quantum

wells and has important implications on Wannier-Stark ladders discussed in chapter

4.
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2.5 Appendix

2.5.L Finite Element Method

The SQW potential can be broken down into a finite number of discrete points,

shown in figure 2.26. Renormalizing equation 2.42 with ( : z I L the FEM eigenvalue

matrix is built with elements A : -2.1h2 - (2 * *;@V(()lfi\Q'z lh'z) B : l.llr',
V(() is the position dependent potential, h: LIN is the spacing between cliscrete

points and N is the mesh size of the discretization. The eigenvalues l¿ are found

using the FEM matrix construction shown in equation 2.45.

or2 n-1 n n+1 L :

Figure 2.26: Discretization of the SQW potential profile
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The bound states of the SQW are found by searching the array of eigenvalues À¿ in
the energy range of interest.
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2.5.2 Expansion of sin(lü/'fA)

The following expressions can be used for the calculation of the transmission

coefficient. First using the relation,

iNKI\e"' -"' : cos(I/K^) + i sin(lúIíÀ) : [cos(I(Â) + ; ti"iffn¡1N
N

: D(i)i,l| "orrv-i(1fÄ; 
sinilKA) , (2.46)

j=o

where r9f are the binomial coefficients and lú an integer.

Next, by equating the imaginary parts of equation 2.46 and using the identity

sin2(KÁ.) - 1 - cos2(1(À) results in the following expressions for

S(¡ú,1{A) : sin(IúKÀ)/ sin(IfÀ):

Single .9(¡\r, K^)
Double S(¡/,1(^)
Triple .9(¡ú,11^)

Quadruple S(¡\r, K,{)

Quintuple S(¡/,1(^)
Sentuple .9(¡tr, K^)

: 2 cos(IíÀ)

: 4cos2(I{^) - 1

: 4 cos(KÀ)(2 cos2(1{^) - 1)

: 16cosa(K^) - 12cos2(11Á') * 1

: 32 coss(11^) - 32 cos3(1(À) * 6 cos(KÂ)

1

(2.47)



Chapter 3

Strained-Layer Snperlattices

f) SEODOMORPHIC growth of hetero-epitaxial strained-layers and superlattices

I as a method of modifying the band structure was first introduced by Osbourn

[3]. Coherent growth (misfit dislocation free) of lattice-mismatched semiconductor

superlattices can be achieved by growing alternating thin layers below the

homogeneous strain energy for each layer. In doing so, the cubic structure of the

semiconductor is elastically distorted so that the in-plane lattice constant of the

epiiayer is commensurate with substrate (or thick relaxed buffer). This tetragonal

distortion of the epilayer lattice geometry can be used to modify the band structure

similar to the effect of an externally applied uniaxial stress [61]. For strained-layer

superlattices (SLSs) the additional tuning parameter of strain can be used to

construct a material that has properties not possible with lattice matched systems.

One such advantage is the ability to decrease the two-dimensional heavy-hole

effective mass of ihe SLS about the f point (kll - 0). The theoretical treatment of

this aspect is discussed further in chapter 4.

This chapter deals with a number of fundamental issues relating to the growth of

specific types of SLSs so that their optical properties could be optimized for the

active region of a SEED. The vast knowledge base of GaAs/AlGaAs MQWs relating

to design issues of fast SEEDs is equally applied to an investigation of CdTelCdZnTe

quantum well parameters.

Well depth, well coupling and barrier height were varied in order to determine

their respective effects on the strength of the lowest energy exciton transition and

the heavy-hole-light-hole energy separation.

The SLS configuration (ie: well/barrier dimensions and composition) determined

the strain present in the structure and was therefore subject to limitations in

39
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coherent growth. This constrained the number of periods that couid be grown for a

given well/barrier configuration and substrate.

The difficulties associated in realizing CdTelCdZnTe SLSs, with lattice

mismatches up to - 6To, can be appreciated by noting the microscopic forces

involved. This relatively large strain corresponds to internal stresses of the order

60kbar, which must be elasticaliy accomodated within the structure. Therefore,

careful attention to critical layer thicknesses and growth conditions was required. If

the misfit density is small, the biaxial stress experienced by the SLS results in a

finite torque that bends the SLS to a curvature in the order of a metre radius. This

large curvature does not appreciably alter the strain distribution in the SLS,

compared to other complicating growth factors.

The chapter is composed of three main stages. The first stage introduces the

theoretical implications of strain on the band structure and modification of the

superlattice dispersion relation. The second stage describes the molecular beam

epitaxy equipment and diagnostic tools used for the growth , in-situ monitoring and

post growth analysis of the structures studied in this thesis. The third stage consists

of a detailed calibration procedure used for the growth of three different series of

SLSs. The three SLS series correspond to the confining barrier heights used and are

termed quantum ponds (CdTe/Cds.s3Zns.17Te), quantum wells (CdTef Cdo.ssZno.ntT")

and quanturn co,nAons (CdTelZnTe) in order to distinguish this property. High

resolution x-ray diffraction, photoluminesence and photoreflectivity are used to

determine the state of coherency of the SLSs. One of the CdTe/ZnTe series was

grown for, compatibility with femtosecond time resolved reflectivity measurements,

resulting in an interesting phenomenon.

3.1 Deformation of the Band Structure due to

L]niaxial Strain

The effects of externally applied uniaxial strain on the band structure of bulk

semiconductors was pioneered by the theoretical and experimental work of Bir and

Pikus [61], Kliener and Roth [62], Hensel and Feher [63], Hasegawa [64], Aspnes and

Cardona [65] and Pollak [66], [67]. They showed that large external uniaxial strains,

close to the elastic limit, could warp the band structure of bulk semiconductors by

tetragonal distortion of the unit cell.

Following the notation of Pollak [66], the complete Hamiltonian in the presence of
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strain tensor €-can be written as,

11(É, 4 : X(b + 11"(4 + rtl(i, | + ttrçi, a, 4

where

4I

(3.1)

Hr(i,d,4 : -arçi.a¡rr@ -3ô, l( 
L,o, -rri,.a)r,, + ,o]

-t/gdrl(L,oo ¡ Loo,)e,o + cp). (3.4)

i ir th" angular momentum operator and 'cp' is the complex conjugate expression.

The quantities in the orbital-strain HamiltonianTll(i,Q are: 41, which represents

the absolute intraband hydrostatic shift of the orbital valence bands; and the orbital

uniaxial deformation potentials, d1 and ór. The stress-dependent spin-orbit

HamiltonianTl2(i d,fl has additional deformation potentials a2, d,2 andb2,

representing the modified spin-orbit interaction in the presence of strain.

The strain dependent levels at Ë:0 for an externally applied stress along [001] are

given by the matrix elements of equation 3.1,

71"(Ò: o.T'(4

llr(í,4:-orTr(Q-3ó1

l+,+l)"
Es + 6E"H

0

0

0

Ittz-!r"),,,+,n]
- r/iat l(L, Lo ! L, L,)e,o r 

"p)

l*,+å), l+,++),
00
00

-68ï, - 68" t/268',
tf26E'" -a"o - 6E'',

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.5)

I
2)

2t

2t
1
2)

+
+
+
+

1\
11.
3\
2lu
1\
il"
1\
zl"

It,+t)"
0

-6ETr + 68"

0

0

The hydrostatic and shear components 6Eu and ó-8" can be written in terms of the

in-plane strain e¡1 and the elastic stiffness constants C¿¡ as,

6E"H : 2a" (t - ftl ,,, (3.6)

6Eh : 4a, (t - ftl ,, (3.7)

6E''¡7 : 4a', (I - fiþ ,, (3.S)

6ø,: -å (1 +2ft) zt (3.e)

6E'":-ó' (1 +zft) ,l (3.10)
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The deformation potentiais can be grouped with the intraband hydrostatic pressure

coefficient a : ctrc I e, : a.l at * øz and the two shear deformation potentials

b: bt* óz and d -- ù * dz. This is discussed further in chapter 4. Traditionaliy ø is

partitioned such that a.:2a13'
In figure 3.1 the effects of compressive and tensile strain on the in-plane dispersion

of the bulk conduction ("I :712), heavy- and light-hole (-r :312) bands are shown.

The uniaxial components give rise to the splitting of the degenerate J :312 valence

f
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the effects of uniaxial compresive and tensile stress on the
bulk band strcuture.

bands and the hydrostatic component which represents the net change in volume of

the unit cell which shifts the center of gravity of the band edges. The compressive

(tensile) strain shifts the conduction band to higher (lower) energies and lifts the

heavy- and light -hole degeneracies. A particularly interesting feature that occurs

under uniaxial strain is the energy reversal of the heavy- and light-hole valence

bands. The strain dependence of the in-plane dispersion for k¡¡ - 0 can therefore be

used to modify the valence band effective masses and the direct band gaps Eú and

Esz between the conduction and strain split valence bands.

The theory described above is directly applicable to the strain-layer superlattices

grown here. For built-in strains of - lTo the change in band gaps is - 100meV -

which is of the order of the band discontinuities. The unique type-I-type-Il valence
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band (ie. the tight-hole is confined to the WBG layer whilst the heavy-hole is

confrned to the NBG layer) and small valence band offset characteristic of the

CdTelCdZnTe system will therefore be very sensitive to the strain. As shown in

figure 3.1, the effect of compressive and tensiie strain on the bulk heavy- and

light-hole character is considerably different depending on which type of stress is

applied. For the CdTelCdZnTe SLSs grown here, the NBG layer is in compression

and the WBG layer in tension, so the behaviour of the heavy-hole and light-hole

bands can be tuned using two competing strain effects. The effect of strain on the

in-plane valence band dispersion is calculated using the above formalism for

CdTelCdZnTe SLSs in chapter 4. As will be shown later, the strain increases the

valence band warping to the point where a mass-reversal of the light- and heavy-

hole bands occurs. This destroys the simple particle-in-a-box picture by inducing

Van Hove discontinuities in the two-dimensional hole density of states.

3.1.L (001)-Oriented Strain Dispersion Relations

For a strained MQW, the host layers wili have strain dependent direct band gaps as

discussed above. If the strain freld is a slowly varying function with respect to the

bulk lattice constants, then the effective mass approximation will be valid. Bir and

Pikus noticed that in its untreated form, the strain could not be treated as a

perturbation to the unstrained Ë.p- Hamiltonian. This was because the change in

atomic positions due to the strain is a rapidly fluctuating potential. However, by

transforming from Euler co-ordinates (r-ø) to Lagrange co-ordinates (Ë¿) [61] the

periodicity in the bulk hamiltonian can be restored. That is, the change of

co-ordinate is given by,

rE : rL t u(rr). (3.11)

Marzin [68] has shown the modifi,ed boundary conditions at the heterointerface

become,

(t - 6e)tþ(r7) (3.12)
/ t \ aú('r)

(1 +ó€) \*øø) añ, (3 13)

where 6e: €2, - e,, and **(r,E) is the energy dependent effectivemass in each

layer.

The superlattice dispersion equation developed in the previous chapter can now
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be used by making the following assignment,

44

I ku *-ì 
"¿roi'

\n- *'J -
1 * óe6)

(1 + óe-)
(3.14)

The energy dependent iight particle effective mass rnf (-Ð) in each material is given

by [68],

E(lE -t En t (C + a)Tr(Q - b'ellq + Es * a"o + (c + Qrr(Ql - z(b', 6e)2))

: (1 - 26e)p'2h2k''1" * En+z^-::t* (" *rl* å) 
r"tO - (-i - å) 

,l ,

(3.15)

where interband matrix element is given by,

P':(I-e,,)P (3.16)

3.2 Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a versatile and precise technique for the growth of

thin compound epitaxial semiconductor, metallic and insulator structures. The

epilayer composition and doping are determined by the relative arrival rates of the

impinging atoms to the growth surface, which in turn depends on the evaporation

rates of their respective sources. A low growth rate of - 1 - 2Å/s ensures surface

migration of the impinging species on the growing surface, resulting in a smooth,

unifform epilayer. Interrupting the composition of the growing surface, by means of

mechanical shutters in front of the effusion cells, results in atomically abrupt

heterointerfaces. Excellent epilayer uniformity is acheived via precise control of the

beam fluxes and growth conditions, such as effusion cell temperature, substrate

temperature and residual gas pressure within the growth chamber. Using

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) servo control and thermocouple feedback,

molecular beam stability of the order of II% were achieved. In figure 3.2 a

schematic diagram of the MBE growth chamber is shown. The five molecular beam

sources used were Cd, CdTe, Zn, Te2 and In. Typical ultra high vacuum pressures of

5 - 9 x 10-10 Torr were necessary for high quality growth. Also shown in the figure

are the liquid nitrogen shroud, diagnostics and sample position. The substrate heater

block was bifilar wound to reduce any magnetic effects. Plate 2 shows a photograph

of the purpose built MBE facility with effusion sources labelled (teft).
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the MBtr growth chamber

3.2.L Real Time Growth Diagnostics- RHEED and PME

In-situ characterization of the growing surface was by means of reflection high energy

diffraction (RHtrED) and phase modulated ellipsometry (PME) (see fi.gure 3.2). The

high energy electron gun produced - 35keV electrons with deBroglie wavelength

À - 12.24 x [y(1 -lV x 10-6)]-0'5 :0.064Ä. The electron beam is directed at

glancing incidence to the sample (1'-5') and therefore samples only a few atomic

layers from the surface. A schematic of the RHEED arrangement used is shown in

figure 3.3(a). Diffraction of the incoming beam off the surface onto a phosphor screen

produces intensity modulated streaks (or rods) normal to the shadow edge. These

are superimposed on a uniform background due to inelastically scattered electrons.

Changes in the RHEED specular beam intensity can be linked to surface texture

[69], [70]. As depicted in flgures 3.3(b) and (c), a rough surface is a combination of

reflection and transmission diffraction whereas a smooth surface is pure reflection.

Scanning electron microscope images and corresponding RHtrtrD patterns of a

substrate at various stages of epitaxial buffer layer depositions are shown in figure

3.4 (adapted from reference [71]). When the surface is rough, a spotty RHEED

pattern is observed (figure 3.4(a)) and as the surface smooths with increasing

CdTe Zn

-=
AIn I

PME

RHEED
Gun

LNz
Sh¡oud

Substrate
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of reflection high energy electron diffr'action.

deposition, a streaky RHEED pattern evolves (figures 3.4(b) and (c)). The phosphor

screen image was digitized with a CCD and frame-grabber so that sections of the

RHtrtrD pattern could be monitored in reai-time.

Monitoring the intensity of a section of a RHtrED streak can be considered as a

function of time. The real space representation of the growing surface and the

RHEtrD intensity oscillations are shown in Fig.3.5. Growth develops as a

two-dimensional layer-by-layer process but is not restricted to a single layer - a new

layer being able to commence before completion of the previous layer. When the

surface becomes smooth, corresponding to an integer number of completed

monolayers (ie: d:integer), the surface becomes highly reflective with an increase in

the RHtrED intensity. As the next layer develops roughening occurs, reducing the

RHEED intensity and therefore causing oscillations to the RHEED. The period of

oscillation for CdTe (001)-oriented growth corresponds exactly to the deposition of a

single monolayer, ie. a complete layer of Cd and Te atoms. The thickness of one

monolayer of Cd1-,Zn,Te equals half the lattice constant a"(r)12 in the [001]

direction. An example of typical real-time RHtrED traces achieved with the MBtr
equipment is shown in plate 3. Up to eight regions of the RHtrED pattern could be

monitored simultaneously. The particular trace corresponds to the growth of one

CdTe layer as part of a MQW. The plateau regions either side are Te2 growth

----f
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Figure 3.4: StrM and specular RHEED patterns during growth of a buffer layer.
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interruptions, designed for surface recovery of the MQW interfaces. As can be seen,

oscillations occur throughout the growth indicating a two-dimensional growth. The

envelope decay of the oscillations implies that some equilibrium step density is being

achieved, governed by surface diffusion. It was found that weaker oscillations

occurred for increasingZn content, probably due to a rougher growing surface. Thus,

the growth rate of a particular layer can be directly determined and programmed

into a shutter program for MQW growth. Consider a crystal surface in the mixing

zone of impinging atomic beams from multiple sources. Major surface mechanisms at

crystal lattice surface sites are depicted in figure 3.6 corresponding to (S) surface

diffusion, (D) desorption, (M) surface migration, (I) interdiffusion, (A) aggregation

and (L) lattice incorporation. A lattice site may be created for example by a

dangling bond, vacancy or a step edge. The surface kinetics are described by sticking

coefficients which depend on atomic flux, surface temperature, background pressure

and other factors.

M

Figure 3.6: Surface processes during growth

Another in-situ diagnostic used was phase modulated ellipsometry (PME) [72].
PME measures the complex refractive index of the epilayer-substrate combination

using (- \mW) He-Ne illumination, polarizer crystal and phase modulator operating

at 40kHz. The angle of incidence with the surface normal was 60o, the reflected

beam passing through an analyser onto a Si photodetector. By decomposing the
Fourier components of the photodetector signal the complex refractive index was

J
)

f

¿
I

¿
I
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calculated in real-timeand displayed in the p-plane [72], given as the ratio of s- and

p- polaÅzed reflectivities. Typical PME data collected during growth of several

epilayers are shown in plate 4. The spirals evolve with radius of curvature

determined by the epilayer composition. Spiral centers correspond to thick epilayers

with composition determined from the complex refractive index (ie, the position in

the p-plan"). A typical SLS PME spiral is shown in plate 5. After approximately 25

periods of SLS growth the spiral approaches the average SLS composition.

3.2.2 Determination of Strain and Composition Using

High Resolution X-ray Diffraction

High resoiution X-ray diffraction (XRD) enables a large area of materiai to be

sampled in a non-destructive manner and therefore provides a measule of uniformity

across the sample. The geometrical quality of the multiple quantum wells are

critically assessed by determining the state of coherence of mismatched layers. This

was based on X-ray diffraction satellite peak widths and positions, with respect to a

reference lattice constant (usually a substrate or buffer layer). The postgrowth

parameters of the SLS determined by XRD together with the in-situ PME and

RHEED data provides an excelient cross reference that allows comparison of the

design thicknesses and compositions of the layers with the actual material deposited.

A quick assessment of the surface roughness and morphological defects of the

epi-ready substrates was made by eye, PME and laser scatter.

Using XRD as a diagnostic tool for determining SLS parameters is a relatively

recent but popular technique with many informative journal papers written (see for

example [73] [87]). Rocking curves of heteroepitaxial structures contain intbrmation

about the lattice parameters, thickness of individual layers and periodicity. As will
be seen, the determination of the state of coherency of strain or partial (even full)

relaxation in heteroepitaxial layers can be deduced from the separation and width of

diffraction peaks. Two diffractometers with high resolution narrow angle and low

resolution wide angle were in used in this study. High resolution double crystal

rocking curves (DCRC) in the vicinity of the (400) reflection were made using a Bede

double axis diffractometer. The incident Cu x-ray beam first diffracts from three

(111) Si faces that act as a coilimator and monochromates the beam to CuI{ay
radiation (À(CuItal) : 1.540562Å). The CuI{a1 radiation then diffracts from the

SLS wafer which acts as the second axis. A 2mm slit was placed in front of the
detector to minimize background noise. The x-ray generator settings were typically
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35kV@35m4 and the axes of the diffractometer were computer controlled. To

increase the scan range a Philips 0 - 20 diffractometer was used. In this

confrguration the detector is coupled to the samples angle thereby increasing the

scan range, but with lower resolution. The x-ray source produced CuI{a1 and

CuKa2 radiation and was alpha-stripped of the CuI{az diffraction peaks from the

raw data using software. The advantage of the 0 - 2d is ihat the angle is absolute

where as the DCRC is a relative measure and thus requires a reference.

3.3 Ternary CdZnTe Reference Layers

3.3.1 Single Layer Critical Thickness

Growth of an epitaxial layer of different lattice constant to that of the substrate has

a limited number of monolayers by which the film can grow coherently (ie: without

misfit dislocations) in the layer-by-layer growth mode (Frank-van der Merwe). For

cubic semiconductors coherent growth is accompanied by tetragonal distortion of the

epilayer structure. The epilayer can accommodate only a finite elastic deformation

above which it is energetically favourable for the epilayer atoms to lose registry with

the substrate and subsequently form misflt dislocations [88]. The tetragonal

distortion of two biaxially strained layers (A and B) with thicknessess å¿ and å6

(below the CLT for each) and of different bulk lattice constants (ø¿ and ø6) is shown

in figure 3.7. The equilibrium conflguration, shown in the right most section of the

figure, is the coherent deformation of the lattice resulting in compression and tension

of the in-plane and perpendicular lattice constants of each host layer. For the

CdTelCdZnTe SLS discussed later, the resulting strains consist of both hydrostatic

and (100) uniaxial components.

People and Bean [89] have modelied the critical layer thickness based on energy

minimization of misfit dislocation generation. The model assumes the film initially
grows dislocation free and then generates misfrt dislocations once the the areal

interface strain energy density exceeds the energy of an isolated dislocation ( eg. 60o

edge dislocations or screw dislocationt). By equating the energy of a homogeneous

and coherent strain per unit interfacial area to the areal energy for an isolated screw

dislocation at a distance h from the surface, one obtains for the CLT l¿" [90],

o"-(#) (#) (å)'xh(htb), (3 12)
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Figure 3.7: Coherentiy strained sub-lattices under tetragonal distortion commensurate

with the substrate lattice constant a¡¡.

where b: o"lJ2, e¡¡ is the misfit strain, u:2CnlC11 is the Poisson constant of the

epilayer and (tr.') characterizes the effective interfacial width of the isolated

dislocation (ie: the effective lateral extent of the dislocation's strain fleld). Plotted in

figure 3.8 are the data points of empiricaliy determined critical layer thicknesses for

various Cdt-,Zn,Te epilayers grown on 4.570 CdZnTe, CdTe or GaAs (001)-oriented

substrates (c/. references [91], [92]). The roughening of the PME and spottiness of

the RHEED were used to determine the CLT. The theoretical fit of equation 3.17 is

also plotted (solid iine) and shows good agreement. Equation 3.17 was solved

numerically by settin E h : h. and finding the roots of the transcendental equation

for each mismatch. The theoretical fit resulted in (ru) -0.7, which is relatively small

compared to the value determinedfor Ge,Si1-, layers ((w)src. -:78) of similar

mismatch. Taking this result to its extreme, it might be concluded that the lateral

extent of a dislocation's strain field is lower in CdZnTe than in SiGe strained layers.

The next stage comprised the growth of suitable reference layers in order to

calibrate the growth conditions for specific barrier Zn% contents of the planned SLSs

(described later).
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Figure 3.8: Critical layer thickness lor Cd1-,Zn,Te lattice mismatched epilayers de-

termined by RHEED and PME and theoretical fit using the People and Bean model.

3.3.2 Reference Layers

Using results from the previous section, reference layers were grown above the CLT

such that Vergards law could be used unambiguously in conjunction with XRD to

calibrate the MBE growth conditions. These reference layers were grown on CdTe

(001)-oriented substrates with CdTe buffer layers. This enabled the CdTe XRD

peaks to be used as an absolute lattice constant teference. Theoretical X-ray

diffraction (XRD) curves were simulated using dynamical diffraction theory, based on

the Takagi-Taupin equations [93], to determine the effect of layer thickness on the

inferred epilayer composition. Figure 3.9 shows XRD Cd1-,Zn,Te, x:4.5Y0 epilayers

of various thicknesses gro\/n on a CdTe (001)-oriented substrate. As the epilayer

thickness is reduced below - 0.5p,m the epilayer peak moves toward the substrate.

Eventually the layer peak appears as an asymmetric broadening of the substrate

peak. The layer and substrate peak separation was found to be constant for x:0.17
and 0.41 for thicknesses greater or equal to lp"rn, which is consistent with the results

of Fewster et.al. 194].

In order to calibrate the source cell fl.ux ratios, reference layers were grown

relatively thick to accurately determine alloy composition. A large epilayer thickness

is also required for good contrast with the substrate peak in DCRC.

All reference layers \¡i/ere grown at a substrate temperature of 2B0oC with CdTe,
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Figure 3.9: Theoretical XRD of 4.5% Zn epilayer

Cd and Zn cells running with large metal excess. The cell temperatures and

pressures were recorded at the begining and end of the growth sequence to check for

stability of the beam fluxes.

Reference substrates were cut from a Sumitomo CdTe (100) wafer (SCT-B09aA)

into - 20 x 10mm substrates. Substrates rffere degreased, rinsed and etched in an

ultrasonic bath and then re-etched using a0.12 Br2:1 methanol solution. These

epilayer ready substrates were then bonded to Mo blocks with Ga. Impurity analysis

was checked by Auger electron spectrometry.

To initiate epitaxial growth on a, smooth surface the substrate was flrst annealed

at 348C followed by the growth of - 500Å CdTe buffer layer. Then the substrate

was cooled to 280'C under a CdTe flux followed by 2000-3000.Å. CdTe buffer layer.

This procedure [95] produced strong RHEED oscillations and well defined PMtr

spirals indicating high quality surface. Prior to the growth of CdZnTe reference layer

the growth was interrupted with Te2 for recovery of the surface. The completed

epilayers were shiny and looked smooth to the eye. Cell temperatures and beam

equivalent pressures (BEPs) are listed in table 3.6. Beam fluxes were converted from

the BEPs using conversion factors based on condensation experiments [96].

The reference layer Cd1-oZnoTe in sample 58010 was punctuated with two

quantum wells of width 50Å and 100Å separated by 5000.Å. from each other and the

buffer layer. At the beginning and conclusion of each SQIV layer the growth was

interrupted with a Te2 overpressure (all other shutters closed) to smooth the

10-2

-1

7
'10

0 500
g (orcsec)
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Table 3.1: Cdt-,Zn,Te reference layer samples gro\Mn at 280'C on (001)-oriented

CdTe substrates.

Sample Cdt-*Zn,Te Zn% Buf f er Substrate

s8010
s8011
.98020

,98021

t7.4
t4.4
44.8

35.8

CdTe
CdTe
CdTe
CdTe

CdTe(00t)
CdTe(001)
CdTe(00r)
C dTe(}}r)

interfaces. The CdTe well was simply gro\4/n with CdTe and Cd shutters open and

Zn shutter closed.

In figures 3.10(a) and (b) the DCRC and I - 2d XRD curves, respectively, are

shown for sampie S8010. The narrow peak in the DCRC corresponds to the

substrate and the peak to the right corresponds to the relaxed reference layer with

FWHM:730s. In the low resolution wide angle 0 - 20 the dashed curve corresponds

to the raw data. To obtain information from only the CuKal line the raw data was

stripped of the CuKaz line (alpha-stripped) resulting in the solid curve. The smaller

peak to the left is due to the substrate.

From the substrate and epilayer peak separation Aø, the composition can be

determined using Vergard's law and the Bragg relation lor (hkl) reflections,

sin(ds) : (*)
À

2 0ll
+

2
I

CIII

k
, 2

(3.18)

(3.20)

In the vicinity of (a00) reflections only the perpendicular lattice constant can be

determined. That is, o"fr:ffi, (3.19)

where 0$r is the CdTe Bragg angle and the average epilayer-substrate separation is

defined as

( Aø >: t Or{*) ¡4,
n-L

and the summation is over azimuthal angles rn:0or90o,180o,270". Ã fully relaxed

epilayer will take on its bulk lattice constant and acrzr - alrzr can be used to

determine the composition directly. The (a00) reflections are the lowest order of

(hkl) : (å00) that are strong. Growth of relaxed epilayers on non-intentionally

misoriented substrates can have their lattice at a tilt with respect to the substrate

iattice. Therefore the Aø(-) in a symmetric rocking curve will vary with rotation
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about the crystal normal (growth axis) [73]. To obtain an accurate determination of

the average strain one must take four (400) reflection rocking curves corresponding

to the [110], [110], [ú0] and [110] directions in the diffraction plane, which

correspond to 90o rotations about the growth axis. The epilayer was optically aligned

perpendicular to the azimuth axis using a He-Ne laser [97].
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Figure 3.10: DCRC and wide angle 0-20 difrraction curves for reference sample 58010

Figures 3.11(a) and (b) show the variation of Aø(-) and epilayer FWHM for the

reference layers 58010, 58011 and 58020 measured from DCRC data. Fitted curves

to the data of the form Ar(d) :( Aø > +? cos(/ - Ó") are also plotted.

From the DCRCs and using equation 3.19 the relaxed epilayer lattice constant for

58010 was found to be aczr:6.4153Å corresponding to aZnfuacliorr t:17.37%.
Similarly, from the 0 - 20 it is found that r : 20.2Y0.

The difference between the four substrate to epitaxial layer peak separations and

the average peak distance can be used to calculate the tilt angle X, which is defined

by,

(3.21)

For sample 58010 the tilt angle was ¡-175s, which is a good indicator of relaxation

[73].

Low temperature (11K) photoluminescence (PL) of 58010 is shown in figure 3.12.

The 514.5nm Ar* line was used used as the excitation source and the fluorescence
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Figure 3.11: Variation of (a) epilayer-substrate peak separation and (b) eplilayer

F\ryHM as a function of azimuthal angle for reference layers 58010, 58011 and 58020.

was detected with a 0.75m grating spectrometer and Si photodetector using lockin

detection at 230H2. A closed cycle liquid He cryostat was used to cool the sample.

To minimize fluorescence from the substrate, the SQWs were well separated and

grown upon a thick Cdr- oZnoTe buffer layer. It is not initially clear which particular

transitions between the conduction and valence band one should assign the the PL

peaks A-E, although conclusions can be drawn by comparison with the work of

Bassini etal. 1981. Energy positions of peaks C and D are consistent with the direct

r¿:1 electron-heavy-hole transition of the 100 and 50 Å SQW respectively. The

dominant broad iow energy feature containing the peaks labelled A and B are similar

to donor-acceptor recombination luminescence due to compensation effects involving

iattice defects. This is most likely to be due to the structural nature which was

defrnitely relaxed and contained a high misfit dislocation density. Peaks A and B

may possibly be the C and D quantized free excitons bound to defects. If this is the

case, it is indicative of efficient vertical transfer of excitons in the structure. The

peak labelled E is close to the direct band gap of the substrate and possibly

corresponds to the unbound bulk exciton.

Post growth morphology of sample 58011 viewed using a microscope showed 103

defects per cm-2 and smali features I - l}p,m in size, with no growth related defects

visible. Composition of the epilayer was determined by DCRC (0 - 20) to be
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Figure 3.12: Low temperature photoluminescence of sample 58010

x:0.1436 (0.1390). Epilayer FWHM:930s and the tilt was X: 450s. Sample 58011

had a poorer RHEED and PME quality, indicating that its surface was rougher than

that of S8010. Increasing theZn cell temperature to aimfor r - 0.40 (see table 3.6)

resulted in samples 58020 and 58021. The Cd/CdTe ratio was kept the same as the

x- 0.17 reference layers, the Cd, CdTe fluxes being fractionaliy reduced. The

CdZnTe metal excess is adjustable by using Te2, which increase growth rate slightly.

DCRC and 0 -20 are shown in figures 3.13 and 3.14. Sample 58020 had its

composition determined by DCRC and 0 - 2d resulting x:0.448 and 0.485

repectively. The two peaks in the 0 - 20 scan below 54o correspond to the (600)

reflection. 58021 had slightly lower cell fluxes and resulted in a lower Zn composition

of x:0.358 determined from the DCRC.

The four samples discussed above calibrated the cell flux ratio for the required

epilayer composition. This was then used to grow the SLS structures, as described in

the next section.
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9.4 Binary/Ternary Quantum 
.Wells

The CdTef Cd1-,Zn,Te (r:0.17,0.4I or 1.0) SLSs discussed here are all grown on

a : 4.570 substrates and therefore the CdTe (Cd1-,Zn,Te) layers experience

compressive (tensile) hydrostatic and tensiie (compressive) uniaxial strain

components. The ratio of the strain parallel to the interfaces for the two layers is

inversely proportional to the ratio of layer thicknesses and therefore the thinnest

layer of the SLS has the greatest strain.

As the (400) symmetric scan only imparts information about the perpendicular

lattice constant ø1 and nothing about the in-plane lattice constant a1¡, strictlY

speaking, the true state of SLS coherence and distortion is not known. To determine

all information requires additional asymmetric lc + 0, I f 0 reflections or higher

symmetric reflections [99].

In the present study only symmetric (400) reflections, dynamical simulations and

calcuiations of peak spacings are used to determine structural quality.

Symmetric scanning of the (hkl) : (400) reflection the satellite peak separation of

the SLS, Lust s is determined by the relation [99],

^2hLwsLs:
2sin(20s) asrt S nt

(3.22)

where Â is the period of the SLS. The strain distribution for (001) growth in the

absence of external stress is particularly simple. By minimizing the total elastic

energy with respect to the strain distribution, the average perpendicular SLS lattice

constant af¿s is determined by the well-barrier thickness ratio [10],

oYt L-a,-o. I Luaaoa
(3.23)

L-o- I Luou

where on : Cll + CÍ:) - zcÍ:)' lcli) i:w,b. Elastic stiffness constants "t" Cjl and a

linear interpolation is made between the binaries CdTe and ZnTe for the ternary

values. The amount of strain in the SLS due to the substrate can also be

approximated by the separation of the substrate peak from the fundamental n:0
SLS satellite peak [99],

Lu)sub-n-o = - =I' 
#,*- 

e'4)2af;,¡,sin(208)'

where Aor - oYt - øo. Equations 3.22 and3.24 are used in the proceeding

discussion to aid in the indentification of the peaks in the measured XRD.

A discussion of the samples listed in table 3.2 can be divided into two classes:

firstly, an investigation of well and barrier thickness effects on CdTe wells and
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x:0.17 barriers (shallow wells); secondly, with CdTe welis and x:0.41 barriers (deep

welts). As seen in chapter 2, 50,Â, wells corresponds to the boundary of isolated and

coupled quantum wells. Substrates were cut from Nippon Mining 4.5% CdZnTe

wafers, prepared and bonded to Mo blocks with Ga.

Table 3.2: Cd,Tef Cd4-,Zn,Te strained superlattice samples grown at 280'C on (001)-

oriented C ilo.søZ no.sa?e substrates.

Sample Cd,Te: Lw Cfu-oZnoTe: LB Barrier 'U' Periods LB,Í.f .,

¡'r7084
¡t/7085
¡'r7086
¡r7087
¡tr7088
¡/7089
¡/7090

150 A

100 Ä

50Ä
504
100 Ä

100 Ä

150 Å

50

50

50

25

50

50

50

A

A

A

Â

Ä

Ä

Ä

t7%
17%
17%
77%
t7%
4L%
4r%

15

15

15

15

15

15

10

1500 Ä

1500 A
1500 Ä

1500 A
1500 Ä

1500 Ä
1500 A

For sample N7084 the calculated values are as¡LS-6.4636Å, Lasrs: 903.7s and

Lusub-n-o:-7.1s.

It should be noted that Aø",b-n=o ) 0 indicates the n:0 SLS peak is to the right

of the substrate peak in the DCRC. If the CdTe buffer is coherently strained to the

substrate with a low misfit dislocation density (< I03cm-2), the perpendicular

lattice constant of the CdTe buffer can be found using elasticity theory and is given

by, 
Lo"r, : (1+ r\ L,acr

-r, ,-. (3.25)
dsub \l-u/ úsub

Here, , : - SrrlSrr :0.389 is the CdTe Poisson constant and AacT : acT - ø".,6 is

the relaxed CdTe lattice mismatch. This calculation for the buffer layer results in

alr :6.5024Ä, and should lie 671.1s to the left of the substrate peak. Representative

XRD for sample N7084 are shown in figure 3.15. FWHM of the CdZnTe substrate

peak is 29I7s showing a slight broadening at its base. This is due to the CZT and

n:0 SLS peaks being superimposed with the SLS n:0 peak slightly to the right, also

confirmed by dynamical simulation. DCRC (figure 3.15(a)) shows the SLS n:-1 peak

covered by the CdTe buffer peak, with the n:-1 peak iying slightly to the left of the

CdTe peak resulting in an asymmetry. The combined CdTe buffer and n:-1 peaks is

FWHM:284t35s and is separated from the ihe CZT peak by 867s. Peaks n:l and

tt:2 are clearly seen with widths of AT|4S and 223t39 respectively. SLS peak n:3
is partially visible at the right hand edge of the scan. Separations of the n:1 and
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n:2 peaks with respect to the CZT peak are 835s and 1744s. Excellent agreement of

the SLS peak spacing with the theoretical value is observed. The 0 - 20 curve (flgure

3.i5(b)) is very good, showing narrow satellites n:-5, ...,14.The theoretical

oYt :6.46361Å corresponds to a Bragg angle o120n:56.9386 degrees. In the

0 - 20 curve the n:0 SLS peak is not well resolved in alpha-stripping procedure due

to the closeness of the strong substrate peak.
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Figure 3.15: DCRC and wide angle 0-20 ditrraction curves for SLS sample N7084.

PL is shown in frgures 3.16(a) and (b). Strong Er- HHl heavy-hole exciton

transition at 1.598eV dominates the PL spectrum and the weak Br - LHt light-hole

exciton lies 8.5meV higher. A narrow FWHM:3meV of the n:l heavy-hole exciton

and low integrated intensity of interface states is indicative of excellent material

quality. Peak assignments were made by comparison with calculated values, using

superlattice dispersion equations in the presence of strain (exciton binding energy

was not taken into account). A peculiarity of the CdTe-CdZnTe SLS is that

heavy-holes and light-holes are spatially separated in different layers due to the

strain induced deformation of the valence band. As will be explained further in
chapter 4, the very small valence band offset allows it to be tuned by the stress of

the SLS. The Er - HHt transition is type-I due to the direct recombination of an

exciton composed of an electron and heavy-hole confined in the CdTe well. Also seen

is a higher energy line (depending on the strain, it can actually be lower)

corresponding to a type-Il indirect recombination of an electron in the well layer and

n=-l
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\
+2

tcn

CdTe
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Figure 3.16: Low temperature photoluminesence of SLS N7084.

The next two samples described have identical planned structures of 100Å CdTe

wells and 50Å x:0.17 barriers, but due to different substrate/buffer quality in each

sample the result was a relaxed and coherently strained structure. It is instructive to

compare both so that one can readily gauge the quality of the other SLSs with a

relaxed structure.

XRD shown for sample N7085 in figure 3.17 indicates that the SLS has relaxed.

DCRC shows only that the CdTe buffer peak is strained. The n:l relaxed SLS peak

is broad and has FWHM:1300s, seen as the pedestal beneath the buffer and

substrate peaks, whilst the d - 2d is poor with broad satellites possibly showing n:-4
to n:t4. PL was unremarkable and showed weak broadband luminescence

throughout the range 700-1100nm, indicative of very poor material quality. Broad

luminescence below the CdTe band gap indicates a contimuum of shallow and deep

levels due to defect induced states. Initial substrate and buffer layer growth showed

very spotty RHEED and poor PME which was unable to recover to an acceptable

level during further growth. This was possibly due to the initial substrate

cleaning/etch, which emphasizes the importance of a consistent substrate

preparation.

Another attempt at the same design structure of N7085 is shown in figure 3.18 for

sample N7088. The calculated values for the structure are Aøs¿5 :1205.2s,

E1-LH1

E1-HH1\
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Figure 3.17: DCRC and wide angle 0-20 ditrraction curves for reference sample N7085

Lursub-n-o: -103.6s and øf¿s:6.45803.Â.. In the DCRC (figure 3.18(a)), the n:-1

SLS peak is just resolved from the strained CdTe buffer peak. Similarly, the n:0
SLS peak from the substrate is separated by approximately 250s. When compared to

the substrate (FWHM:24Ì6s), the narrow n:0 and n:*1 SLS peaks

(FWHM- 105 + 10s) and slight broadening of the n:12 sLS peak (FWHM:138s)

indicates good uniformity. SLS peak spacing has excelient agreement with the

calculatedvalue. Wideangie 0-20 curveshows narrow satellites n:-4...*4 and

the average SLS lattice constant is close to the theoretical Bragg angle of

20n - 56.9923 degrees.

PL spectra of N7088 are shown in figure 3.19. The relatively strong narrow line at

1.59eV corresponds to the Er - HHr exciton transition of the SLS with

FWHM:9meV. A finer scan reveals the EL - LHr light-hole exciton transition

approximately 15meV higher. The broad low energy double peak feature are

reminiscent of D'X and Ao X (donor- and acceptor-bound exciton) transitions, as

seen in low ZnTo CdZnTe alloys [98]. Labels attached to the lines in the PL spectra

require further justification (not pursued here). Therefore, they simply indicate

defect states below the CdTe direct band gap that bind to the quantum well

transitions and degrade the PL spectra. A simple quantum well modei, as in the

previous chapter, predicts that for a constant barrier width and increasing well

width, the E1 arrd H H1 energy levels in the conduction and valence potentials wells
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Figure 3.18: DCRC and wide angle 0-20 difuaction curves for reference sample N7088.
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should fall closer to the bottom of their respective wells. Intuitively the ,81 - HHt

transition energy should therefore redshift. Comparing the PL of N7084 to N7088

the converse is found, though one must note that N7088 has considerable

luminescence due to defect induced states bound to excitons.

The averageZn% for SLS N7086 was 8.5% with CLT- 0.2p,m. To keep well clear

of the empirically determined CLT of figure 3.8, only 15 periods of SLS were grown.

This SLS has an equal weli and barrier thickness (which does not necessarily indicate

an equal number of monolayers) with theoretical values Lrsts: 1808.7s,

Lu)sa6-n-o: -291.0s and. øf¿s :6.447174,.

DCRC shown is frgure 3.20(a) with the n:0 SLS peak well resoived from the

substrate. The n:-1 SLS peak is to the left of the CdTe buffer peak. FWHM of the

fundamentat SLS peak is l70l22s and 625s from the CZT substrate peak. The CdTe

buffer FWHM:145t11s and is 825s from the substrate. Excellent agreement

between the measured DCRC n:0 and n:-1 SLS peak separation and the theoretical

value is observed. Satellite peaks n : -2... + 2 ate observed in the 0 - 20 as
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Figure 3.20: DCRC and wide angle 0-20 ditrraction curves for reference sample N7086

expected due to the short period of the structure Â:100Å.

PL spectra of sample N7086 is shown in figure 3.21. The Er- HHr exciton is at

1.592eV and has FWHM:6meV, whilst the Et - LHt exciton lies at 1.615eV with a
FWHM of 5meV, resulting in a heavy-hole light-hole energy separation of 23meV. A
large defect luminescence similar to sample N7088 shows a shallow nature with a

cn

CdTe

n=0

n=-1
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sharp cut off in the luminescence at approximately 1.4eV.
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Figure 3.21: Low temperature photoluminesence of sample n7086.

Sample N7087 has 25,& barriers and comes under the class of coupled quantum

wells. Inter-well wavefunction penetration should result in delocalized energy levels

for the electrons and light-holes in the SLS. Calculated values for sample N7087 are

Løsts:24L0.5s, Lu)sub-n-o: -103.6s and øl¿s:6.45803Å. DCRC shown in

flgure 3.22 shows a narrow n:0 SLS peak with FWHM:229s separated from the

substrate peak by 1090s. The CdTe buffer peak hides the n:-1 SLS peak whilst the

buffer F'WHM:168s and is separated from the substrate by 852s. Large satellite

peak spacing due to the very short period (^ : 75,{) is in agreement with the

theoretical value. The 0 - 20 is fair, with satellite peaks n : -2,..., *1 looking

comparatively broad, although better than those of N7085.

PL of N7087 is shown in figure 3.23. The Er - H Hr exciton transition lies at

1.587eV with FWHM:13meV and the Er - LHr exciton is 20meV higher.

Increasing barrier height to x:0.41 in the next two samples, shows the effect of

confinement on the lowest exciton transition.

Samples N7089 and N7090 have the same number of monolayers in the barrier

(40-50Å) but differing well widths, 100Å and 150Ä. respectively. Calculated XRD

values for N7089 with 40Å (50Å) barriers are Aøs¿s : 1293.0 (1207.3)s,

A'.¡"ub-n-o: -607.8 (-74a.6)s and af¿s : 6.42876 (6.42078)Å. DCRC in figure 3.24

of sample N7089 shows satellites n : -2,. . ., *1 and the strained CdTe buffer peaks
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Assuming a variation in the barrier width to be more likeiy than the weil width,

satellite peak spacing is indicative of a barrier width between 40 and 50Ä'. A weak

n:0 SLS peak was confirmed by simulation and became more pronounced in two

other azimuth rotations. The n:-2 SLS peak has FWHM:135s separated from the

substrate by I622s. Visible at the right edge of the scan is the edge of n:*1 peak.

SLS peaks n:0 and n:-1 are separated from the CZT peak by 900s and 403s

respectively. The 0 - 20 scan shows sateilites n : -4,..., *8 with higher orders

showing broadening.

PL is shown in flgure 3.25 with strong EL - H Hr exciton transition at 1.59eV

with FWHM:1OmeV. Separation of Do X line from the -81 - H Ht transition is

observed to be slightly larger. The r¿:1 light-hole exciton is separated from the n:1
heavy-hole exciton by 16meV.

As will be shown, increasing the well width to 150Å in sample N7090 improved

both the DCRC and PL compared to N7089. Calculated values for N7090 with 40,{

(50Å) barriers are Ac,;s¿s :952.2 (904.8)s, Lo)"ub-n=o: -384.4 (-502.8)s and

ott"t : 6.44175 (6.43437)Ä..

DCRC of sample N7090 (frgure 3.26) shows n:-3, -2, -1,, +I, +2 and +3 SLS

satellites with the n:0 peak missing (see also figure 3.28). An unobscured n:-2 SLS

peak has FWHM:83s and is separated from the substrate by approximately 1500s.

The strained CdTe buffer peak has FWHM:137s and is separated from the CZT
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Figure 3.25: Low temperature photoluminesence of sample n7089

peak by 765s. High frequency oscillations are due to a combination of noise and

pendellösung fringes, due to X-ray interferences in the superlattice. Average satellite

peak spacing (Aøs¿s:905s) agrees well with the calculated value for Â : 2004..

Alpha-strippedd-20scanshowssatellitesn:-2,...,*gwithlittlebroadeningof
higher orders (within the resolution of the scan), indicating excellent material quality.

Sample N7090 showed considerable reduction in the defect induced luminescence

in the energy range 1.2-1.56eV. The Et - HHt exciton transition (1.5975eV)

dominates the PL spectrum and has a poorly resolved peak appearing as a shoulder

at 1.592eV labelled Y. Deep center luminescence seen in all the other samples

(except N70S4) appears only as a small low energy shoulder at the base of the

Et - H Ht exciton transistion. A dramatic improvement in the PL of N7090

compared to N7089 is surprising in two ways. Firstly, the DCRC of both structures

show a comparable quality with good agreement between satellite spacings and

theoretical values. Both structures are coherently strained, as evidenced by the SLS

satellites, though it would seem that the n:-2 SLS FWHM is a good indicator of the

small difference in structural quality. Sharper n:-2 and n:-1 SLS peaks in N7090

directly show the effect of reduced lattice induced misflt dislocations and their

resulting influence on the optical properties of the SLS.

To gain insight into the regularity of the repeating unit cell of the SLS, the

broadening of the n¿h satellite L,On can be used. The period Â averaged over all the

-81-HHl

E1-LH1
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satellites is measured directly from the XRD curves. If the broadening is due to a

fluctuation in the period óÃ only, then the broadening is given by [78],

6iv: L,,, e4 "o. 
d,) . (3'26)" \, À "/

Variation in the SLS peak widths and positions for the four azimuth rotations are

shown in figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: DCRC (400) reflection plots of sample N7090 for four azimuth rotations
about the growth axis.

Taking the average width and position of the n:-2 satellite and calculating the

average period, the period fluctuation was found to be ¿Ã <tOÅ. In general, the low

r :0.17 barrier SLSs show larger FWHM broadening of the higher satellites

compared to the high r : 0.41 barrier SLSs (cl N7088 and N7089). Variations in

period can be attributed to statistical variations in thickness, strain and surface

roughening during growth.

Simulations of the satellite peak profiles were found to be strongly dependent on

the lattice deformation, curvature and thickness fluctuations. An example of a

simulation using dynamical diffraction theory applied to sample N7090 is shown in
figure 3.29. Measured satellite broadenings of samples N7084 and N7090 showed

significant variations in period. Reviewing the growth logs, it was apparent that
cyclic variations in substrate temperature A?",6 - -El0oC and CdTe cell typically
deminish linearly - l%lhotn.
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Figure 3.29: Wide angie simulation of sample N7090 showing the rich satellite peak

comb due to the strained layer superlattice'

Substrate variation could possibly contribute a 3% change in growth rate. Beam

spatial uniformity is also an issue, though growth rate changes are estimated to be

more important. The physicai structure of the Zn cell used (conical crucible) suffers

angular distribution in the beam flux (dependent on the slant angle) which causes a

non-uniformity in the surface distribution [100]. This Zn cell also has a large shutter

effect (ie. a cooling of the charge surface contained in the conical source upon

shutter opening). TheZn cell PID controller is compensated for a specific

temperature and therefore the shutter effect becomes a function of temperature.

These variations are sources of fluctuations in the composition r and not just

thickness alone. From simulations it was found that a 10% fluctuation in the period

broadens the satellite peaks as much as a -10% fluctuation in the Zn composition of

the barriers. Therefore, although it is possible to fit the individual layer lattice and

composition parameters of the SLS independently, the solution is not unique.

0
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3.4.I Conclusron

Comparing all SLS's to the relaxed structure of N7085, it is clear from the XRD

analysis that the SLS structures did not relax and are fully coherent. This is also

supported by the close agreement between the measured DCR.C and the calculated

satellite spacings.

PL is a very sensitive technique to detect the presence of misfit dislocations as

they red,uce the strain induced energy shift for SLS transitions and act as radiative

and nonradiative recombination centers. The presence of a relatively small density of

defects decreases the emission intensity of the SLS, as seen in samples N7085' N7086'

N7087 and N7088. Samples N7084 and N7090 exhibited the best XRD andPL,

which is an important distinction.

As the SLS period decreases, the overlap between the wavefunctions of the

electrons in the CdTe well and light-holes in the CdZnTe barrier increases, making

the -Er - HHt recombination more efficient. The energy separation between the n:1

heavy-hole and n:l light-hote L4nnr-m, corresponding to the average sLS

perpendicular lattice constant are listed in table 3.3. For each class of SLSs (x:0.17

or x:0.41) separation L4nnt¿m decreased with the SLS average strain. This is

consistent with the work in reference [101], where a series of CdTe/CdZnTe SLSs

were strain tuned by growing upon different buffer/substrate combinations. In this

way the average SLS in-plane strain was tuned to be in a state of compression,

matched or tension. The SLS valence band was shown to flip from a type-Il to type-I

configuration when the SLS was changed from a state of compression to tension.

Table 3.3: Energy separation of n:l heavy- and lighi-hole exciton transitions
L4nn-tn and average SLS perpendicular lattice constant øf¿s for N70XX series.

Parameter ¡\r7084 ¡r7088 N7086 ¡ú7087 ¡\r7089 ¡'/7090

L,Enn¿n (eV)
astr's (A)
103 x (ot"t -d"ur)Ia,uu

Ð.b

6.464

-0.003

15

6.45803

-0.927

23

6.447

-2.633

20

6.458

-0.931

16

6.427

-ft.b5¡)

-b.b
6.439

-3.870
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3.5 CdTelZnTe SLS's Grou/n on (1-00)-Oriented

GaAs Substrates

To complete the investigation of barrier height and width effect on the optical

properties of SLSs containing CdTe wells, two further growth series were conducted

with ZnTe barriers. The first series consists of three CdTelZnTe SLSs consisting of

25.Å. wells and varying barrier widths (44,25 and 10 Å,). Th"t" barrier widths were

chosen so as to investigate the effect of well coupling on the optical properties. As

the weils become strongly coupled it is expected that the photocreated electrons and

holes would become delocalized and degrade the n:1 exciton oscillator strength' The

S0212X series consisted of a large number of periods in the superiattice and was

grown upon ZnTe buffer layers. The second series consisted of a further three MQWs

with only a small number of periods and wider CdTe welis than the S0212X series.

These MQWs were themselves grown upon CdTe f ZnTe superlattice buffers with 12Å

wells. The advantage of this approach was to try and lattice match the buffer whilst

simultaneously making it non-absorbing by keeping the CdTe layer thin. A summary

of the S0212X series is given in table 3.4 showing the design layer thicknesses and the

actual layer thicknesses determined by RHEED oscillations and XRD'

Table 3.4: Binary CdTelZn?e superlattice samples grown @ 280"C orrZnTe buffers

and (001)-oriented GaAs substrates.

Parameter s02t2c SO2I2D SOZI2DE

C dTel ZnTe Design Layers
Total Thickness (pm)
C dT e I ZnTe Layer Thickness
by Osc. RHEED
Periodicity by RHEED
Periodicity by 0 -20
Number ZnTe Monolayers
Predi,cted Et- HHt Energy
PL h- HHt Energy
PR EL- HHt Energy
No. SLS Periods
asls Freestand, (C alc.)
asrLs o - zo

25125
1.0

24.3124.98 - 27.63

51.93 - 49.28

49.75

8

1.91eI/@3001(
1.807eI/@101(
1.73eIl@3001(

208

6.26r
6.257

25145
1.5

23.2144.r
67.3

7L.I7
15.2

1.91eV@3001(
1.808eV@i011
1.73eI/@3001(

214
6.230
6.224

25lro
1.0

2t.75170.7
32.46
33.47

3.5
1.90eV@3001{
I.767eV@IjK
1.66eV@30011

280

6.370
6.353

Sample S0212D exhibited the best structural quality, the d - 20 scan being shown
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in figure 3.30. Structural quality of samples 502128 and S0212C was slightly poorer

than that of S0212D.

3.5.1 Effect of well coupling in CdTelZnTe SLSs grou/n on

ZnTe buffers

The S0212X series were designed to support only one quantized electron energy level

and to be well separated from the CdTe band edge. This was partly to achieve a n:1

heavy-hole exciton which would have its transition compatible with a femtosecond

optical source (described later), whilst minimizing absorption (at this energy) due to

misfit dislocations in the SLS and at the ZnTef GaAs interface. As can be seenfrom

table 3.4 the actual transition energy was consistently lower than the design energy.

This is not surprising due to the fact that for narrow wells the energy position of the

lowest lying state is no longer close to the CdTe band edge and is therefore very

sensitive to well width and composition fluctuations. As shown in chapter 2, the

groundstate energy in the SLS tends toward the bottom of the weil as the barrier

width decreases, ie. as the well coupling increases.

Figure 3.30 shows the 0 - 20 scan for the wide barrier sample S0212D. Satellites

n: -7,..., *5 are seen and from the SLS peak spacing a period of 71.17Â is

deduced. The DCRC showed broad peaks 500s wide compared to the 0 - 20 peak

width which is of the order 100-200s. Although wide, these results compare very well

to a similar CdTef ZnTe SLS found in refèrence [102]. This good result is attributed

to the reduction of interface roughness by using a 20s Tez growth interruption. The

n:0 peak was used to calculat"osrLs and is tabulated in table 3.4.

PL shown in figure 3.31 has a strong narrow n:1 heavy-hole exciton (.E1 - gnt)
with FWHM:16meV, which compares well with reference [103]. Lines labelled A

and B are assigned to interface states and/or excitons trapped by impurities [10a].

Photoreflectance (PR) modulation spectra was used for room temperature

measurements using a similar method described in reference [105]. Laser excitation

at 543nm (2.28eY) was focussed onto the sample and chopped at 22IHz using

standard lock-in amplifier detection. Tunable light from a quartz-halogen lamp and

monochromator was similarly focussed onto the sample surface. Reflected light was

passed through a filter and focussed onto a Si photodiode, the filter preventing

scattered laser light from reaching the detector. By simultaneously measuring the dc

and øc components on the photodetector, the average reflectance -¿? and differential

reflectance A-R signals were collected. As will be shown, PR is a very sensitive
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technique capable of locating smail changes in reflectivity. This technique is ideai for

these samples due to the large substrate absorption. The PR effect is based on

optical modulation of MQW dielectric function via a number of phenomena induced

by the energetic pump laser. Several mechanisms can occur as a result of this

including: modulation of the surface electric field strength (ie. a contactless version

of electromodulation spectroscopy [106]); thermodulation from heating effects; and

free-carrier screening of excitons [107], [10S]. In the PR spectrum, these processes

lead to changes in the exciton energy gup Ef; , exciton spectral linewidth l3ssr and

the integrated absorption strength of the exciton 1. The normalized change in

reflectivity is related to the change in real and imaginary components of the

dielectric function Aer and Ae2 respectively by,

AA
i 

: cr\,e1* /Lez , (3.27)

where a(h,"') and B(hu) are the Seraphin coefficients [109]. Treating PR as a purely

contactless form of electro-reflectance for a discrete exciton (single parabolic critical

point), the dielectric function e(E,f¿) variation has the form,

e(E,l¡): Aln 
"ot 

(E - Ei + ifà)-1. (3.28)

Parameters to frt are l¿, A, Ef and d - the phenomenological homogeneous

broadening parameter, amplitude, threshold energy and phase factor, respectively.

The third derivative line shape function for electromodulation spectra is written as

[106],
AA (:-. :n . ì
;:n"tDlci"ntt(E-Es¡iitnj)l-'l, Q.ze)

\J=r )

where p is the number of features to fit. Using the 'three-point-method' [110], E/
can be found from the ratio of amplitudes of the higher and lower extrema, relative

to a baseline (shown as the dotted line in the measured PR spectra).

PR spectra for sample S0212D is shown in figure 3.31. By comparing the

lineshape with theory [110], [111] the Er- HHr transition is found to be at 1.73eV.

The CdTe bulk direct band gap is also shown. The blueshifi of E1 - H Ht transition

seen in the PL spectra is consistent with a blueshift in the direct energy gap.

Therefore, a strong room temperature exciton is demonstrated in this CdTelZnTe

SLS. The lines A and B seen in the PL do not appear in the PR and therefore

represent a low density of states.

Decreasing the barrier to 25Å produces the PL and PR spectra shown in figure

3.32. In the PL, the n:1 exciton recombination intensity is drastically reduced. The
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Figure 3.30: Wide angle 0 - 20 x-ray diffraction curve for sample s0212D
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line labeiled B now dominates and a shouider labelied C has appeared. Comparing

this to the PL seen in the previous section it is clear that high number of misfit

dislocations are pïesent. Surprisingly the PR still shows the exciton transition at

room temperature. Lastly, the case of 10Å barriers corresponding to a highly coupied
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Figure 3.32: (a) Low temperature photoluminescence and (b) room temperature photo-

ref.ectance of SLS S0212C.

MQW (or true superiattice) is shown in figure 3.33. PL is once again dominated by

the peak labelled B, similar to sample S02L2C.

PR still shows evidence of a room temperature n:l exciton transition despite the

high coupling and defect density. To summarize, the CdTef ZnTe SLSs grown have

shown room temperature excitons with transition energy decreasing with barrier

thickness. Sample S0212D is clearly structurally superior, the ultrafast optical

nonlinearity being described further in the next section.
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Figure 3.33: (a) Low temperature photoluminescence and (b) room temperature photo-

reflectance of SLS 502128.

3.5.1.1 Femtosecond Time Resolved Reflectivity

The temporal relaxation of hot carriers by non-resonant photoexcitation of the above

CdTelZnTe MQW was investigated. Sample S0212D was chosen because of the large

room temperature n:l heavy-hole exciton, as observed in the PR. For direct optical

transitions above the exciton resonance, the absorption coefficient o can be expressed

as [112] ,

d : do(r - r" - h), (3.30)

where f "Un) 
is the electron (hole) distribution function and ao is the absorption

coefficient in the absence of phase space filling effects [113]. An energetic above

direct bandgap femtosecond optical pulse creates a narrow energy non-thermal

distribution. The initial energy distribution of photocarriers is limited to the

wavelengths supporting the femtosecond pulse (see flgure 3.34).

After initial creation, the photocarriers reiax via carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon

scattering until a thermal distribution is created - ultimately thermalizing to the

lattice temperature. It is instructive to point out that both the SLS and the GaAs

substrate are probed in this configuration. Photocarriers generated in the SLS and

GaAs are spatially separated by a thick wide band gap ZnTe buffer layer, which is

transparent to the excitation pulse. The X and tr valleys are not shown, though

E1-HH1

+

E

t'
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Figure 3.34: f point band structure of 50212D and below is depicted the electron and

hole photoexcited distributions in the SLS and substrate.

efficient f --+ X scattering has been demonstrated in GaAs [114]. Conduction and

valence band energy as a function of 2-dimensional in-plane and three-dimensional

wavevectors for the SLS and bulk GaAs substrate respectively, are shown in figure

3.34. Valence band structure calculations of strained CdTe/CdZnTe MQWs are

shown in chapter 4 and show the warping of the heavy- and light-hole bands in figure

3.34.

The source of femtosecond pulses was a Coherent Satori 774 synchronously

pumped dye laser. The pump source was a modelocked doubled YAG flashlamp

pumped laser (Coherent Antares). Nominal output for stable femtosecond pulses was

2.2W at 532nm with pulse widths of 1ps and a repetition rate of 76MHz. The peak

wavelength of the femtosecond pulses was chosen at the tuning curve extreme for a

Malachite Green dye saturable absorber, suitable for pumping sample S0212D.

Femtosecond (sech2(t)) pulsewidths were measured using a Femtochrome

autocorrelator with rotating mirror delay generator. Typical transform limited pulse

widths were 190-200fs at ì:648nm (1.913eV). A standard pump-probe configuration

was used with uncoated pellicle beam spitters and a 0.l¡;m Klinger translation stage.

Due to the absorbing substrate the experiment was performed in reflection mode (see
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figure 3.35). The pump beam was typically 20-25p,rn in diameter and the probe beam

was centered within the pump on the sample surface with a diameter of 8¡;m. Spot

rad.ii were checked by using a Sprn pinhole and Si photodetector on aî xyz translation

stage. Orthogonal pump and probe polarizations were used to minimize the electric

field coherence effect at Af :0. The differential reflectivity LRIR of the probe and

a reference was used to subtract fluctuations in the incident pulse intensity' Signals

were detected on Si photodiodes using lockin detection at an optical chopper

frequency of lkHz. By carefully designing the experiment, the same amount of glass

in both the pump and probe paths was assured. A minimum pulse width at the

sample was achieved by taking the autocorrelation trace of the probe just before the

sample and pre-chirping of the Satori. By pre-chirping the Satori ( ie. tuning the

SF2 rhomb compressor) one could take into account the dispersive elements on the

table. Probe power was kept at - 5To of the pump power (Ppu*,p:5mW).

Probe

Pump

/ CdTelZnTe

MQV/

ProbePump

Delay (fs)

o^t
Figure 3.35: Reflection pump-probe configuration used and schematic of the vaiable
temporal delay Af between pump and probe arriving at the sample surface.

Results of the room temperature pump-probe experiments are shown in figure

3.36. The short scan was over 4ps in steps of 53fs and the long scan was over 15ps in

200fs steps.

The 4ps delay scan shows a fast relaxation of the initial bleaching of the

reflectivity. After overlap of the probe and pump ( A¿:O ) weak oscillations in

Á.RIR are observed at intervals of - 6 x 53 :318 fs (indicated by upward arrows).

This behaviour is qualitatively different to that observed in femtosecond absorption
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Figure 3.36: Non resonant pump-probe data at 648nm and 192fs puisewidths for

sample S0212D at 300K. Scans for (a) short delay 4ps and (b) long delay 15ps are

shown.

saturation studies of hot carriers in GaAs [11a]. The long delay scan shows relaxation

with three time constants 11, 12 and 13. Initiai fast partial decay over 3ps reaches a

quasi-equilibrium for approximately 6ps. For the remainder of the scan LRIR

decays with a short time constant and approaches a value of LRIR labelled B, iower

than the Aú:0 value labelled A. As can be seen, the initial bleaching evolves to an

induced absorption after approximately 1lps. This behaviour is reminiscent of

charge separation via f - X electron transfer seen in type-Il GaAs/AlAs MQWs

[115]. References [116], [117], [118] also discuss I - X transfer in GaAs/AlAs.

Although the exact process occuring here is not understood, the temporal

evolution of this particular sample demonstrates an ultrafast optical non-linearity

which may be useful in optical switching.
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3.6.2 CdTelZnTe MQ\Ms grou¡n on CdTe f ZnTe SLS

buffers

Finally a set of SLSs, themselves gro\ryn upon CdTe lZnTe superlattice buffer layers,

are described. This allowed the CdTe/ZnTe MQWs to be strain tuned by the SLS

buffer and a comparison to the ZnTe buffer case can be made. The schematic of the

SLS buffer layer is shown in figure 3.37. By making the period small and the well

width only 12Å the effective superlattice bandgap was forced to be close to the top of

the ZnTe barrier. In doing so the buffer is transparent to the energies of interest in

the top CdTef ZnTe MQW.

Dimensions of samples grown are shown in table 3.5.

CdTelZnTe

EsL mlnl

Superlattice Buffer
GaAs (001)

Figure 3.37: Superlattice buffer used for lattice matching MQ'Ws to relaxed ZnTe on

GaAs

Table 3.5: Binary CdTelZn?e Superlattice Samples Grown at 280'C on SLS buffers

In figure 3.38, the wide angle 0 - 20 for SLSs 501334 and S0133B is shown.

Unfortunately S0133C showed evidence of relaxation and was attributed to poor

substrate preparation.

z

>'
Þo
¡i

c)

f¡

z

Sample CdTe: Lw Cd,1-uZnuTe: Ln Barrier (
a

, P eriods SLS-Buf f er

,s0133,4

s0133,B
s0133c
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70Ä
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354
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Figure 3.38: Wide angle 0-20 difuaction curves for samples (a) 501334 and (b) 501338.

The 9 _ 20 were not fully analyzed, due to time constraints, though a well defined

SLS satellite peak structure is observed. Peak assignments are far from obvious as

they will have two sets of SLS satellite peak combs superimposed. Strong

characteristic GaAs substrate peaks are located at - 66o in both figures. Well sizes

(30 and 70Å) and constant barriers (35Å) of samples 501334 and 501338 make them

interseting structures for optical characterization. This is not pursued here but

suggested for further work.
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3.6 Concluslon

Optical properties of coherently strained CdTe/CdZnTe MQWs were found to be

highly dependent on structural quality. SLSs with good quality, as assessed by XRD,

were found to exhibit large defect luminescence. Using PL as the frnal judge of

quality, samples N7084, N7090 and S0212D - corresponding to a 'quantum pond',

quantum well and 'quantum canyon' respectively, were found to be superior. Even

though sample 50212D displayed sharp excitonic features both at cryogenic and

room temperature, a modulator with lowest energy exciton close to the CdTe

absorption edge was decided on due to substrate availability. Therefore, a SEtrD

with active region corresponding to N7084 or N7090 was required. Of these, N7090

was chosen on the basis that the higher barriers would reduce the dark current in the

device described in the next chapter. The strain and barrier thickness was found to

directly influence the heavy- and light-hole exciton energies.
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3.7 Appendix

3.7.t Growth Summary

Table 3.6: Reference Layer Data: All grown with CdTe, Cd and Zn with large metal

excess at 280oC on 100 substrates
Samplel DReference Epilayers

^98021Sample ,9801i 10 ^98020

Substrate
Prep Etch Time
Anneal T^o, ('C)
PME Buf fer GR
PME Buf f er Quality
RHEED Buf fer GR
Buf f er Quality
PL Quality
RHEED Final Quality
Scatter Final Quality
Buf f er Thiclcness
Epilayer Thiclcness
Single Quantum Well
Epilayer Plan y

Epilayer PME Diam. Ratio
PME Diam. Ratio
0 - 20 Epilayer Position
0 -20 y from Position
0 -20 y wrt CdTe
DCRC Epilayer L,y
DCRC y

Aue. BEP CdTe @4"¿¿

Aue. BEP Cd, @T""¡
Aue. BEP Zn @7""u

Eplilayer DC RC FW H M
Eplilayer Tilt DCRC

F air
nla
Poor
OK
0.3
1.35

none
t7.5
0.632
23

57.4r5
t7.6
18.9

950s

14.36

6.95@537

6.6@222

1.9@323

930

450

100 + 50

17.5

0.562
5

57.43
18.1

20.2
1 181s

t7.37
7.4@537

5.8@222
2.0@323

730

t li)

none
35

0.690
45

58.6
48.5
49.6

3250s
44.8

6.1@537
4.3@210

4.8@324

1634
150

CdTe

Fair

0.2

e

323

CdTe
180

394

1.39

Poor

90

348

1.67
Fair
L.47
Good
DoXrAoX
Fair

Good
nla
F air

none
35

0.652
qù
Jf

58.35
42.3

40.0

35.8

5.9@538

3.9@210

3.65@337

CdTe

Fair

Good
nla
F air
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Table 3.7: Strained Layer Superlattice Data: A1l grown with CdTe, Cd and Zn wilh
large metal excess at 280'C on CdTe (100)-oriented substrates.

Low 'y' Barrier MQWs Samplel D

Growth Parameter ¡'r7084 ¡'r7085 ¡ú7086 ¡\¡7087 ¡/7088

WeIl Time
Barrier Time
BEP CdTe Start
BEP CdTe End
BEP GR
Buf f er RHEED GR
Buf fer PME GR
Well RHEED GR
WeIl PME GR
Barrier RHEED GR
Barrier PME GR
0 -20 Period
0 - 20 Error
DCRC Period
DC RC Error
Well BEP Buf f er GR
Well BEP RHEED
Xøf
x at XRD
Barrier BEP Buf fer GR
Barrier BEP RHEED
X¿..l-
x at XRD

t.428

105

35

7.0
b.b

r.429
,la
r.432

202.25
4.6

202.8

150.0

150.4
r't.2
153.2

50.0
50.0
48.5

49.2

none

72

36

6.6
6.3

1.390
,la
none

t44.r
16

100.1

50.0

36

36

7.t
b.l)

1.367
1.69

none

1.378

1.382

101.4

0.44
104.9

4

49.2

49.4

5r.4
49.2

49.7

48.0

50.0

19

38

6.3
6.3

r.324
2.32 (Te2) on

1.313

1.36

1.346

78.3
2.5

25.16

24.95

25.2
26.3

50.3
5i.45
49.9

52.0

77

38

6.3

6.3

50.2

r.347
1.31

1.305

1.305

t52
13

153.8
b

99.7

100.9

101.8
49.2

49.6
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Table 3.8: Strained Layer Superlattice Data: All grown with CdTe, Cd and Zt with.

large metal excess at 280'C on (100) substrates

Mid 'A' Barrier MQWs Samplel D

Growth Parameter ¡r7089 ¡/7090

Well Time
Barrier Time
BEP CdTe Start
BEP CdTe End
BEP GR
Buf f er RHEED GR
Buf fer PME GR
Well RHEED GR
WelI PME GR
Barrier RHEED GR
Barrier PME GR
0 - 20 Period
0 - 20 Error
DCRC Period
DC RC Error
Well BEP Buf f er GR
WeII BEP RHEED
Xa:-
X at XRD
Barrier BEP Buf f er GR
Barrier BEP RHEED
\at
X at XRD

82

33

6

6.1

t.2r
0.93
t.22
1.27
r.23

1.260

t4t
9.5

r05.2
12

99.2
t02

101.7
r02.7
39.9
4t.4
37.9

38.2

118

31

6.2
6.0

1.275
1.44

r.237
t.248
204.5

4.57

150.45

146.8
150.0

165.0

39.525

38.56

35.92

39.5



Chapter 4

n-i(MQW)-n Self Electro-Optic
Effect Devlce

4.L Introduction

F IBCTROABSORPTION modulators using the quantum confined Stark effect

IJ (QCSE) [2] and Wannier-Stark localization (WSL) [119] have been successfully

demonstrated in III-V SEEDs. Classic SEED structures have an intrinsic MQW

sandwiched between p-type and n-type layers to form a p-i(MQW)-n diode (PIN).

By reverse biasing the diode, high electric field strengths (105Vcm-l) perpendicular

to the growth direction can be generated with modest drive voltages (- 5V) and low

dark currents (- lnA). Because PINs have a relatively high input impedance, a

potential problem exists when integrating into MMIC architecture. For certain

ultra-high speed applications, the iow dark current presents problems regrading

dynamic latching [120]. The realistic case of 10fC of charge deposited within the

MQW region is considered here. When the light source is removed, a dark current of

lnA will take about 5¡rs to remove it, thereby limiting the switching speed. An

important point to make here, is that a large proportion of the total energy used in

switching the absorption state of a SEED [121] is the electrical energy used to charge

and discharge the intrinsic capacitance.

An alternative approach to address these issues is to use n-type doping only to

form a n-i(MQW)-n phototransistor structure (NIN).

This chapter presents a n+-i(MQW)-n+ SEED to produce the perpendicular

electric field necessary for QCSE and WSL operation. The advantages of the NIN

architecture are: (i) a reduction in device impedance; and (ii) the absence of a

a

90
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built-in electric field across the MQWs at zero bias. However, as the device can not

be reverse-biased, an increase in dark current results. This can actually be an

advantage though, as it decreases the time taken to remove the photogenerated

charge. By appropriately designing the NIN band structure, high barrier blocking

layers can be incorporated to manage the dark current. It is important to point out

that care must be taken to ensure that the photocurrent, which is the signal, is not

swamped by ihe dark current. The trade-off between dark current and sensitivity

depends on the function the SEED is required to perform. A method of grading the

doping transition region in this device which makes the capacitance relatively

insensitive to the bias voltage across it, is also to be described. This is particularly

useful in designing anaiog SEED systems where the bias point may vary.

Novel properties of the strained CdTe/Cd1-,Zn,Te heterojunction valence band

can also be used to enhance electroabsorption by decreasing the light- and

heavy-hole energy separation and the exciton spin relaxation time. The effect of

strain and valence band offset on the valence band (such as hole mass-revetsal) and

the two-dimensional hole density of states is calculated and related to the

NIN-SEtrD. These aspects are discussed theoretically using a full t.p- approach.

Another interesting feature of the device described here is that the NIN-SEED

was grown upon a heterojunction field effect transistor (HFtrT). In doing so, vertical

integration of an active load with the NIN-SEED was possible. This novel

NIN-SEED-HFET is a three electrical terminal device which can be used for optical

modulation and optical bistability.

4.2 Device Growth and Fabrication

The NIN-SEED-HFET device [122] integrated a n+-i(MQW)-r* modulator and

HFET [123], [124] in one growth sequence. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic diagram

of the device. Pseudomorphically strained epitaxial layers were grown on

(001)-oriented Cdo.goZno.o+Te substrates using MBE. Substrate and initial buffer

layer preparation and growth are described in the previous chapter. The intrinsic

MQWs discussed in chapter 3 were used to gauge the most appropriate well/barrier

combination for the NIN. Four doped heterojunctions, using indium as the n-type

dopant source, were grown as separate tests to calibrate and optimize growth

conditions for the doped regions in the NIN. Two of the these doped samples

consisted of a modulation doped SQW and are described further in chapters 5 and 6.
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BUFFER
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the (n+-i(MQW)-n+)-HFtrT device. The transition
from n+-type doping to intrinsic within the SEED was exponentially graded as a
function of growth distance. The 2-DEG in the HFET is formed at the abrupt n+ - i
heterojunction.

In chapter 5, the shallow donor nature of indium in CdZnTe is discussed and

self-compensation effects are shown to be small.

Undoped epitaxial layers were grown at a substrate temperature T",6 of 280"C

under Cd C(2x2) stabilized conditions. Indium doped n-type layers were grown

under Cd excess at T",6 :220oC [125] with a mixed C(2xZ)+(zx1) surface

reconstruction. The lower intrinsic buffer layer was 1060,Â. of Cd6.ssZns.s5Te followed

by a thin (- 30,Ä.) single quantum well (SQW). Prior to the growth of an abrupt

lattice matched r¿+-i heterojunction, the substrate was cooled under Te2 to 220C.

The first doped layer extended for 0.772¡,tm.

In% was then graded from z* to intrinsic as shown by the curve GDTR-1 in figure

4.2a. Figure 4.2b shows the indium cell flux calibration curve.

Hall data is also plotted in figure 4.2(b) for doping calibration of the In cell

temperature. Data points are plotted for 100K and 325K. The substrate was then

ramped 5'C/min to 280'C under Te2. Next, a strain relieving i:CdTe buffer

(0.201pm) layer was grown. The benefits of this layer are two-fold and are discussed

I N+ rnvo

N
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Figure a.2: (a) Indium cell temperature as a function of growth time for the bottom

lCbfn-f ¡ uná top (GDTR-2) graded doping transition regions of the NIN. (b) Indium

celi flux as a function of cell temperature (solid line) and the carrier concentration Np

calibration points as a function of cell temperature are plotted (¡:100K, 0:325K).

later. An intrinsic (not intentionally doped) 11 period strained CdTe/CdsssZns.alTe

MQW was grown under Cd C(2x2) stabilized conditions with l5sec Te2 growth

interruptions at each interface. RHEED oscillations, were recorded throughout the

growth for the optically active region for the SEED. MQW sequence was terminated

by the growth of a complete barrier and the substrate was then cooled 5'C/min to

220"C. GDTR-2 was then begun at the barrier compostion and graded to x:0.07.

Totai thickness of (GDTR-2 * n+):Cds.e3Zn6.s7Te layer was 0.35¡.r,m with the last

0.15¡;m consisting of the heavily doped n+ layer.

Pseudomorphic growth of the MQW consisting of binary CdTe and ternary

Cds.ssZns.alTe layers, with lattice parameters ø6 and ø¿, is achieved by exerting

biaxial stresses of opposite sign on each layer until they elastically deform with the

same in-plane lattice parameter at the interface normal to the growth direction. The

equilibrium in-plane lattice parameter (ø)"r is given by,

(or)",:ryH#, (4'1)

where ni are the constituent layer thicknesses of the MQW. Bulk shear moduli for

the binary (i:b) and ternary (i:t) layers are given lry oo : Cit I Ci, - z(Ci)'? lCL.
Matching (a¡¡),1 to the substrate lattice parameter ¿s,¿¿b resulted in coherent growth of
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strained layers with low dislocation density. In practice, the number of periods in the

strained MQW is iimited to some critical thickness. \ /ith reference to sample N7090

an¿ the CLT data of the previous chapter, 11 periods was chosen for the 150/40Å

MeW used in the NIN. The CdTe and Cdo.¡gZno.+tTe layers in the MQW experience

biaxial compression and tension, respectiveiy, due to the 4.5%Zt substrate. As will

be discussed in section 4.3 the strain plays an important role in determining the

electronic properties of the superlattice.

High resolution x-ray diffraction for the structure is shown in figures 4'3. Three

wide angle 0 - 20 scans rotated 90o about the growth axis are shown in 4.3a. Weli

resolved sharp satellite reflection peaks were observed. This indicates that the

interfaces are smooth with an abrupt modulation of composition. The slight

broadening of the higher order satellite peaks were used to determine periocl

fluctuations of the structure to -l-2 monolayers, consistent with the work by [78].

Four (004) rocking curves rotated at 90o to the surface normal were performed to

test for iattice deformation, shown in figure 4.3b. Buffer layer, SLS satellites and

substrate peak angular separations were found to be independent of rotation,

indicating a negligible angle between surface normal and symmetry axis. The zero

order SLS peak was buried by the CdZnTe:In peak, consistent with a closely

matched. SLS. Satellite peak spacing agrees well with the theoretical prediction in the

previous chapter for N7090.

4.3 Strain Induced Band Structure

Tetragonal distortion of the cubic crystal symmetry, due to iarge elastic strain, alters

the electronic properties of the pseudomorphic MQW layers. The strain tensor ler,l

for (001)-oriented growth is given by

1,,.

where Sj¡ arc components of the compliancetensor, Si: STtl STr, i is the layer

material label, ø" is the substrate or buffer layer lattice constant and o¿ is the

pseudomorphic layer lattice constant. For a CdTe/Cds.ssZns17Te MQW gro\4/n on a

4.570 CdZnTe substrate, the well layer will be in a state compressive strain

el,: -2.6 x 10-3 and barrier in a state of tensile strain eb,,:7.4 x 10-3.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Atpha stripped wide angle 0 -20. (b) High resolution double crystal

rocking curves . The narro\ rness of the satellite peaks compared to the substrate are

indicative of excellent uniformity and periodicity.

4.3.t Mixed Type-I-Type-II Valence Band Structure

The valence band configuration in II-VI CdTelCdZnTe MQWs [126] ,ll27l is similar

to III-V GaAs/InGaAs [128] MQ'Ws. Here, the valence band discontinuities are such

that heavy- and light-holes can be spatially separated. By growing CdTe/CdZnTe

MQWs on an appropriate buffer layer [126], a strain induced mixed type-I-type-Il

valence band structure can be realized. In figure 4.4 lhe energy ordering of the

CdTe/Cd1 -,Zn,Te MQW conduction and valence band offsets are shown. The

electron and heavy-hole are confined in the binary CdTe well layer and the light-hole

is confined to the barrier material. Heavy-holes are thus confined in a direct real

spo,ce type-I QW whereas the light-hole is confined in an indi,rect real space type-Il

QW [126]. It is important to note that the terms di,rect and indirect are used here to

describe the real space confrguration only. Both light-hole and heavy-hole are direct

in k-space. Because the light-hole and heavy-holes are spatially separated, their

behaviour to the strain field will be different due to the fact that the strained barrier

layer is in biaxial tension while the well layer is in biaxial compression. Energy

ordering of the light- and heavy-holes is sensitive to the strain and the unstrained

valence band offset (VBO) L,8,, as discussed later. Referring to figure 4.4lhe type-I

strained VBO is defined as V6I - Vj and the type-Il strained VBO as V6II - VII.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the k:0 representation for the strain induced mixed

real-space type-I-type-Il valence band of the CdTe/Cd1-,Zn,Te MQW'

optical investigations of binary cdTef znTe MQWs have shown that

LE, :55 * 40mev [129], such that the majority of the heterojunction offset resides

in the conduction band discontinuity A-8". Mathieu el al. ll29l frnd empirically that

LEu - (I{ - I)LE, ,, where K:1.07 and aE, is the direct bandgap offset. At first

one may postulate that the small valence band discontinuity no longer adequately

confine the holes to their respective wells and thus is free to move in three

dimensions. However, recent work by Tsiu and others [130], [131], [132] with

InGaAs/InGaP MQWs, show in contrast ) a zelo conduction band offset. The

electrons experience an electrostatic attraction back towards the well layer due to the

localized positive hole charge. This effect has been demonstrated to be strong enough

to form a quasi-2D MQW with adequate electron-hole overlap for laser operation. A

similar situation could be postulated here, where the small valence band discontinuity

couid be electrostatically enhanced due to the localized negative electron charge.

For the CdTe/Cds.ssZns.nTe MQ'Ws studied here, the influence on the calculated

hole subband energies using a range of L,E, is made. The LHt and H H1 behaviour

al É :0 is calculated and compared to measured photoluminescence data of three

MQ'Ws as a function of strain.
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4.3.2 Valence Band Mixing Effects

One can consider the conduction and valence bands as decoupled to a good

approximation. Using the envelope-function approximation the conduction (rÞ"^,,n¡)

and valence band (rÞi,*¡) wavefunctions can be constructed as,

,þ1,.*,: I eikn.n6i,(k¡¡, z)fl(r) , (4.3)
i-1 0
J -LtL

4

,þ",.*,: fe;*rr.aOj @¡,2)lr,(r) , (4.4)
' rr 

.i=l

where nl and. n label the electron and hole energy subbands, k¡¡ is the in-plane

wavevector and 4 is the in-plane spatial vector. fl and ff are the cell periodic Bloch

functions at the f6 conduction band and fs valence band edges. Conduction and

valence band envelope wavefunctions are given lry Ó!^,(kll, z) and Ør,(k¡, z)

respectively (see appendix for this chapter). The one-dimensional envelope functions

for the conduction band satisfY,

lH" + v"(z)lþr",(k¡, z) : E"(ky)5t",(kx, z)
+2

H.: =! , ,çni + k? + tt) + a"Tr(e) , (4.5)- 2m"lz)'

where *.(r) is the layer dependent electron effective mass, and v"(z) is the

unstrained conduction band quantum well potential along the growth direction. By

convention the hydrostatic deformation potential for the conduction band is given by,

&c: -z (ct'*-2c") *?\ 9 /iJP ' (4'6)

Hydrostatic pressure dependence of the direct energy gap 0Enl0P is given in table I

of the appendix for this chapter.

The mixed type-I heavy-hole and type-Il light-hole valence band structure can be

constructed using the Kohn-Luttinger multiband effective mass ueclc.p-formalis- [4].

Spin-orbit splitting A"o in CdTe separates the f7 valence band below the fg

manifold by 1.0eV [133]. Therefore, the spin-orbit split-off fz band is neglected and

the standard 4x4 ã.p-Hamiltonian shown in equation 4.7 is used.. The diagonal terms

of Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian (KLH) determine the k¡¡:0 heavy- and light-hole

energies. For wave vectors other than at the Brillioun zone center (ttll l0) the

heavy- and light-hole states couple and hybridize according to the off-diagonal

elements of the KLH. Excitons have a small but finite value of k¡¡ - 106cm-| about
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zone center and therefore a kinetic energy of the order of the homogeneous

broadening. Thus, valence band mixing effects must be taken into account.

Hnnþ -0 o

Bt Hm0 0

-gI 0 Hmp
0 0I Bt Hnn

lHrÀ: (4.7)

Linear k terms in the KLH have been neglected and any inversion asymmetry

ignored. By including the linear k-term, Xue eú al. ]3al have shown that the n:1

heavy-hole exciton transition is not forbidden for z-polarized light and can become

poiarization independent.

Following the method of Briodo and Sham [135], a suitable unitary transformation

U block diagonalizes the above KLH into two 2x2 blocks (see appendix for this

chapter). The transformed upper decoupled envelope wavefunctions for the case of a

strained quantum well satisfY,

lnnn+^++vnn(r) x llonlt',,r¡ |

| ", 
Htn * A- + vn(z) | 

' 
I o'1r,', ,; 

I

: nY,"&l)
@h(k¡, z)

@t(k¡, z)
(4.8)

where Vnn(r) and V¿¡(z) are the unstrained valence potential profiles as depicted in

figure 4.4 and EY" &lù is the energy eigenvalue. Biaxial strain comprises of shear

and hydrostatic components. The hydrostatic component is defined as the volume

change due to the biaxial strain and is given by Tr(Q. Therefore, Tr(4 depends on

the unstrained iattice mismatch and the Poisson ratio z for (001)-oriented growth.

Incorporating strain into the ã.p Hamittonian via the terms L*(r) reflects the change

of symmetry due to tetragonal distortion of the zinc-blende structure. That is, the

tetragonal point group ?d [136] becomes the Dz¿ group. Therefore, the strain has the

same effect on the degeneracies as going from bulk to MQW. The strai,n potenti'als

are given by,

À*(r) -- -ctu Tr(4 - b(r,, - e,,)

L- (r) - -au f r(4 I b(e,, - e"") , (4.9)

where b is the shear deformation potential [137] and the hydrostatic deformation

potential for the valence band is given by or: a"12.
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The upper and iower blocks are solved numerically using finite differences to

discretize in real space the two coupled differential equations of each block (see

chapter 2). Bound and. quasi-bound states are solutions of this eigenvalue problem

for discrete values of k¡¡, requiring only the boundary conditions O'(kll,0) :0 and

Oi(klt , L) :0. The modei of a single quantum well of width -L,,, sandwiched between

b0,Â. barriers assumes L is the total width of well plus barriers. The discretization

process readily allows one to introduce different Kohn-Luttinger parameters,

arbitrary confinement potentials and strain tensor elements for the well and barrier

essential to this problem. This degree of freedom is not present using variational

techniques.

4.3.9 In-Plane Valence Band Dispersion

Effective masses along the growth direction (z-axis) are not affected to the same

extent as the in-plane effective mass. The curves in frgure 4.5 labelled (a) shows, for

reference, the isotropic dispersion for the case of unstrained buik material. Strained

and unstrained VBO play a crucial role in determining the energy ordering of the

lowest lying light-hole (,[ffi) and heavy-hole (HHt) subbands. Curves labelled (b)

and (c) in figure 4.5 show the transition from extremely shallow to deeper AE,.

In-plane valence band dispersion curves (E versus k¡¡) are distorted by the strain field

to the point where mass-reversal occurs. Effective mass rnr,(k,,lco) is inversely

proportional to 02Enlôkl1 and mass reversal occurs in regions where the local

curvature is less than zero. An important consequence is that the Auger

recombination rate in strained MQWs can be suppressed [138].

The calculated dispersion curves discussed presently are for the case of an isolated

single quantum well cdr_,zn,Tef cdTe/ cdt-,zn,Te, strained to a 4.570 Zn

substrate. The well layer of width ol L- is sandwiched between 50Ä. barriers. A

dispersion calculation for a double quantum weil with 50,4, barriers was carried out

to confirm that MQWs with this barrier thickness are essentially isolated. In figure

4.6 the E versus k¡¡ dispersion is shown for the case of AE,:g-"V. The valence band

anisotropy for the [100] and [1i0] in-plane wavevector directions are also calculated

(note k¡¡ is in units of .Â,-1 unless stated otherwise). For a zero perpendicular electric

freld, the energy zero is referenced to the top of the unstrained valence band at the

center of the well and hole energies are given negative values. In the case of a zero

VBO as shown in figure 4.6, the calculated valence band dispersions for two barrier

compositions (16:¡.17 and 0.41) are presented. For each, case the top most band is
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Figure 4.5: Light-hole and heavy-hole energy ordering and dispersion along k" and

k¡¡ for (a) bulk material, (b) extremely shallow and (c) shallow valence quantum well

regimes.

fhe LHt followed by the fIfIr band. Higher subbands and quasi-subbands are

included for completeness to show the anti-crossing band repulsion behaviour'

Increasing the Zn barrier composition increases the tension and is seen to increase

the repulsion of the LHt and HHt subbands. The apparent degeneracy of the LHt

and HHt subbands at k¡¡:Q for 16-0.17 barriers is expanded in energy scale in figure

4.7. Curves tagged 'a' are for AE,:gmeV and ra:0.I7. Close inspection ol lhe LHt

and -FlfIr 'a'curves shows an interesting feature in the range -0.01 < k¡¡ I 0.01,

encircled by the dotted line labelled 'CF'. The local curaature-fl,ippi'ng (CF) in this

region is due entirely to the strain field.

Associated mass-reversals for the lowest lying subbands are at or close to k¡¡:0

which is well within the exciton Bohr radius. The .DfIr subband shows negative mass

in the neighbourhood of the zone center whereas the mass reversal for the fIIIr
subband is the shoulder located between the f-point minimum and k¡¡ <0.04,Â.-1.

Valence band calculations following are for ra:0.I7. Curves tagged 'b' in figure 4.7

are the result of introducing a smali unstrained valence quantum well potential of

AE,:3.O-eV. Introducing this shallow well removes the CF at k¡¡:0, though near

zone center the light-hole still displays negative effective mass. Negative mass regions

restrict the conditions necessary for Auger recombination. The energy separations
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(Erø, - Em)lr¡1=o fo, these shaliow valence wells of frgure 4.7 arc less than the

expected exciton line width and would therefore not be resolved.

Increasing the unstrained VBO further produces the hole dispersions shown in

flgure4.S.Curvestagged'a'areforAE,:JOmeVandcurvestagged'b'arefor

AE,:100meV. Increasing AE, has now flipped the ordering of the HHt arrd LHt

excitons such that Ennt 1 Ernt. Insensitivity of the fIIlr subband to alterations of

AE, from 30 to 100meV is in contrast to the relatively large shift of the LHt

subband. Compared to the shallow LE, case, the anticrossing points k¡6 between

the HHy and. LHy hole subbands have moved away from zone center. The HH1 and

,úflr subbands quickly merge in the [100] direction with the buik of the subband

repulsion near zone center lc¡¡ <0.02,Ä.-1.

4.3.4 Inversion Symmetry Reduction Due To Electric Field

Apptying an externai electric field t, perpendicular to the MQW layers moclifies the

quantum well potential to,

v.iQ):V(r) - lelt^2, (4.10)

where i:hh, th. Upper and lower blocks of the KLH now decouple for k¡¡ l0 and lifi

the two-fold Krammer degeneracy due to a reduction of inversion symmetry for the

structure. Figure 4.9 shows the resuit of this spin-splitting by solving both upper (*)

and lower (-) blocks of the KLH for the case of AE':JmeV and t':10kVcm-1' The

spin-split +.LHr and lfIflr subbands completely change character away from zone

center. That is, the lower block solutions reverse their mass sign relative to the

upper block solutions. This results in strong non-parabolicities far from the zone

center and it is observed that higher n subbands experience increased cross talk away

from zone center due to the spin-spiitting. Figure 4.11 shows the result of using

AE,:30meV. The HH1 and,lffi subband retain their basic character though the

lower block solutions have decreased curvature near zone center. Large energy

splittings of the upper and lower block solutions away from zone center (up to

-2.8meV at 10kVcm-1) reflect a substantial change in effective masses experienced

by lifting the Krammers degeneracy. Exciton binding energy will therefore be a

function of the electric field and exciton transitions will broaden signiflcantly as Ç
increases. The above results are consistent with similar calculations in III-V
quantum wells under transverse electric frelds [139].

The quantum confined Stark effect skews the electron and hole wavefunction

probability densities toward opposite interfaces of the quantum well. Resulting
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energy levels redshift with increasing t'. The n : 1 electron to n - t heavy- and

light-hole interband transition energies are evaluated at kll:0 fot electric field

strengths up to t,:100kvcm-1 in flgure 4.12. The temperature dependence assumes

the ratio of the unstrained valence band offset to the direct band gap of CdTe is

constant. Exciton binding energy is neglected in this calcuiation, though from the

arguments above it is expected that this will decrease signifi.cantly with electric fi,eld.
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Figure 4.I2: E\ectric Field dependence of the heavy-hole (solid) and light-hole (dashed)

energies for a single quantum well with AE,:30-eV and 0 < t" 1l\\leVcm-1. The
interband energies are plotted for 20K and 300K.

4.3.5 Two-Dimensional Hole Density of States

The two-dimensional hole density of states (2HDOS) is directly affected by the band

mixing seen in the above dispersion curves. The 2HDOS, pio(E), is calculated as

[140],

pïo@): #+ I,"rdkÉ(n"(k¡) - E), (4.11)

where the integration range, 2BZ, is over the two-dimensional brillioun zore) q takes

into account the spin, E'(k¡¡) is the in-plane dispersion of nth hole subband and E' is

the continuous valence energy variable. Equation 4.11 can be re-written as a reduced
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2HDOS given by,

pïo@) : häf;*r,,", (ffi)'), (4.r2)

where kij@") are solutions to E"(kff¡): E" and the summationover j takes into

account multiple roots for the case of upward hole subband curvatures. In flgures

4.13 and 4.14 the 2HDOS for the 100Å sQws in the [rto] direction are presented as

a function of unstrained VBO. The strong heavy- and light-hole mixing modifies the

classic step-like behaviour seen with the parabolic band particie in a box

approximation. Van Hove singularities in the 2HDOS calculated here, are a direct

result of the slope of the hole subbands (dE" ldklùlri, - 0 away from k1¡ : 0. By

inspection of the 2HDOS, the underlying quasi-step-like behaviour can still be

recognized. The strong subband repulsion \rya ps the 2HDOS such that a constant

density of states with hole energy can no ionger be assumed and destroys the simple

particle in a box model. Anisotropy of the energy dispersion results in a reduced

coverage of k-space in the [100] direction. It is therefore expected that a reduction in

the [100] zHDOS at higher energies, compared to the [110] direction, will occur.

Figure 4.13 shows that for the case olzero unstrained VBO, where the n:l light-hole

is the lowest energy subband, the lowest energy point has slope (dU":t ldk¡):g ^¡
kf=t -2r106cm-1. This produces the initial singularity in the 2HDOS spectrum.

The CF region close to kll:0 ir also sufficient to induce a singularity approximateiy

2meV further into the band. In Figure 4.I4 the larger VBO (4,:30meV) flips the

n:1 heavy-hole to the lowest energy state and pushes the upward curvature further

from k¡¡:0. As a result, the first singularity appears deeper in the band. Recovery of

the first step in the 2HDOS appears at -6meV from the valence band edge.

Depending on the true VBO of the system under examination, markedly different

optical absorption and electronic transport properties are expected. The energy

position of singularities in the 2HDOS determines the mismatch between the

two-dimensional conduction band density of states (2CDOS), p"ro(E), and the

2HDOS. At the direct band edge it is expected pir(E) < pi"@) for the case of a

shallow LE,.
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4.3.6 Hole Relaxation Mechanisms

Opticai excitation of the 1S exciton resonance results in an electron-hole geminate

state, lJ:, 4n). It is reasonable to assume that for a quantum well with strong e-h

exchange the exciton spin relaxation time will be dominated by the faster spin

reiaxation of either the constituent hole or electron [12]. In bulk GaAs the hole is the

faster of the two, and it is therefore assumed the same condition will apply for

Cdt-,Zn,Te, r 10.2. For all the cases of unstrained VBO presented above, the n:1

heavy- and light-hole subband energies are less than the longitudinal-optical (LO)

phonon energy in Cdt-,Zt,Te (ttao -23meV) [141]. For the case of the strained

MQW studied here, the value of h.ao in the well and barrier is modifled by the strain

through similar constructions as for the valence subbands. The modifi.ed LO-phonon

energy h0,ro for [001] strain is given by lazl,

Qno- 1_L.i l(e+2":, l/n-q\.¿ I
a'" -' ' "'L\ ,Ë)sl+r - ;\nq)s¿-)l ' (4'13)

where Si*l : (Sí, + 25ï) I S:, Si-l : (Sit - SÐ I Si. The phonon deformation

potentials, p and g, which describe the strain dependent spring constants are defined

by the Grüneisen parameter -(p + ZQ l@a!) : 1.2 and the shear deformation

parameter (p - ùlQr2"):0.A (taken from Ref.[143] they are assumed approximately

constant for all Cd+-,Zn,Te). Taking the ratio t¿=(QLo -r')lrL it is found that

€r=o.o :2.319 x 10-3 and (,=s.17: -6.653 x 10-3. Thus, the strained LO-phonon

energy cannot become less than the n:1 hole subband energies. Therefore, hoie

reiaxation by LO-phonon emission will have very low probability for the lowest lying

hole states at and close to the f (k : 0) point.

Consequently, hole relaxation by longitudinal (L4) and transverse (74")
acoustic-phonon emissions in quantum wells via deformation potential and

piezoelectric scattering are important processes [144]. Spin-conserving scattering

[1a5] of low energy holes induced by acoustic phonon emission is temperature

dependent and is more probable for small k¡¡, with scattering rate the same order of

magnitude as for the bulk case.

Of particular interest is the spin-flip scattering process, which couples the upper

and lower block hole states of a particular subband by an effective scattering

potential V""o¿. The spin-flip scattering rate (r"¡);,1*,,can be expressed as [146],

("""r),,ï,, * ll(Þi,r¡¡lv**lrl,i,ni,r)l'ó(ei,,r - eft, ¡)d,k¡. (4.t4)
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A twofold Krammers degeneracy of an unstrained MQW with inversion symmetry is

assumed in the delta-function describing the energy conserving elastic process.

Upper and lower block spin states (at k¡¡ : 0) of the nth subband are assigned

1 (J) : +å(-;) for the heavy-hole and similarly for the light-hole. At the

anticrossing points, kll: k;,., the band-mixing is strongest and therefore spin

assignments lose their usefuleness. Regions in k¡¡-space close to k¡6 result in

singularities in the 2HDOS seen in section 9F. These regions, with very high density

of states, will result in very short spin relaxation times approaching the bulk

situation [146]. Unlike the spin-conserving scattering which is only weakly dependent

upon k¡¡.

When the inversion symmetry is removed by an electric freld to, as discussed in

section 3D, the splittings in the dispersion curves of the f and J states away from

zone center will result in a substantial modification of the respective effective masses

(refer to figures 4.9-4.7I). In figure 4.15 the 2HDOS for the non-degenerate upper

(dashed curve) and lower (solid curve) block solutions are presented. The curves are

for case AE,:30meV and t" : l\leVcm-r. The 2HDOS at the top of the valence

band, labelled TOVB, shows markedly different character for the upper and lower

Krammer lifted subbands.

By creating an optically active exciton of total spin | + 1) : I + å,+f ) with
circularly polarized light ø+ propagating along the growth axis, one can create an

initial hole population in either the upper or lower intra-hole subband ll47l, [148]. In

an unbiased n-i(MQW)-n structure the electric fleld is zero and hole spin-flip

scattering can elastically scatter into dark I t 2) exciton states.

When an electric field is applied, the spin-flip scattering rate decreases, owing to
the splitting of the Krammers degeneracy [149], [150]. This can be understood by

refering to equation 4.1,4. Due to the energy splitting, the delta function must be

modified to take into account the inelastic spin-flip scattering process. More

importantly, if a hole spin-flips from a low to infinite density of states (as shown by
the solid and dashed curves of figure 4.15) corresponding to an optically active to a

dark state transition, consecutive spin-flips will be haulted and proceed via
spin-conserving scattering.

4.3.7 Comparison of Experiment to Theory

The effect of the strain and value of unstrained AE, on the optical properties of the
quantum well were investigated by the growth of three MQWs of varying well width
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and constant barrier thickness. Atl MQWs were grown on 1500Å CdTe buffer layers

and Cds.e6Zns.saTe (001 )-oriented substrates. Low temperature ( 1 1K)

photoluminescence for the 150Ä.-CdTe/ 50Å-Cd0.ssZns.17Te MQW is shown in figure

4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Photoluminescence of 150Å/b0,Ä. CdTelCdZnTe MQW.

A strong fIffi peak is seen at 1.598eV and a weak LHl peak is seen 8meVhigher.
The 3.3meV full width half maximum (FWHM) of the H H1 peak is indicative of
good material quality. The low energy feature at the base of the H Ht peak may
correspond to transitions involvingbound excitons, such as A'X and D'X l7ïl.
Sample well widths were 50, 100 and 150 .Â. and barrier widths were 50Ä. Strain
energy considerations allowed 15 periods of MQW. Exciton energies determined from
low temperature photoluminescence are plotted in figure 4.17 as a function of well
width. Comparing figure 4.17 with calculated hole energies as a function of well
width (see figures 4.18 and 4.19), AE, is deduced to be greater than 3meV and
(30meV. Disordering of the quantum wells due to random interface fluctuations will
cause a Stoke shift [151] (S) of the HHt luminesenceemission below its observed

energy in the absorption excitation spectrum. The unbiassed ,tIf1r FWHM in the
absorption spectrum is W-l5meV (estimated from electroabsorption). Using
s:7w, 7:0.553, it is expected that the HHl absorption peak to be -g.zmev
above that of the luminescence peak.

It should be noted that the n:1 heavy- and light-hole energy subbands in figures
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4.18 and 4.19 do not cross for either of the A-8, chosen. Calculated curves are for a

single quantum well strained to the substrate.

4.4 Opto-electronic Characterization

4.4.L N+-I(MQ.W)-N+ Operating Principle

Unbiased, direct band structure (k:0) of the n+ - i(MQW)-n+ modulator is shown

in figure 4.20. The 11 period MQW is asymmetrically positioned within the intrinsic

region of the NIN and an intrinsic narrow band gap (NBG) strain relieving CdTe

region also functions as a ballistic transit region [152] which minimizes parallel

leakage. Electron injection from the MQW into the drift region causes a transit-time

delay which may also contribute to negative differentiai resistance (NDR) [153]. The

n+-i(MQtW)-n+ structure forms a bipolar phototransistor with an optically active

base. An important difference between this device and a PIN is that electrical gain

can be incorporated internally just as in a conventional HBT. Amplification of the
photocurrent is a desirable feature when used in photocurrent controlled feedback

devices such as SEtrDs [154]. An equivalent circuit of the integrated device is shown

in figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Band structure of NIN. tr"(f) and tr"(f) are the k : 0 conduction and
valence band representation and E¡ is the Fermi energy.

The MQW phototransistor, representing the NIN and the HFET functional block,

has hot electron transfer from the drain circuit to the gate labelled as Jn lL24].

Devices were fabricated into large mesas 1123] with indium contacts deposited on the

top and bottom n-type layers. The back of the substrate was bonded with indium to

form the buried gate lL24] (see flgure 4.1). Plate 6a shows a typical gold wire/indium

bond used to contact the sample surface. Devices were bonded to alumina plates

with indium, providing excellent electrical and thermal contact. The alumina plates

were mounted in a closed cycle liquid helium crostat, as shown in plate 6b. A close

up view of the NIN device used for transmission experiments is shown in plate 7.

An applied eiectric fieId t", parallel to the growth direction across the MQW, is
determined by V¿, and the active load is controlled by the gate voltage Vg.

4.4.2 Capacitance and Punch Through Voltage

Even though the transition from n+-type to intrinsicwas graded, in order to avoid

discontinuities in the band structure at the interfaces, a weak dipole layer will still
exist. Simiiar to the analysis of a varactor diode [155], the dependence of the NIN
capacitance Ca" on the applied bias %" can be made. Intentional doping proflles of
GDTR-I and GDTR-2 along the growth axis, z, take the form ÄI¿ - Br*, where 1ú¿
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Figure 4.21: Equivalent circuit of the n-i(MQW)-n-HFET device. P(À), T(À), R(À)
are the incident, transmitted and reflected optical powers.

is n* donor density and B is a constant. Differential drain-source capacitance per

unit area can be approximated by C¿" = (Va" + Vo)-" , where V¿" is the applied

voltage, %¿ is the built-in voltage and

" 
: -(0Ca"lCo")(Vo"lïVo") : ll(m + 2) - 0.15. Because the varactor sensitivity is

s ( 1, it can be seen that C¿" will be relatively insensitive to variations in 7¿".

The maximum electric field possible for the NIN structure is limited by the

generation of a space-charge.

By increasingV¿" sufficiently, the depletion region of the forward biased nr-i
graded junction (nb.'n+-i'indicates a graded doping) can be extended deeply into

the intrinsic region. The punch through voltage Vp, at which the depletion layer at

the reverse biased nt -i graded junction completely extends over the intrinsic region,

can be approximated by [156],

t/ - 
PtL2

'r: #u¡r": 6ov' (4'15)

.L is defined as the width of the intrinsic region; p¡ : e(N¿ - ¡ú,) and rc"¡¡ :10.L2
are the average dielectric constant of the intrinsic region; and eo is the dielectric

permittivity in vacuum. Above V¿" ) I/o a space-charge limited current will flow at

the saturated drift velocity, analogous to space-charge limited emission in thermionic
diodes [157].
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4.4.3 Dark Current Characterization

The NIN modulator dark input impedance R¿r, with V, floating, was approximately

11kç1. Common-drain drain and gate dark currents versus source voltage are shown

in figures a.22(a) and (b), respectively. Curves are plotted as a function of gate bias

Vr. The drain is terminated into a low noise current preamplifier and the gate is

biased through a 10k0 current sensing resistor. Asymmetry of the I¿ versus V¿"
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Figure 4.22: (a) Commoh-drain I¿ versus V" transfer characteristics äs â function of
Vn. (b) Common-drain gate current In versus V" transfer characteristics as a function
of Vr. The curves are for dark conditions at T".,6:39¡1ç.

curves was due to the positions of the MQW and NBG region within the intrinsic

region. This is easily understood if one considers the NIN as two dissimilar

back-to-back diodes, where the current through the NIN is the sum of two individual

diode characteristics [158]. Absolute gate current is plotted in figure 4.22(b). For the

case of Vds > +1.0V, Ie did not reverse polarity with V¿".

Quasi-floating-drain conflguration was investigated with the drain grounded

through 10kQ and the gate terminated with the current sensitive amplifier. The gate

was dc biased via the input operational amplifier of the transimpedance amplifier.

Analogous I-V curves are shown in figure 4.23 for dark conditions and room

temperature. Drain current was effectively controlled as a function of gate voltage. A
sharp rise in the corresponding gate current for Vn ( 0 was observed reminiscent of
punch-through in n-i-n structures [157]. Device behaviour could still be controlled by
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the gate and source, whereas true punch-through would lose this control

4.4.4 Low Temperature Electroabsorption

It is known that zinc rich CdZnTe quantum wells [159] have a strong

exciton-longitudinal optical (LO) phonon interaction. This strong exciton-LO

phonon coupling ionizes the bound exciton in -100fs [i60], which is significantly

faster than in III-V quantum wells [161]. A large exciton binding energy, however,

recovers sharp room temperature excitons in CdZnTe quantum wells [162], [163]. For

the cadmium rich MQW sudied here, a smaller n:l heavy-hole exciton binding

energy (Ebnn :9.8meV [101]) is expected, though they are similar to GaAs/GaAlAs

MQWs. To observe clear exciton resonances, the sample rffas mounted in a
temperature stabilized closed cycle liquid helium cryostat. Low temperature (20K)

exciton absorption of the MQW was probed by photocurrent measurements using

common-drain and floating-drain configurations. Automated photocurrent spectra

were taken with an Ar-ion pumped tunable CW Ti3+:Sapphire laser. Servo control of
the pump power regulated the Ti:S power as a function of the wavelength. Spot radii
varied between I0-25prn and an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), with low duty
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cycle (100ns pulsewidth @ 100kHz), was used to avoid heating effects [162]. A broad

tuning range of the Ti:S resulted in large deflection angles from the AOM zeroth

order for wavelengths in the range 700< À (900nm. AOM wavelength angular

dispersion was corrected by imaging the first order diffracted beam onto a pinhole

(P/H) which was then re-collimated (shown in figure 4.24). This optical system kept

the outgoing beam spatially constant and independent of the incoming wavelength.

L AOM Ti:S (î" Às)2 ft,
L

1

P/H

80MHz

Figure 4.24: Low duty cycle AOM with wavelength dispersion compensation

Waveiength was monitored as function of birefringent tuner rotation. Normal

incidence reflectivity (R) was measured using a polarising beam splitter, fresnel

rhomb and silicon photodiode. Reflected light was found to alter its polarization as a

function of wavelength and temperature. Incident laser power P¿,, and transmitted

light were collected via integrating sphere and lens respectively, onto silicon

photodiodes. Optical signals and gate/drain photocurrents were measured using

lockin detection.

The purpose built laboratory that the author assembled for the project is shown

in plate 8, the semiconductor measurement section of the optical table clearly visible.

Plate 9 shows the argon laser pumping the Ti:S laser as used for the optical

experiments. A top view of the purpose built CW Ti:S laser system is shown in plate

10. The Ti3 doping concentration of the Ti:S crystal was chosen high such that the

CW system could be converted to femtosecond operation. Alignment of the CW

cavity was easily performed using the CCD camera shown.

Photocurrent generated in the NIN-SEED at a given photon energy ñau is given by

[11],

rp¡:'-!{p¡0-"-'tn,t"-¡l , (4.16)
l1vo",von¡
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where o is the absorption coefficient, P¿,, is the incident optical power and

L-:effective width of MQW. This spectra will have the same features as the

absorption spectrum. However, for r¡ 11, the relative photocurrent at different

applied bias (ze. eiectric frelds) modifies the responsivity.

Liquid helium photocurrent spectra for the NIN-HFET were performed in

common-drain configuration. The scan range covers the transition energies of

interest in the MQW. Responsivity curves are labelled as (Va", %s) pairs to indicate

the bias voltages used. The drain was terminated into a current sensitive

preamplifier with input impedance kept at <10çl by adjusting the sensitivity of the

preamplifier and keeping the chopper frequency at 1.2kHz. This effectiveiy measured

the short circuit photocurrent generated in the N-I(MQW)-N. The source and gate

were dc biased, with the latter having a large series resistance (10kfl) - keeping the

gate quasi-floating [164].

In figure 4.25 the responsivity versus wavelength shows a strong n:1 heavy-hole

exciton resonance for the curve labelled (0,-2). Type-I valence band quantum wells

are essentially isolated with a barrier width of 40,Å. and thus the heavy-holes are

localized to their respective wells before escaping by thermionic emission. Due to the

low effective mass of the electron, the conduction band quantum wells are coupled

and form minibands of width LEfu (i:1-3) at zero bias.

From figure 4.26, the miniband width is estimated to be LET' -3meV using a

resonant tunneling technique [165]. A small barrier width aiso splits the isolated

quantum well states E¿ inlo 11 nondegenerate eigenstates, associated with 11

interacting quantum wells. The conduction band offset was taken as L,E":$5meV.

As t, is increased, such that the MQWs experience a low electric field, electron

localization occurs forming a Wannier-Stark-ladder [1i9], [166]. The resonant

condition through the entire structure is now destroyed as the wells are misaligned

and the eigenstates are localized over only a couple of adjacent quantum wells. This

results in an effectiveblueshift of the absorption edge with increasing å. The central

peak '0' experiences a blueshift of -5meV with an increase in to, shown as curve

(0.0,-2.0). Overall responsivity of the (+f.0,-t.O¡ curve is 30 times lower than the

(0.0,-2.0) curve. Satellite peaks labelled t1,2 are transitions involving electron wave

functions with maxima one and two quantum well periods, respectively, away from

the heavy-hole states. Departure from equidistant energy separation of the

Stark-ladder transitions could be due to the fact that the type-Il iight-hole also

optically couples to the localized electron with different energies [167]. The critical
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Figure 4.25: Photocurrent spectra for NIN-HFET in common-drain configuration
(V¿n,Va")
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localization fi.eld can be defrned as t. - L,Eib f elt,where Â, is the period of the

MQW. From the energy spacing of the (-1) and (-2) iransitions, it is estimated that

to - 5 x t", which is an intermediate field case [119]. Further work is required to

identify the origin of all the transitions, complicated by the Van Hove sigularities

that also exist in the joint density of states due to the 2HDOS discussed earlier.
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Figure 4.26: Conduction energy eigenstates of an unbiased 11 period
CdTe/Cds.s3Zns.13Te MQW. The transmission coefficient TT* is plotted against elec-

tron energy in the conduction well.

In figure 4.27 rcsponsivity versus photon energy is plotted as a function of source

voltage, V", with the gate grounded through a 10k0 resistor. By increasing V" in the

negative direction, responsivity rises and the low energy tail below the heavy-hole

exciton broadens. Unintentional doping, during growth of the undoped region

containing the MQW, will result in a reduced quantum efficieny for the case of

incomplete depletion. As the bias increases, the 'intrinsic' region becomes depleted of

free charge and thus responsivity increases. The high energy region above the n:l
heavy-hole exciton also changes shape with increasing V" < 0.

The efficiency of the gate voltage Vn in depleting the MQW region is shown in
figure 4.28. For the curve (-10,-2), the n:1 exciton responsivity is higher than curve

(0,-2) by a factor or L.2. Curve (-10,0) shows a flattening of the n:1 heavy-hole

exciton peak with slightly lower responsivity in the low energy tail.
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Figure 4.27: Photocurrent spectra for NIN-HFET in common-drain configuration
(V¿n,Va"),, Vds : o.o/ and Ts,,¡:20K.
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4.4.5 Tlansmission Modulation Characteristics

The contact arrangement depicted in figure 4.1 is not ideal to generate uniform

electric fi.elds across the MQ'W, owing to non negligible resistance of doped layers'

which would allow perpendicular and parallel electric fields to co-exist. Another

d,evice was fabricated, without etching down to the lower n+ layer of the NIN.

Contacts were deposited to the top n+ layer and substrate only.

By referring to the equivalent circuit of figure 4.2I, the device is classed as

operating in a fl,oating-drain mode and was indium bonded to a drilled alumina wafer

such that transmission measurements could be performed on the normal/y-oz NIN

modulator.

Contact integrity was checked by top surface illumination of the NIN-HFET with

a broadband white light source. A floating drain photovoltage generated was

V".q:518mV with a po\¡/er density of 300mW l" '. The source-gate bias voltage V"n

required to generate a perpendicular electric field of the order l\aV cm-r across the

MQW now has to be -100V. This is due to a large potential drop across the

buffer-substrate layers comprising the gate resistance Rs > IMQ of the HFET. The

gate was negatively biased through a 4.3MQ resistor and the source was terminated

into a current sensitive preamplifier. All measurements were taken at 19K and a low

duty cycle bias voltage rvvas used to avoid any heating effects.

Figure 4.29 shows the responsivity versus -V"n curves for three different pump

wavelengths, uiz. 777nrn,776.3nm and 780.7nm. Incident optical power density was

4Wf cm2. As V"n increases, the exciton is redshifted by the quantum confined stark

effect [2] until it becomes resonant with the optical pump energy. Corresponding

change in transmission is simultaneously monitored and plotted in figure 4.30.

Contrast ratio is defined by CR:20 logro[?(%òlT(V,n,)], where T(V"s") is the zero

bias transmission. A maximum CR of -12.3dB occurs at V"r--100V for a pump

wavelength of 771.6nm. The CR for 771.6nm pumping begins to roll off at - 50V

and tends toward saturation at -75V. Different regions in the CR versus V"n plot

are due to the electric field going from low to intermediate fields and then to the high

field case where the quantum wells become essentially isolated. A high insertion loss

of -4.4d8 at 771.6nm and V"r:Q is due to absorptìon in the low energy tail to the

left of the n:l heavy-hole exciton peak. As expected, the maximum CR attainable

decreases with longer pump wavelengths due to insufficient redshifting of the exciton

peak. Although the NIN modulator is not optimized, a large CR was achieved with
relatively small MQW thickness of 2090Å. This is consistent with a large exciton
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absorption coefficient, as seen in the single quantum well device, described in the

next chapter. The author notes that favourable comparison can be made with

1 00Å/ 100Å GaAs/Gas.72 Als.23As normally-on transmission modulators with

absorption lengths of 4p,m [168].

4.5 Conclusion

To summarize, strained CdTe/C dZnTe multiple quantum wells have been modelled

as a function of barrier composition and unstrained valence band offset has been

modelled. The implications of strong valence band mixing and lifting of the

Krammers degeneracy with applied electric field on hole relaxation was discussed.

Growth and operation of a NIN device as a vertical transmission modulator was

presented. A contrast ratio of 12dB using the QCSE at cryogenc temperatures was

demonstrated.

The NIN phototransistor uses n-type doping only, demonstrating proof that

integration into high speed architecture can be achieved using standard MMIC

processing technology.

Further work is required to fully extract the interesting II-VI device physics and

optimization of fabrication techniques is essential for high speed modulation studies

4.6 Appendix

For zinc-blende type semiconductors the fourfold degenerate Bloch states of the

irreducible representation fs assigned to valence band edge [169], [136] is described

by [32] p-type states lX), 14 andlZ).Ignoring spin-orbit coupling, a completebasis

d 
"un 

be built from linear combinations of the p-states labelled with: quantum

numbers of angular momentum J; z-projection of the angular momentum J", and the

electron spin state 1 (J): ieÐ. The periodic parts of the Bloch functions are given

âS,

o

lï,1)
It, -+)
lï,+)
l;, -;)

-hKx + iY) 1)

htrx - iY) r) + ßtz r)
-i"Kx + iY) I) + ßlz 1)

hKx - iY) r)

(4.t7)
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(\'

The 4x4 Hamiltonian of equation 4.7 has matrix elements,

Hnn - fiUr: + kil(t, + 12) t þ"(t, - z'y,)þ") (4.1s)

Hr,: frUr: + kï(t, - tz) * þ"(-y, + 212)Þ") (4.1e)

lq¡2
t : T#fk, - ik)(yP" + P"1) e.zo)

"ßlr2B-f0r+tz)(k,-ikò' , (4.21)

where: ^l¿,i:1,2 and 3 are material Luttinger parameters (given in table I);

Ë¡ : (k,, kò; P, -+ -i@ I A z); and the axial approximation le : 12 is used in the

equation for B.

The Hamilitonian can be block diagonalized [135], [170] using the unitary

transformation,

0

-6

0

ó*

ó

0

where a: J-*ein' and ó : ftein, such that H':UHUt block diagonalizes H into,

-a

lUrÀ:
0

0

I

ó*

0

0

d

(4.22)

0d

Hnn X

Hm

00
00
HmX
xl Hnn

(4.23)

X: l/l - ilïl,, with new basis given by U*Q't : Qtp, ¡1":7,2,3 and 4. The upper and

lower blocks are now decoupled and the valence band wavefunction, corresponding to

the upper block diagonal Hamiltonian, can be written as,

,þl,l,e) :,\,r"ir,,.d @,1 (k¡, z) e,,;

O'1 : Oà and @'2 - O¿ contain the heavy-hole and light-hole character for the

upper block.

Material parameters in table I are linear interpolations from references [137], [127]

H,,,
0

0

X

0

0
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Table 4.1: Material parameters

Parameter Present calculation
4.Il - 0.04n
1.08 - 0.3r
1.95 - 0.36r

-1.2r + 3.58

0.53r - 1.39

6.481 - 0.3773r

-0.3ø - 1.0

0.86ø + 0.94

-e8317.6d *ap
-3.20eV
t.2 Ref.las)
0.6 Ael.[1a3]

T@)
tz(")
r@)
Srr(r)
St (*)
o,(r)
b"(")
o"(*)
aEslaP
d

-(p + zfi l$ul)
@ - ù1Q,3)



Chapter 5

?-DEG Single Quantum Well
Heterostructures

5.1 Introduction

ff.\HIS chapter presents the realisation and opto-electronic characterization of

I a II-VI CdZnTeasymmetrically strained single quantum well two-dimensional

electron gas (ASQ'W-2-DEG) heterostructure. To the best of the author's knowledge,

this is the first such implementation in CdZnTe. Low temperature excitonic

absorption modulation using a combination of two mechanisms developed in III-V
devices will be demonstrated. A novel biasing scheme was used to control the

electron concentration in the single quantum weli. When the SQW is fully depleted,

the absorption spectrum is dominated by exciton resonances corresponding to the

onset of each intersubband transition. In this mode the exciton absorption was

redshifted using the quantum confined Stark effect [2]. The situation was

significantly altered when a low concentration of electrons partially filled the first

energy level of the conduction well. At liquid helium temperatures it has been shown

by several authors (see for example [171], lI72)) that screening and correlation effects

between the 2-DtrG and the photo-excited holes can enhance excitonic absorption at

the band edge. At higher electron densities and temperatures, the enhancement

collapses and phase-space absorption quenching turns off the heavy-hole exciton

oscillator strength. By increasing electron concentration second mode of operation

using the above mechanisms was demonstrated. These features promise large

changes of absorption and may therefore be of considerable importance to future
II-VI opto-electronic devices.

134
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5.2 Single Quantum \Mell Device Fabrication

A selectively doped heterostructure \/as grown to investigate the electronic

properties of a two-dimensional eiectron gas. Simple fabrication techniques allowed

the single quantum well of the 2-DEG to be electrically probed under a variety of dc

bias conditions. The epilayers were grown in a non-commercial MBE [133] facility

Emitter

Base

Collector

Figure 5.1: Schematic of 2-DEG transistor structure. The conduction band structure
associated with the 2-DEG formed is shown in the insert.

with Cd, CdTe, Te2, In andZn effusion cells. Growth rates were determinedfrom

reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) intensity oscillations and

632.8nm excited phase modulated ellipsometry [173]. Composition, flux ratio

calibration and material quality were assessed primarily using high resolution x-ray

double crystal rocking curves (DCRC).

The heterostructure was grown on an (001)-oriented Cds.e6Zns.saTe substrate

which was chemically cleaned, etched in a 0.I2% Brz-CHsOH solution and bonded to

Mo carrier with Ga. The substrate was annealed by ramping 10'/min to 280"C and

then 5'/min to 320'C prior to the growth of a lattice matched Cd4-,Zn,Te buffer

layer. Undoped epilayers were grown at 280'C and cooled to220'C for In doping.

This technique produces high quality half order reconstruction of the surface at the

higher temperature and improved indium incorporation at the lower temperature

[125]. Indium cell temperature was 600'C for n-type doping concentrations of
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approximately 1x1017 crn-3 in CdZnTe(oor; at a growth rate of 0.6,4./sec. Single

quantum well and buffer layers were intrinsic with the former during a Te2

overpïessure and the latter with a Cd overpressure. It is believed that this produced

a mixed surface reconstruciion (2 x 1) f c(2 x 2) at the SQW interfaces, consistent

with the work by Tatarenko et al. ll74l. Pseudomorphic structure for the

heterostructure wafer N7B91 consisted of 1.1¡;m n-type In:Cds.saZns.¡6Te top layer,

100Å Cdo.ssZns.s2Te SQW and 700Å Cds.e6Zns.s¿Te buffer. The SQW for

heterostructure N7891 was in biaxial compression'

Figure 5.2 shows a representative (004) reflection DCRC of the modulation-doped

SQW. The narrow substrate/buffer peak is to the left, and the doped epilayer to the

right. Pendelösung fringes superimposed on the layer peaks were too weak to

determine the thickness of the buried SQW layer [74].

1 000
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Figure 5.2: DCRC for the modulation-doped SQW

Device processing was by wet etching with Br2:CH3OH in a 0.0012:1 ratio or

Br2:ethylene glycol in a 0.002:1 ratio. Etch rates and etch depths were determined

using an atomic force microscope. The etch rates were l.L¡.rlnf rrrin for Br2:CH3OH

and 100Å/min for Br2:ethylene glycol with the latter showing more uniform etch.

Indium contacts were deposited and Au wire bonded to alumina carriers. A

schematic diagram of the 2-DEG transistors fabricated (ufz; N7B91a and N7B91b) is

shown in figure 5.1. The packaged device used for room temperature measurements

is shown in plate 11.
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5.3 2-DEG Transport

Electrons from donors in the n-type wide-gap material of the selectively doped

heterojunction are transferred toward the undoped narrow-gap material of the

quantum well. They accumulate at the hetero-interface and spatial separation of the

conduction electrons from their parent ionized donors occurs. This produces a strong

electric field perpendicular to the interface. The 2-DtrG depicted in the insert of

figure 5.1 shows a discontinuity in the conduction band A-8" produced at the

In : Cdt_,Zn,Tef Cdt-sZnoTe (" > y) hetero-interface. The quantum well with

superimposed perpendicular electric fieid can be approximated to a triangular

quantum well. Two quantized energy levels result, the ground state -E1 and the first

excited energy level 82. Momentum perpendicular to the interface for electrons in

ihe SQW is quantized in only one direction, leaving the electrons free to move in the

plane of the n-channel which thus forms the 2-DEG. The number of electrons in the

well per unit area (^[) i. given by [175],

- " ' -* /'¡tr^o*
^, 

eguIILe / ëSr- n\^/n 
\*": -nff (.Ð ( Er - Ei)o(E¡ - Ð) (5.1)

where e is the electronic charge, g, lhe degeneracy, m! the electron effective mass, -Ð¡

the Fermi energy and O(E) the unit step function. The built-in electric fleld within

the quantum well depends on the concentration of depleted charge N¿"r¿ at the

interface and the electron gas density in the well [176]. In fact,

.|y'* : N¿"pt * 1N", (5.2)

where 1 : # for an ideal triangular quantum weil. Several authors (for example

ll77l, [178], [179]) have shown that N] can be varied by application of suitable

substrate bias. In chapter 6, novei transistor operation is demonstrated using the

substrate bias as a buried gate to modify Nl and therefore the device characteristics.

In this chapter, the substrate will be used to control the optical properties of the

SQW. Depending on device mode, the substrate contact is interchangably called the

collector or gate.

5.3.1 Low Field Mobility Temperature Dependence

For II-VI semiconductors, the low freld mobility is governed by ionized impurity (IP)
scattering, polar optical (PO) phonon scattering and acoustic (AC) phonon

scattering. Acoustic phonons have two coupling modes via deformation potential
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(DP) and piezoelectric (PE) scattering. The temperature (T) dependence of the

mobility p" car_ be built up from dominant scattering mechanisms using Matthiessen's

rule, 
!: 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 

(b.B)
11 lttp pPo ltoP ltPø

Assuming similar relations as for III-V compounds [180], [181], one can write the

temperature dependence of ltpo xT-P (P > 2, T<300K) and þnp x 7-1. Similarly,

þpø x P(hr4)T-r where P(htn) x h14€¡pt hlais the piezoelectric constant and e¡¡ is

the strain tensor for the particular growth orientation. It is interesting to note that

for (111)- and (211)-oriented heterostructures the piezoeiectric effect can produce

polarisation fields of 105Vcm-1 [1S2] with strains of 1%.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Carrier concentration vs temperature and (b) Resistivity vs tempera-
ture, for different 2-DEG structures.

Depending on the doping level (Np), non-degenerate samples are expected [181] to

have IP mobility temperature dependence prp: pr(0)(1 + CQ lEs)2), where C is a

constant and ¡r¡(0) is the mobility limited by IP scatter at T:0 K. It is observed

that p,¡p has a strong dependence on Nj via En.

Low temperature transport properties were studied using the Van der Pauw

technique to determine carrier concentration and mobility. Substrates were found to

be weakly n-type and undoped epilayer residual donor (N¿) and acceptor (N,)
concentrations were of the order 1gts"*-2. Figures 5.3(a) and 5.4 show the measured

carrier concentration and mobility for the sample under dark conditions, a 0.97

E¿:'1 4.5meV
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50 300

Figure 5.4: Experimental data and theoretical (solid line) fit to mobilty vs temperature

magnetic field and a floating substrate mode. Carrier concentration is shown in

figure 5.3(a) and is characteristic of non-degenerate doping. Mobility as a function of

temperature is shown in the semi-log plot of figure 5.4. The mobility enhancement

behaviour of the 2-DtrG is seen to reach a maximum of 5000 "-2y-1.-1 
at 40 K. The

theoretical curves (solid and dashed) fitted to the data indicate the high mobility is

due to a reduction of IP scattering. PO-phonon scattering dominated throughout the

40-325K temperature range. Below 40K, 0p,lð? is positive with IP and AC-phonon

scattering dominant. The relatively high values for p¡(0) - 250 - 3000cm2V-rs-L

interpolated from the fitted curves indicate the spatial separation of carriers from the

ionized donors is effective in reducing the IP scattering in this heterostructure. An

important consequence of the high mobiiity is that quasi-saturation of electron

velocities can be obtained at relatively low electric fields. Figure 5.3(b) shows a

valley in the resistivity and a sheet conductivity at 77K of 0.139mS/n.

Donor ionization energy E¿ was calculated from the slope (tl) of ln(N¡) vs 1/T in
the low temperature carrier concentration freeze-out range (40 -260K). For this

non-degenerateiy doped sample, a value of Ea: d x 2ke - 14.5 + 0.2meV can be

deduced (see insert of frgure 5.3). This is consistent with the known value of 14meV

for the shallow donor ionization energy in CdTe [183]. It has been shown [184], that
even if deep impurity levels due to self compensation are dominated by a shallow

donor concentration, the ln(N¿) versus 1/T curve can give slopes indicative of deep
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levels. From the behaviour of the conductivity [185] and the value of E¿ seen here, it

is evident that the concentration of deep impurity levels due to self compensation is

low.

5.3.2 2-DEG Rectification Behaviour

Rectiflcation behaviour of the n+-(SQW)-i heterojunction of device N7B91a at 300K,

is shown in f.gure 5.5(a). The sample was in dark conditions and the collector circuit

was floating. An accumulation of charge in the substrate, via hot-electron transfer

from the 2-DEG, may result [186].

At this temperature, the observed current was attributed to the sum of two

transport mechanisms: (i) thermionic emission of electrons above the emitter-base

Schottky barrier; and (ii) tunneling of emitter electrons into the 2-DtrG. The

forward-to-ïeverse bias current ratio at I2Y was ru 1.6 x 104. The I" versus V"6

behavior is consistent with tunneling through a single barrier [187]. Tunneling

current differs from the thermionic emission current by a factor equal to the

transmission probability through the single barrier. In figure 5.5(b), the substrate

bias was set to +1.0V and the n+-(SQW)-i heterojunction forward biased in a

common-emitter configuration. The temperature dependence of the forward biased

emitter current showed two distinct temperature regions. Thermionic activation

dominated in the temperature range 100--+300K. Beiow 100K the forward current

became constant indicating a temperature independent tunneling current [11].

5.3.3 Induced Base Tbansistor

The potentiai energy diagram of the device discussed here is shown in figure 5.6. It
should be noted that Er is drawn above E¡ thereby making the base non-conductive

Peculiarities of the valence band are discussed in section 5.4.2. If Er lies below E¡ in
the SQW, a two dimensional electron gas is formed (cf. figure 5.1, where E1 lies

above E¡). The mechanism to induce a 2-DEG in the base is as follows. The

situation can be considered where V¿":0 and V6" is positively biased. If V¿" is

increased sufficiently, the base-collector barrier will be lowered in potential to the

point where Er lies below the Fermi energy level of the emitter. When this occurs

(see equation 1) N" will increase rapidly, thereby inducing a conducting electron

sheet in the base. The induced base transistor (IBT) was first proposed by Luryi

[188]. As the base of the IBT is not doped during growth, the electron sheet
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conductivity will be independent of the base layer thickness [189].

An IBT device N7B91b was fabricated from wafer N7891 using the process

described in section 5.2. 
^ 

common-emitter configuration was used to measure the I,

versus V"6 characteristics shown in figure 5.7, the substrate being heid at 23K. The I"

versus V"6 cllrves in figure 5.7(a) are for dark conditions as a function of positive

substrate bias V"". As V"" is increased from 0--+2.0V the electron density increases as

discussed above. Increasing the positive substrate bias further induces a high N" in

the 2-DtrG. The two upper curves of figure 5.7(a) show the onset of transistor action

from quasi-saturation to saturation. Breakdown voltage and the emitter current

saturation range increased with higher N". Negative differential resistance (NDR)

due to resonant tunneling was seen in a similar device described in chapter 6. In

section 5.4, control of N" is used to modulate the SQW absorption properties. One

can estimate N" by a simple charge control model as argued by Luryi [18S]. For high

N" the 2-DEG charge sheet will screen the emitter from the collector and therefore

N" will become a function of V¡" given bV ¡ú" : e(Va. - Vr) I L6". Where -L6" is the

effective base-collector barrier width, V7 is the threshold voltage and e is the

dielectric permittivity. BecauseVT is negative (see figure 6) the transistor can be

classed as normally-on. An order of magnitude estimate for the electron density is

N"(Vu": +2.0V) - lTrLelcm2, using L¿" -1500,{. Optically pumping the base region
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with above band-gap photons directly creates a free electron and hole concentration

in the SQW and base-collector space charge regions. The result of CW optical

pumping with a filtered light sourc" (l > 700nm,l0p,wcm-2) is shown in frgure

5.7(b). Excellent transistor action is observed and the emitter current shows a

positive slope with increasing V"6. For V"o ) 0 and V"" ) 0 the photogenerated holes

accumulate in the base-collector space charge region with concentration Ap. In the

steady state, the rate of photogenerated holes accumulating must equal the rate of

holes escaping via thermionic emission and difusion. This concentration of holes can

further lower the base-collector barrier by Löa. such that Ap o erp(e\,S6"lkT)

Under illumination, the emitter current I" reversed polarity when V"6 became less

than the threshold voltage, which shifted to the negative with increasing Va" ) 0.

Saturation of the collector current is observed for V"" >500mV and the emitter

current shows amplification l"(optical)lQ.@ark):5'tr alV.o:2.9V and V"":10.0V.

6.4 Low Temperature Excitons and the

Quantum Confined Stark Effect

As seen in the previous section, electron transport in CdZnTe is dominated by lattice

phonon interactions at room temperature. It is also known that optical absorption in

CdZnTe quantum wells has a strong exciton-longitudinal optical (LO) phonon

interaction [159]. This strong exciton-LO phonon coupling ionizes the bound exciton

in -100fs [160], which is significantly faster than in III-V quantum wells [161].

Atthough this induces a strong thermal line broadening, a large exciton binding

energy results in sharp room temperature excitons in CdZnTe quantum wells being

observed 1162], [163]. To simplify this analysis, the sample was cooled to 24K

allowing observation of the excitonic lineshapes due to the heterostructure alone.

Low temperature excitonic absorption of the SQW was probed by photocurrent

measurements using the 2-DEG transistor in common-base configuration.

Automated photocurrent spectra were taken with an Ar-ion pumped tunable CW

Ti3+:Sapphire laser. Servo control of the pump power regulated the Ti:S power as a

function of the wavelength and the sample was mounted in a temperature stabilized

liquid helium cryostat. Spot radii varied between 10-20¡rm and an acousto-optic

modulator with low duty cycle (100ns pulsewidth @ 100kHz) was used to avoid

heating effects [162]. Wavelength was monitored as a function of birefringent tuner

rotation. The emitter and substrate (collector) were dc biased, with the collector
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having a large series resistance (10kf¡), keeping it quasi-floating [164]. The collector

and base photocurrents were measurecl using lockin detection. Normal incidence

reflectivity R was monitored using a silicon photodiode, polarising beam splitter and

fresnel rhomb along with the incident laser power P¿,..

The photocurrent generated in the SQW at a given photon energy ñ,ø is given by

[11],

(5.4)
1'\",Va"

where o is the absorption coefficient, P¿,, equal to 5% of the incident optical potver

and L- the effective width of SQW. The quantum efficiency T(Vt.¡%") dependence

on bias configuration is discussed below. Photocurrent and absorptiorr spectra have

the same shape, although fot r¡ l1 the relative photocurrent at different applied bias

(electric fields) may vary.

5.4.L Quantum Confined Stark Effect

The SQW was depleted of free charge by biasing the emitter positive (V¿":*2.0V)

and keeping the collector belorv +1.0V (see figure 5.7a). A transimpedence amplifier

was used to ground the base. The photogeneratecl electrons and holes are collected in

the base and collector respectively. Electrons and holes are separated into different

layers, to be discussed later in section 5.4.4.

Sweeping the collector voltage V6" from -1.2--+t1.0V modulated the per-pendicular

electricfield (.E1) across the SQW. Infigure, responsivity (I¡,lP;") is plotted against

incident photon energy with constant pump power (50¡rW). Strong low energy

exciton resonances are clearly observed. The two main resonances in each scan are

attributed to optical absorption transitions from the lowest energy heavy-hole (Ehrr)

and light-hole (El¡7) subbands to the grouncl state electron energy (E]). trxciton

assignments are discussed in section 5.4.2.

Increasing the applied electric field, by sr,r'eeping the collector voltage from

-1.2--+*1.0V, decreases E1 across the SQW by reducing the built in field of the

structure. The redshift of the n:1 heavy- and light-hole excitons by the reverse

quantum confined stark effeci (QCSE) [190] is clearly seen. That is, the applied

electric field opposes the built-in field ancl reduces E1 across the SQW [191]. The

larger excitonic absorption at V¿":*1.0V is characteristic of a quantum well with
low El. Due to the built-in field, the SQW electron ancl hole wavefunctions will be

highly asymmetric. The electron probabiiity density will be closer to the

. P;n I " I q0:_Ð1i _ 
"-a(hu)Lw¡

lph: 
f*
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n-type/SQW interface and the heavy-hole wavefunction will be skewed toward the

SQ'W-buffer interface. This results in a loss of oscillator strength due to the reduced

overlap integral between the wavefunctions.

The two-fold Krammers degeneracy for angular momentum eigenstates Ìf and

+| in the valence band, for non zero in-plane wavevector, is also lifted due to the

lack of inversion symmetry [38] of the SQW. It is interesting to note that the

redshifted spectrum at V¡"--1.2V has its responsivity scaled down significantly lower

for the n:1 heavy-hole compared to the n:1 light-hole exciton. The redshifted n:1
light-hole peak is approximately twice as wide, whereas the n:1 heavy-hole full

width half maximum broadens from 12meV to 13meV. Exciton peak H H1 is shifted

by 9.9meV for a substrate voltage modulation of 2.2V. Careful inspection of the

spectra shows evidence of a resonance due to the n:2 exciton transitionEi-82¡7¡y.

The magnitude of absorption modulation can be gauged as follows. Using

equation 5.4 (with \:l and L-:100Ä.), the change in absorption Ac/o is

calculated at a particular wavelength for two different biases,

Ao o(Àr, Vo"t) - o(\,Va.z)
o o(\,Vaa) (5.5)

V6.- j2.O

Referring to figure 5.8, the heavy-hole absorption at 1.625eV corresponds to

3.39x105cm-r at V6":f 1.0 and decreases upon redshifting to 4650cm-r at

Yu.:-1.2Y. This corresponds to a L^af a of 98%. At 1.615eV the ratio is reduced to

61%. The drop in the high energy responsivity regions are due to incomplete

depletion of the undoped region [192].

5.4.2 Type-I and Type-II Valence Band

The CdTelZnTe heterojunction is known to have a zero-strain valence band offset

(VBO) -100meV [193], [194]. Tt is therefore expected that the CdTe/Cd,Zny-,Te

(r<0.06) VBO is of the order of a few meV and strongly influenced by strain [126].
The optically active region studied here is an asymmetrically strained SQW of mixed

type. That is, the valence band is type-I for heavy-holes and type-Il for light-holes

ll27l. Electrons and heavy-holes are confined to the cadmium rich well and the
light-holes are confined to the barrier material. The SQW is sandwiched between

barriers of different composition, resulting in an asymmetric potential profile. The
SQW/z-type interface has a higher lattice mismatch and therefore a larger strain.
Strain and asymmetry introduces valence band mixing effects [195] which deforms
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the heavy- and light-hole bulk-like bands [9]. For shallow CdTelCdZnTe SQWs there

exists an ambiguity in the energy ordering of the flrst heavy- and light-hole bands.

Energy-momentum dispersion of the ls valence band was caiculated for an

asymmetric shallow CdTelCdZnTe SQW using lhe 4x4 Ë.p-Hamiltonian described in

chapter 4. The SQW potential was approximated by a 100,4. well bounded by 12meV

and 2meV barriers. Energy dispersion being shown in figure 5.9. The 11flr subband

was found to be lower in energy than the.Dflr subband followedby lhe HH2

subband. This energy ordering supports the experimental data of figure 5.8 that the

r¿:1 heavy-hole exciton is the lowest energy transition. Distortion of the n:1 heavy-

and light-hole valence bands has ôElïkll:0 indicated by'u','b'and'c'. Resulting

singularities in the 2HDOS due to these mass-reversals are shown in figure 5.10. Due

to the asymmetry of the potential, the Krammers degeneracy is lifted as seen in

chapter 4. Onty the lower block Ë.p- solutions are discuss d here.

Energy assignments of the observed heavy- and light-hole excitons could be

confirmed experimentally for example, by polarized photoluminescence excitation

lI27l or piezo- and wavelength-modulated spectra [126]. Due to the spatial

asymmetry of the SQW, the parity degeneracy is lifted which will complicate

interpretation of polarization spectra. This would clearly establish whether the

assignment of the LH1 exciton in the spectra here is the E1 - LHt or the Er - H H2

transition which is allowed due to the symmetry breaking.

Oscillator strength for the direct n:1 heavy-hole exciton transition is much larger

than the indirect n:1 light-hole exciton for all bias conditions studied here. Energy

ordering of the excitons suggests that the strain induced energy position of the type-I

valence band maximum is closer to the conduction band minimum of the well than

the type-Il light-hole valence band maximum [126]. trnergy difference between the

HH1 and LH1 excitons is approximately LÐnnt-mt:16meV for Va.-*1.0V. This

large splitting is consistent with the large difference in binding energies of the H Ht

an.d LHl excitons and the fundamental type-I and type-Il optical gaps [126]. The

shallow valence and conduction band offsets of the SQW still result in the

two-dimensional (2D) excitonic electroabsorption features seen in figure 5.8.

Brener et aI. lI2] have observed that even though shallow GaAs/Al,Ga1-,As
quantum wells exhibit 2D excitonic absorption, the electronic transport may become

bulk-like for ø ( 0.82%. The 2D electroabsorption and large L4nn-mt seen here

suggests that the carrier spin relaxation times could remain 2D in character [12] for

this heterostructure. Therefore, as a consequence of the mixed valence band, 2D
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carrier transport may persist in the extremely shallow quantum well regime. Shallow

quantum wells also have the benefit of enhanced electroabsorption as lower biases are

necessary to ionize the exciton [13]. The insert shown in frgure 5.6 (corresponding to

the circled region of the device band structure) is an artists impression of the valence

band structure of the SQW.

5.4.3 Phase-Space Absorption Quenching

The effect of increased substrate bias uiz: Y6.:¡2.0V,, was investigated next.

Electroabsorption is shown in figure 5.11 and the V6":f 1.0V scan is shown for

comparison. Both traces are at constant optical power (50¡lW).

In figure 5.11 three features are evident. Firstly, heavy-hole peak is broadened

from 12 to 15meV and the responsivity and overall is lower for V¡"-*2.0V. Secondly,

a large blueshift of the light-hole peak by -5meV is observed. Thirdly, the

blueshifted light-hole resonance FWHM is reduced al Y6":!2.0V' From the

behaviour of the spectra in figures 5.8 and 5.11 two voltage regimes are apparent.

The case of V¡" <+1.0V the absorption is redshifted by the QCSE, as discussed

above. The second regime for V6" >+2.0V corresponds to an increased N" in the

SQW and qualitatively changes the behaviour. \Ä/hen N" ) 0, the electrons populate

tri to the in-plane wavevector k¡¡ - ky, determined by E¡ (as shown in figure 5.I2).

Consequently, k-conserving photoexcitation of electrons and holes in the presence of

the background electron concentration N" take place at lc - 0. Band gap

renormalization of the electron subband in the presence of ¡/" f 0 shifts the

conduction band minimum below the I/, : 0 subband position such that

Eí.(N",kll) < ETQ,k¡¡). Therefore, a blueshift in the absorption edge occurs (ie. due

to phase space filling, absorption can only begin at E: En I E¡ > Eno),

Coulomb scattering between the photogenerated holes and the seø of electrons

results in a logarithmic singularity in the absorption spectrum close to the Fermi

edge E¡ [171], [196]. Many-body screening of the photogenerated holes by the

collective electron sea correlate them at low N", thereby enhancing the heavy-hole

exciton in the absorption spectrum [196]. As N", increases the correlation is rapidly

weakened and the enhancement quickly collapses[172]. At sufficiently high N",

phase-space filling of the available eiectronic states will quench the n:1 heavy-hole

exciton absotption. This is termed phase-space absorption quenching (PAQ) [197],

[198]. Increased phase-space occupation and exchange effects also produce band-gap

renormalization [199]. One can now readily use this model to explain the behaviour
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for V6":12.0V. The blueshift of the H H1 and LH1 exciton peaks is consistent with

PAQ due to the increased N". As seen by Livescu et al.l772],the HHt exciton

oscillator strength is reduced. The reduction in FWHM of the LH1 excib,on can be

attributed to a reduction in Ea across the type-Il well. Increasing N" further, with

the substrate bias, could ultimately switch off the flfl oscillator strength. This is

the subject of further study.

5.4.4 Photogenerated Carrier Separation and Photogain

In figure 5.13a, the absolute base and collector photocurrents for the case of

Yu":-1.2Y are plotted. In this bias configuration, the photogenerated electrons and

holes are collected in the base and collector respectively. The ratio of the H Ht

exciton peak to the LHl exciton peak is 2.7 lor the collector and 7.7 lor the base.

The H Ht exciton in the base photocurtent has FWHM:12.6meV, while in the

collector the H Ht peak is significantly broader with FWHM:14.4meV. In figure

5.13(a), it can be observed that the base photocurrent just below the heavy-hole does

not have the initial exponentiai rise as seen in the collector. Initial 1ow energy rise is

consistent with the optical-phonon sideband associated with the HHt exciton [200].
Exponential rise is present in the base photocurrent for positive substrate bias (see

figures 5.8 and 5.11). By replotting the spectra as the ratio of base to collector
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photocurrents o in figure 5.13(b), four distinct operating regions can be seen. Low
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Figure 5.13: (a) Base and collector responsivities as a function of incident photon
energy, using common-base configuration, V6":{2.0V,VI":-I.2Y,T:24.5K. (b) Re-

plotiing as ratio of photocurrent gain a:Ip¡,(base) /Iri,(collector) showing four distict
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energy behaviour in region (1) shows that as the photon energy increases, the rise in

base photocurrent is steeper than the collector. After 1.582eV the coliector

photocurrent slope dominates. Region (2) is the n:l heavy-hole gain and has its

peak approaching unity. This indicates that collection of free electron-hole pairs,

resulting from the ionization of the n:1 heavy-hole exciton, is equally efficient in the

base and collector. Region (3) is attributed to the LH1 exciton and region (a) is

tentatively assigned to the n:2 (Bi-F2"r) exciton. The gain in regions (3) and (a)

suggests that the collector is more efficient at collecting high energy holes than

electrons in the base. Steady-state photogenerated carrier escape mechanisms are

now discussed for this SQW. As the valence band discontinuity AE, is known to be

very small [126], [201], it is expected that the steady state thermionic emission

escape timefor the holes will be smallerthan for the electrons [202], [11]. The

tunneling escape time, on the other hand, is expected to be faster for electrons due

to the smaller effective mass [11] and the possibility of phonon-assisted tunneling

ll92]. When the collector is negatively biased to collect the photogenerated holes,

the collector responsitivity is higher than the base and a bipolar photogain is

(b)

(1)

(2)

(j) (4)
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observed. From the behaviour of the base responsivity, as a function of gate bias

(V¡" < 0), one suggests that the gate controls the quantum efficiency 17. The ejected

holes are also expected to be light in character due to valence band mixing.

Assuming the above, the quantum efficiency can be written âs 4 : R."l(R",1 R,),

where R."z hole escape rate and.R,: hole recombination rate ,2021. For efficient

carrier separation, it is expected that -8, will be small and therefore r¡ ---+ L

5.4.6 Negative Differential Resistance

Three electrical terminal operation was achieved by keeping the substrate potential

constant and sweeping the base-emitter voltage. Measured responsivity (I"/P¿") as a

function of V6", ai 2I.2K, substrate bias V¡"-*1.0V and excitation wavelength at

764.2nrn, is given in figure 5.14. Optical power was kept low to avoid exciton

saturation. For V6":0 the photon energy is below that required to resonantly pump

the heavy-hole exciton. As V¡" is increased, it can be seen that the n:1 heavy-hole

exciton energy is reduced via the QCStr until it becomes resonant with the optical

pump al Y6":!2.5V. Sweeping V6" further positive, the light-hole resonance

becomes resonant at V¡"-*5.5V. Above 5.5V no evidence is shown of any higher

exciton resonances. This demonstrates that the SQW is sufficiently deep enough to

avoid destroying the exciton confinement by these relativeiy high fields.

5.4.6 Exciton Linewidth Broadening

Exciton saturation experiments were performed at four different wavelengths

773.9nm, 767.54nrn,738.57nm and 718.08nm. figure 5.15a shows the (I6f P¿") versus

V¿" curves for incident photon power of 200¡;W at a duty cycle of 0.5. This ensured

operation in the saturated absorption regime. Collector bias was set at Va":-I.2Y
and substrate temperature stabilized to 21.K. Therefore, the exciton features are

completely bleached. At low pumping levels, as in figure 5.8, the heavy-hole exciton

is close to resonance at 767.54nm for V6":f2.0V. In saturation, the curve at

767.54nm shows rising responsivity due to a highly broadened heavy-hole exciton.

The responsivitybegins to saturate alY6":12.0V and does not exhibit NDR. This

clearly shows saturation of the fIfIl and ,[ffi exciton resonances. Pumping at the

longer wavelength of 773.9nm shows that stark shifting does not bring the heavy-hole

into resonance until V¿" )*10.0V. The shorter wavelengths at 738.57nm and

718.08nm directly create a hot electron-hole plasma in the base and collector space
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charge regions. It is interesting to note that for the two shorter waveiengths the

responsivity is still five times lower than pumping the heavy-hole exciton close to

resonance. Steady-state carrier sweep out mechanisms, discussed above, give rise to

different electron and hole densities which form an intensity dependent space charge

[11]. The space charge screens the applied electricfield [203] which has the

disadvantages of: (i) reducing the magnitude of red-shift for an applied electric fleld;

and (ii) causing non-uniformities in the field distribution, thereby broadening the

exciton.

Exciton linewidth l¿o¿ in CdZnTe is broadened by a temperature dependent

homogeneous component (f¿) and a temperature independent inhomogeneous

component (fo). The f¿ component, is due to well layer thickness fluctuations [190]

and compositional alloy disorder [151] of the SQW. This results in variation of the

quantized energy levels and is a growth artifact. In contrast, the f¡ contribution is

well described by an exciton-LO phonon [159] and an exciton-acoustic phonon

interaction. Assuming Lorentzian lineshapes [190], the total exciton linewidth can be

expressed as [204],

fr,r(T) :f¿*f m t lPhonon'*Tlffi' (5'6)

where lo" is the acoustic-phonon coupling constant, ltu¡s is the LO-phonon energy
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Figure 5.15: (a) Responsivity I6fP¿" vs Vbe with common-base configuration, V6":-
1.2V and Tsubstrate:2I.2K. High incident power excitation shows exciton broadening
and saturation. (b) Temperature shift of electroabsorption spectra for 46K and 24K.

andlphono,, is the exciton-phonon coupling constant. In figure 5.15b two exciton

spectra at different temperatures are shown. Low optical power was used with the

device in common-base configuration, keeping V6" and V6" constant. From the result,

it is found that total linewidths measured from the high energy side [159] are

independent of temperature, within experimental error. If one assumes that the //ffi
exciton linewidth is predominantly inhomogeneously broadened at this low

temperature, the narrowness of l¿or:l3meV is indicative of high material quality.

This is consistent with the DCRC data. Temperature dependence of the direct band

gap can also be inferred from the data. Figure 5.15b shows a constant energy shift of

both the H Hy and LH1 exciton peaks. The same shift in the minima between the

heavy- and light- hole peaks is observed. Assuming the valence and conduction band

offsets are temperature independent for 2+ < T < 46K, the uniform shift of the

spectrum can be attributed to a blueshift in the direct band-gap E, with decreasing

temperature. The lattice dilation component was deduced to be

AEsIAT -2.3 x lO-aeV/K.

T=24K

ar/arI

(b)

T=46K
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5.5 Concluslon

To summarize, an asymmetrically strained SQW has been introduced between the

emitter and base junction of a 2-DEG transistor. In section 5.3, the mobility

enhancement of the ASQW-2-DEG heterostructure was seen to be due to a reduction

in ionized impurity scattering. Control of the electron concentration in the 2-DEG

was demonstrated in section 5.3.3 using an induced base transistor. Low temperature

electroabsorption of the ASQW-2-DEG device, demonstrating the QCSE, PAQ and

NDR, was discussed in sections 5.4.1,5.4.3 and 5.4.5.

Depending upon the biasing and external load, a photocurrent controlled voltage

feedback suitable for use as a self electro-optic effect device [205], [206] can be

produced. The 2-DEG transistor can be optimized to provide a large

common-emitter gain and therefore the SQW photocurrent generated in the base can

be amplified. That is, one can build internal gain into the device, thereby increasing

the photocurrent feedback. As the ASQW-2-DEG is a true three electrical terminal

device, control of several different modes of operation are possble. The transistor can

be operated in electrically biased base or floating base modes. This offers the

flexibility of controlling the electrical and optical gain of the transistor by an

electrical or optical signal. Additional beneflts to the integration of a shallow SQW

into this heterojunction bipolar transistor are: (i) a reduction in the impedance of

carrier transport through the quantum well layer (compared to using high barriers

[154]); and (ii) a reduction in associated Miller capacitance.

The device presented here is well suited to vertical and waveguide integration and

the multifunctional nature of the heterostructure allows it to operate as a modulator,

tunable photodetector and active load (with and without NDR).

Optimization of epitaxial layers and fabrication techniques are essential for further

work.



Chapter 6

Stark Effect Transistor

6.1- Introduction

fTIHIS chapter describes a single shallow quantum well modulation

I doped majority electron carrier device. The mod.uiation doped abrupt

n+ (C fu-, Z noT e) I i(C d4-, Z n,T e), r 1 y, semiconductor heterojunction forms a

depletion barrier as shown in the l(k : 0) band structure of figure 6.1(a). When the

donor energy of the degenerately doped wide bandgap (WBG) layer is larger than

the conduction band energy of the na row band gap (NBG) layer, electrons wiil

diffuse toward the NBG layer and accumulate at the interface. This process is similar

to Schottky barrier formation at a metal-semiconductor interface [207]. In the

Schottky barrier model, the metal can be regarded as a zero band gap

semiconductor. Two-dimensional electron gas heterostructures formed in this way

have demonstrated superior electron mobilities in high speed transistors [208]. The

increased mobility is a direct result of spatially separating the electrons from their

parent ionized donors, a major source of impurity scattering. Electron conduction is

now confined parallel to the heterointerface in a quantized two-dimensional channel (

as discussed in chapter 5).

The present discussion focusses on perpendicular transport through the layers via

tunneling. That is, electrons tunneling through the modulation doped depletion

barrier into the quantized energy level of a SQW. By varying the perpendicular

electric field across the SQW the tunneling conditions can be enhanced or degraded

to produce negative differential resistance. The device described is called the Stark

effect transistor (SET).

Quantum mechanical reflection of electrons with energies above and below an

158
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arbitrary potential barrier is also discussed. As will be shown, the reflection of hot

electrons from a potential barrier can also produce NDR oscillations (ie. electron

energies above the barrier). Perpendicular electron transport through this type of

heterostructure is also applicable, to carrier injection issues encountered in

semiconductor lasers, for example. The band bending and electrostatic barrier

formation that occurs at a selectively doped heterointerface may, in some

circumstances, play an important role in determining the injection and confinement

efficency of current carriers [209]. The formation of above barrier minibands was

discussed in chapter 2. In addition, carrier confinement of hot electrons using a

multiple quantum barrier (MQB) as an electron reflector is possible. The idea of

using multiple quantum barriers, MQB, to enhance the confinement of electrons in

quantum well lasers and LEDs has already been demonstrated [210] ,,l2lll,l2l2l. It

is interesting to recognize that the theory of periodic refractive index structures, used

to propagate optical Bloch waves in Bragg reflectors [41], can also be appiied to

create an electron reflector. An important point to note here, is that enhancement of

carrier confinement using a MQB structure, can be constructed with relatively NBG

layers. The MQB can therefore be used to simulate a single WBG confining layer,

much larger than the actual constituent barriers. This concept is potentially useful in

strained layer material systems, such as InGaAs, SiGe and CdZnTe, where it is

diffi,cult to grow large band gap discontinuities due to the limitations of lattice

mismatch.

This chapter theoretically examines a novei type of transistor and discusses the

experimental realization of such a device in the CdZnTe. The implications on

electron transport for the cases of a single and asymmetric double barrier

heterostructure are discussed. Resonant tunneling, thermionic emission and optical

modulation of the depletion barrier are demonstrated.
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6.2 Growth and Fabrication

The structure grown by MBE here, is similar to the device described in chapter 5.

Undoped epilayers were gro\/n at 280'C and cooled to220'C for In doping[98].

Pseudomorphic structure for the device consisted of a 700,Â' intrinsic

Cd¡.e6Zns.saTe buffer layer, t00Å intrinsic Cds.esZns.s2Te SQW followed by a 1.l¡;m

degenerately doped it n-type WBG In:Cds.saZn¡.¡6Te emitter. The SQW was in

biaxial compression and epitaxial layers were grown upon a (001)-oriented

Cdo.geZno.o¿Te substrate. The SET was fabricated from sample N7B90 by wet

etching into large area mesas and indium bonded as shown figure 6.1. A minimum

base thickness of 700Å was grown to avoid the base region being completely depleted

by Fermi-level pinning of the surface when exposed by etching through the top

n+-doped layer. Here, reference is made to the substrate terminal as either gate or

collector. The carrier concentration of an intentionally doped layer for sample N7890

was found to be 19r0.--s using Hall and Van der Pauw techniques. Figure 6.2 shows

that the carrier concentration of N7B90 is independent of temperature in the range

40-325K. This behaviour is characteristic of degenerate doping. The mobility of the

(a) (b)
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Figure 6.1: (a) Zero bias conduction and valence band structure of the StrT is shown
in solid line. Emitter and collector bias conditions are shown as dotted lines. The
tunneling current J¡un arrd thermionic current J¿¡ are shown through the emitter-
base barrier. (b) SET device geometry showing optical pumping for minority carrier
injection and common-base electrical configuration.
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top layer was found to be temperature dependent and characteristic of ionized

impurity scattering at low temperatures.
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Figure 6.2: Carrier concentration versus substrate temperature for the modulation-
doped samples grown.

The activation energy of the modulation doped depletion layer was found from the

slope of 16" versus inverse temperature for a given emitter and gate bias [213], l2I4l,

12071. Depletion barrier height was found to be d":200meV for Vb" :1.0V and

W":1.0V.

6.3 Stark Effect TYansistor

The operating principle for Stark effect transistor [215] is based upon resonant

tunneling of injected emitter electrons into an empty quantized energy level E1 of the

base. The resonant tunneling mechanism discussed here does not distinguish between

coherent and incoherent processes [216]. A common-base configuration, (see figure

6.1), was used to measure transport through the n+-(SQW)-i layers. By

appropriately biasing the emitter, electrons can be injected from the emitter into the

base. The emitter-base depletion barrier is sufficiently thin to allow tunneling to

occur. When the emitter Fermi-level is coincident with the quantized energy level E1

of the base, the electrons can resonantly tunnel through the depletion barrier and

enhance the tunneling current. The voltage at which resonant tunneling (%), occurs
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can be tuned by controlling the perpendicular electric field tr across ihe SQW l2I5),

l2l7l, [21S]. At low temperature this tunneling current dominates the thermionic

emission component and results in negative differential resistance.

6.3.1 Momentum Conservation

It is instructive to briefly describe electron tunneling in terms of momentum

conservation. Intervalley scattering in CdZnTe is assumed here to be negligible,

owing to the large energy separation between the f-valley and subsidary minima

[219]. Recognizing that the barrier heights studied here are less than the X- and

L-valley minima, it is expected that real-space transfer of electrons by thermionic

emission will have higher efficiency than population of these subsidary minima.

Therefore one can restrict the analysis of resonant tunneling to the I valley. Figures

6.3(a) and (b) depict tunneling from a three-dimensional (3D) Fermi sea of electrons

in the degenerately doped emitter to a two-dimensional (2D) density of states.

(a) (b)

ö
's

E f

E f ne
'kil)

T E1h
b0lr
O

r!
T

o
U

Emitter Base
3D 2D

Figure 6.3: (a) Electron injection from the degenerately doped emitter into the base
layer with distributionn.(\c", kll). (b) Energy-momentum diagrams for the bulk emitter
and 2D base.

Emitter electrons with a component of momentum in the direction of the base

(k-1- = k"), can be injected into the quantum well. Resonant tunneling of emitter

electrons into an unpopulated quantized energy level E1 of the base becomes possible

when lc" : let, that is when E" - Et : fi2k?l2m,i. Only isoenergetic states in the
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quantum well with the same k¡¡ can participate. Therefore, tunneling electrons

conserve their component of momentum parallel to the emitter plane (k,rkr):k11'

Refering to figure 6.4, the Fermi sphere of radius k¡ determines the maximum

electron injection angle, d, and is given by,

d : tan-1(klllkt). (6'1)

When lct:0, k¡¡ becomes degenerate with Fermi wavevector k¡. Injected base

k
X

Figure 6.4: Fermi sphere for the tunneling process.

electrons suffer both eleastic and inelastic collisions causing angular scattering and

energy loss.

6.3.2 Tbansport Mechanisms

Electron transport through the multi-barrier structure depicted in figure 6.1(a) is the

sum of tunneling current component Jnn, due to quantum mechanical transmission,

and thermionic emission current component J¡¡, due to longitudinal optical (LO) and

acoustic (AC) phonon scattering. The thermionic contribution can be written as

l2o7l,

r,n(v): Ø*r2err(#) ".0(#- 1) , rc.z)

where @* : qmilesl(2T2h3), d" is the potential barrier height, q is the electron

charge and V" is the applied voltage. Using the Fermi-Dirac distribution at absolute

temperature T, the tunnel current density J¡¿n, càrr be written in the effective mass

z-kIk

kr
k,
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approximation as 12201,,

L64

(6.3)

where P(E,V):T(E,V)T(E,V)r ir the energy dependent transmission probability,

E, the resonant energy arrd E¡ the Fermi energy. Central to the calculation is the

determinationT(E,V) through the multi-barrier structure which is described in the

next section.

6.3.3 Multibamier Tunneling Formalism

For layered structures with transverse dimensions much less than the lateral

dimensions, the electron motion parallel to the growth direction z, is quantized. The

in-plane (fl motion, however, is continuous with wave-vector k¡¡. The electron

wavefunction ü"(p_-, z) is separable and of the form

' V.(i, r) : osin(k-¡.fl$(z). (6.4)

The confined motion in the z-direction is described by the Schroedinger equation,

*("-#) -T ft -'t-'LEtt-va)) ú : o , (6 5)

where lQ): m*(z)f m. and E¡¡ : tr2k?llznù, is the in-plane energy'

Using standard scattering theory to determine the transmission coefficient of the

composite structure to be considered, one can define the incoming and outgoing

wavefunctions as,

,þ(r) : { :* ".'(.0.r."') 
* a- erp(-ik"z) z 1 0

I g+ 
"*n(ik¡z) 

-l B- enp(-ik¡z) z ) L. 
(6'6)

Matching the solutions at the boundaries (z:0, L), connects the amplitudes of

equation 6.6 by the matrix product given by 1220),

Jr,*(V): @.T I P(E,V)rn
oo

d,E

-1,tr
i

k¡):;(l
p+

o¿

d+
(6.7)f7

13-

where kZ :2miÙ f lt'2 and k? :2mi(E') are the wavevectors in the material

bounding the barriers. By simultaneously imposing continuity of the wavefunction

and its first derivative at the well/barrier interfaces, a 2 x 2 transfer matrices are
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constructed using f¿ for each layer. The whole structure can therefore be built as

fr : l, X l,r-1 X ... X 11, where l¿ are the transfer matrices of each layer' For

incident electron energy less than the barrier potential, V"rLlne wavefunction is

evanescent and the transfer matrix, f6, is given by,

165

(6.10)

f¿: (6.8)

For E > V the wavefunction is a propagating solution and therefore l- is given by,

cosh(q,b,) lsinh(q"b")fq"
q^sinh(q^b,) f 1 cosh(q'ó,)

f cos(krao) sin(lerar) f ko

-le, sin(koa) cos(lcrar)
(6.e)

1JJ

where kl : z^i(E - El) lh2 and q2 : 21mi,& - t - Ur). The left-to-right

transmissionT(E) and reflection Tt(E) coefficients are defrned as,

r(E):ffi10_=" and R(E): 
]5Ëlr_=.

6.3.4 Approximation of Arbitrary Potentials

The above formalism can be used to calculate T(8,%) for an electron traversing the

emitter-base region of the SET device. The modulation doped single quantum well

has a large dipole barrier at the abrupt interface of the wide band gap degenerately

doped emitter and the intrinsic narrow band gap base layer. The transmission

coefficient of this potential, height V(z¿"rt): /" and depietion width z¿"r¡ (as shown

in figure 6.5), can be calculated using the above formalism. Using the Poisson

equation it can be shown that the potential is approximately parabolic. Numerical

solutions can be found by breaking down the depletion barrier into a series of

adjacent square potential barriers of uniform width, ó. This is shown in figure 6.5.

Shown in the figure is an incident eiectron of energy E and wavefunction amplitude,

I(E).The transmission and reflection amplitudes through the barrier are defined as

R(E) and T(E), respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Transmission coefficient through Schottky barrier decomposed as a product

of rectangular barriers.

6.3.5 Single Barrier Tlansmission

Figure 6.6 shows the caiculated transmission probabilities for incident electron

energies below and above a rectangular (R), triangular (T) and parabolic (P)

potential. The potentials are of equal height, %:200meV, and constant depletion

width L¿"pt:100Ã' at the base.

As expected, the rectangular case has strong oscillations above the barrier due to

quantum mechanical interference. These above barrier reflections have been used in

multiquantum barrier (MQB) designs to enhance the confinement of injection

electrons in semiconductor lasers [210].

From figure 6.6 it is evident that even a single barrier can introduce significant

losses. The triangular and parabolic barriers begin to transmit appreciably at lower

energies but do not reach maximumtransmission even at 2xV".By comparison, the

parabolic barrier case has a much lower threshold for the transmission of energies

below % and converges to the triangular case for higher energies.

Alternatively, instead of keeping the depletion width and height of the potentials

constant, consider the case of keeping the barrier height and area beneath the

potentials equal. This forces the depletion width to increase from 100,{ for the

rectangular barrier to 200Å and 300Å for the triangular and parabolic barriers,

respectively. Results of this are shown in figure 6.7. The triangular potential has a

b

ẑ
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Figure 6.6: Theoretical transmission probabiiity through rectangular, triangular and

parabolic potential barriers with equal depletion widths and barrier heights.

slightty lower threshold than the parabolic case and becomes degenerate for energies

above the barrier. The equal area condition causes higher energy thresholds for

transmission with a sharper rise for energies below the barrier.

Trianguiar and parabolic potentials produce oscillation free transmission spectra

and therefore the modulation doped depletion barrier does not contribute to the

NDR seen in the experimental results discussed later.

6.3.6 Asymmetric Barrier Quantum Well TYansmission

To calculate tunneling current through the modulation-doped quantum well requires

a numerical solution for the transmission probabllity TT.. In fi.gure 6.8 the

transmission probability is plotted as a function of incident electron energy for

various tt. By increasing the collector voltage from Vsr to Vsz, the effective tt
across the SQW is lowered. A family of curves corresponding to V¡ lVn lVn2have

been plotted. For the case of Vsz, the SQW is puiled to a flat band condition in the

SQW, as shown by the insert of figure 6.8 (dotted line).

The semi-log piot of TT* versus electron energy shows the Stark shifting of the

resonance peak to lower energies with increasing Vr. Low energy behaviour of the

transmission probability in the range 0 1Vø ( 50meV is influenced very strongly by

the configuration of the SQW.
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Total base current can be found using equations 6.3 and 6.2 with the calculated

energy position of the resonances. Figure 6.9 calculates total base current as a

function of emitter voltage, anticipated as a large thermionic component. The

highest peak corresponds to the lowest electric field and therefore the largest positive

gate bias. Low energy resonance can be attributed to resonant tunneling of injected
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Figure 6.9: Calculated 1¡ - %" curves of the asymmetric double barrier quantum well

including tunneling and thermionic emission mechanisms.

emitter electrons. The steep rise in the base current at large emitter voltages is due

to the thermionic current contribution. As the internal electric field is reduced, the

resonant peak shifts to lower Vs aîd becomes sharper. The curves are antisymmetric

about Vø:0 as the effect of opposite bias on the depletion barrier has not been taken

into account.

6.4 Experimental Results

Base-emitter current-voltage transport measurements of a common-base SET were

taken at room and cryogenic temperatures in order to deconvolve thermionic and

tunneling mechanisms through the parabolic n+-i heterojunction barrier. Figure 6.10

shows the 16 versus I/6" curves as a function of gate bias, measured at 20K under

dark conditions.

V
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Figure 6.10: Stark effect transistor base current versus base-emitter voltage as a func-

tion of gate bias, taken at 20K and dark conditions.

The shift in threshold voltage and the resonant tunneling peaks due to the Stark

effect are clearly seen. Excellent qualitative agreement is illustrated between the

curves of figures 6.9 and 6.10. Experimentally, one observes a shift in the threshold

voltage with a change in gate bias of 
^w 

l^vg:2.0v, Differential conductivity,

calculated from figure 6.10, is shown in figure 6.11. Peak conductance at resonance is

seen to increase with the gate bias, whiie the FWHM of the conductance peaks

remains constant.

The 1¡ versus V6. characteristics at room temperature (300K) and dark conditions

are shown in figure 6.12. Absolute value of the base current increases by six orders of

magnitude, indicative of strong electron-phonon coupling. A small amount of NDR is

still present lor Vn >4.0V. The Stark shift is dramatically reduced to

LWILV,:0.167V and the absolute values of VB have become negative. At

sufficiently large positive collector bias, the quasi-Fermi level in the base becomes

degenerate to quantized electron energy and thus a 2-DEG is induced in the SQW

l22I]. This increases the conductivity of the base to the point where the base shields

the emitter from the collector [189].

In figure 6.13, the SET transfer characteristics at 20K and 300K are shown for

V" :0V. Resonant shallow donor impurity-assisted elastic and inelastic tunneling

through the modulation-doped space-charge region results in further electron
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tunneling channels, see reference1222]. This two-step process enhances tunneling

current and may be responsible for the iow field base current measured in figure 6.13

for V6" <500mV at 20K and 300K.
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Figure 6.13: Base current versus base-emitter voltage, at gate bias Vr:Q. Curves for

20K and 300K were taken in dark conditions

The low temperature resonant tunneling peak al Vt" -3.0V (labelled as R) is

completely smeared out by the electron-LO-phonon coupling. A small excess current

at the 20K resonance peak is observed in comparison to 300K. The small period

oscillations in the base current at low temperature may be due to interference effects

in the base [223]. At room temperature, saturation of the base current is not present

and increases exponentially with %" (dominated by thermionic emission).

6.5 Minority Hole Carrier Injection

In the low injection regime, the SET operates as a majority electron carrier device.

The effect of injecting a minority hole carrier concentration into the active region

was performed to probe the valence band heterostructure 12241,,1225),1226]. This was

achieved by optically pumping the degenerately doped n+ WBG heterolayer with

above band gap energy photons (1.96eV). This resuited in the creation of

electron-hole pairs in the n+ Iayer only due to the large absorption coefficient

a - L05 cm-1 and thickness.

300K
R

20K
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The photogenerated electron and hole carrier concentrations (ø" and ø¿) are

determined by the intensity of the incident radiation. Photocreated holes diffuse to

the edge of the depletion region and are collected before they recombine. High

energy photocreated holes will be hot and will move with saturated drift velocity

upon entering the drift freId 12271. Under steady-state conditions the minority carrier

continuity equation is given bY,

I ôJn_ 
+ 

oh - oî : 0. (6.11)
qA, rh

The current density Jn in terms of drift and diffusion contrìbutions can be written as,

J¡: elt¡ontt - non*, (6.12)

where øfi is the intrinsic hole concentration, r¿ is the hole lifetime, p¿ the hole

mobility and. D¡ the hole diffusion coefficient. When the base-emitter heterojunction

is forward biased, the minority carrier injection ratio increases with current due to

the enhancement of the drift-fieid component [207]. By controlling oh one can see

what effect the minority hole current ,/¿ has on the total base current.

Figures 6.1a(a) and (b), show transfer characteristics of the SET for illumination

powers of 340¡;W and 2mW respectively. Saturation of the base current is observed

for both optical powers and changes polarity for Vnø ( 0. Increasing the optical

po\ /er increases the base current for Va" ( 0 and is observed to be insensitive to

changes in gate bias. The saturated curves for Va" ) 0 were effectively translated

downward, cuÌves corresponding to Vs : 0 being most strongly dependent upon the

minority hole injection. Inspecting figures 6.14(a) and (b), shows that NDR is absent

in forward and reverse bias of the base-emitter heterojunction. The absence of the

NDR with minority hole carrier injection supports the evidence that majority

electron carriers are responsible for the behaviour observed in figures 6.10 and 6.12

[216].

Hole injection also reduces the electric field created at the modulation doped

interface, decreasing both the effective depletion barrier thickness and height 12281.

This barrier lowering effect modifies the majority and minority current contributions

simultaneously. As the collector is positively biased, the holes accumulate in the

intrinsic region.

Photocreated carrier contribution to the base current was isolated by subtracting

the dark current 1r(0) from the total current measured when illuminated I6(P.et).

The responsivity .R for incident monochromatic photon energy äø was calculated
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using 12291,

R(P.rr):
1r(0) - Ia(P.p,

AIW, (6.13)
Popt (Va",Vs)

Defining the injection efficiency qini as)

n;'¡(P"'¡
Y l(Vb.,Vq)

figures 6.15(a) and (b) are plotted to show the effect oî n;ni with increasing pump

power and gate bias voltage.

when vb" >0 and v6"-2.0Y, rl¿nj is reduced by two orders of magnitude,

recovering to the forward bias value atVt. -9'0V' Increasing the gate bias to 6'0V

increases hole accumulation in the base and therefore .I¿. As o¿ increases, J¡

increases and therefore the total current measured at the base terminal is reduced.

6.6 Concluslon

A transfer matrix method for the calculation of tunneling probability through a

well-barrier combination of arbitrary shape has been described. This method was

used to model an asymmetric double barrier quantum well under different

perpendicular electric frelds. An n-type modulation-doped device, using the quantum
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confined Stark effect, was successfully demonstrated at 20K, showing excellent

qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions. The temperature dependence of

device characteristics showed a strong electron-phonon coupling with thermionic

emission dominating the tunnel current at room temperature. Ballistic transport at

room temperature is therefore not expected to be viable in this material.
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Chapter 7

Concluslon

ff'lHIS thesis describes the growth and characterization of CdTe/CdZnTe multiple

I quantum wells with particular emphasis on reducing dislocation density and

enhancing exciton optical nonlinearity. It was found that high quality strained-layer

superlattices could be grown on a variety of substrates provided that constituent

layer thicknesses are kept below the empirically determined critical layer thickness.

A series of multiple quantum wells with different well widths, barrier widths and

barrier heights has been studied to determine the effect of well coupling and carrier

conflnement in this material. The comprehensive nature of this study, using high

resolution X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence, photoreflectivity and theoretical

predictions (both dynamical simulations and quantum mechanical description), is a

particular feature.

Monolithic microwave integrated circuit compatible modulators using only n-type

dopants were designed, fabricated and characterized. Selecting optimal quantum well

parameters for excitonic absorption, an n+-i(MQW)-n+ modulator was designed to

incorporate four novel concepts: (i) NIN exhibited low input impedance using only

n-type dopants; (ii) graded doping transitions producing an intrinsically low

capacitance SEED design and supressing accumulation/band-bending at the n+-i

interface; (iii) MQW barrier height controlling the NIN dark current; and (iv)

vertical integration of an active load into the SEED. The low period multiple

quantum well exhibits a mixed type-I-iype-Il valence band. From Ë.f calcriations it
was found that the valence band was sensitive to the strain and valence band offset.

Distortion of the in-plane valence band effective masses and the heavy- and light-hole

energy ordering due to these parameters is shown. An optical contrast ratio of 12 dB

was demonstrated with the NIN transmission modulator, indicating large exciton

a

L76
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absorption coefficient and efficient electro-optic modulation. A modulation doped

single quantum well incorporated in a heterojunction bipolar transistor confrguration

is described. Control of the electron concentration in the well layer allowed the

optical absorption properties to be altered using the QCStr and PAQ. This device

also exhibited NDR making it suitable for photocurrent feedback applications.

Electron tunneling in a modulation doped device was used to demonstrate a Stark

effect transistor. The tunneling current through the complex potential was caiculated

using a transfer matrix method developed.

The comprehensive nature of the collection of superlattices presented here has not

been fully exploited to date. Photogenerated exciton ionization times, carrier escape

times (tunneling and thermionic emission) and ultrafast optical non-linearities are a

function of well coupling and barrier height. Matching theoretical predictions to

experimental behaviour over this sample parameteï space would prove an interesting

study of the fundamentally difierent physics of the II-VI material system' The large

exciton-phonon coupling and exciton binding energy compared to III-V MQWs

provides new mechanisms for ultrafast opticai noniinearities, such exciton spin

relaxation, to be investigated and applied to optical switching.

Although the device designs and theoretical framework discussed here exploited

II-\/| semiconductors, the principles demonstrated can equally be applied to the

technologically mature III-V material system. This could lead to SEED modulators

being directly incorporated into MMICs, resulting in high bandwidth optoelectronic

signal processing. Control of strain as discussed here, coupled with zone-folding

techniques could directly couple the emerging VI-VI high speed MODFET

technology with optoelectronics at communications wavelengths.
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